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ABSTRACT 
 
Brazilian composer Leopoldo Américo Miguéz (1850–1902) lived in the 
cosmopolitan city of Rio de Janeiro at a time when the prevailing cultural background of 
the aristocracy was still prominently European. His entire production consisted of thirty-
eight works with opus numbers and few other works that have not yet been published, all 
of which were influenced by European romantic music traditions while demonstrating no 
strong connection with Brazilian local and popular culture. He wrote a small quantity of 
twelve piano works represented in ten opus numbers, one collection of pieces without 
opus number, and one unpublished piece. These are mostly in short forms such as 
mazurkas, nocturnes, and character pieces with suggestive titles in the manner of short 
piano works by Brahms, Chopin, Fauré, Grieg, Mendelssohn, Liszt, and Schumann.  
With few exceptions, no great significance has been attributed to his piano works 
throughout the written history of Brazilian music. This is partly due to the lingering effect 
of two lines of negative criticism published during and after his lifetime that hurt his 
reputation and turned him into an obscure and forgotten composer. One was regarding his 
symphonic works, which were heavily influenced by Wagner, Berlioz, and Liszt. The 
other was in the context of an enduring process of nationalization of Brazilian arts and a 
rupture from European influences in the beginning of the 20th century. The music of 
	  	   viii 
Miguéz fell greatly out of favor during this campaign, resulting in lasting damage to his 
name that has yet to be reversed.  
The purpose of this dissertation is to draw attention to his pianistic output, 
asserting its integrity, quality, and valuable contribution to the development of music in 
Brazil. Biographical information as well as in-depth musical analysis of each piano work 
are supplied in the course of the narrative. My hope is that by providing and 
disseminating this information, Leopoldo Miguéz will be better understood, accepted, 
and more often performed.  
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CHAPTER 1 
A prelude to the biography1 
 
Introduction 
Brazilian composer Leopoldo Américo Miguéz (1850–1902) lived in the 
cosmopolitan city of Rio de Janeiro at a time when the prevailing cultural aristocratic 
background was still prominently European. He was active as a composer in the last two 
decades of the 19th century, a period in Brazilian history marked by the abolition of 
slavery (1888) and the proclamation of Republic of Brazil (1889), ending centuries of 
Portuguese colonial rule. The republican regime implemented a new cultural order in 
Brazil, and Miguéz was one of the central figures in the development of music at that 
time.   
Although born in Brazil, Miguéz studied music in Porto, Portugal, from the ages 
of 7 through 21 and, eleven years later, he spent a year studying in Paris and Brussels. 
This interval of eleven years in his musical studies had to do with the fact that his father, 
although encouraging his son’s musical skills, nevertheless tried to guide him toward a 
merchant life, from which he could expect more financial stability. Thus, from the ages 
of 21 through 32, Miguéz worked as bookkeeper at a shop in Rio de Janeiro. He 
performed music regularly as a hobby, and in his mid-20s gradually became respected as 
an accomplished violinist and as a conductor. By age 32 he was a confirmed musician, 
and started to pursue a professional career.  
Miguéz, however, was not known as a pianist, and in fact there exists no evidence 
 	  
	  
2 
of formal piano training in his life. Nonetheless, he wrote a small quantity of piano 
pieces, encompassing ten opus numbers, one collection of pieces without opus number, 
and one unpublished work, within a total of thirty-eight opus numbers and few other 
works for orchestra without opus numbers. No great significance has been attributed to 
his piano works throughout the written history of Brazilian music. Miguéz has been 
acknowledged mostly for his orchestral production, namely a symphony, three 
symphonic poems, one musical drama, and one opera, as well as a grand four-movement 
violin sonata, one of the pinnacles of the Brazilian romantic chamber music repertoire.   
Miguéz was also recognized, both in Brazil and abroad, for his leadership as a 
director at a prominent music school in Rio de Janeiro, the Instituto Nacional de Música. 
This school, which was founded in 1890, continues today as the school of music at 
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro (Federal University of Rio de Janeiro). Since 
that time, however, Miguéz has come to occupy the position of an obscure and forgotten 
composer. Two lines of negative criticism in Brazil were responsible for this. The first 
was regarding his tenure as the director of the Instituto Nacional de Música (1890–1902) 
and of the Centro Artístico (1893–1899), the latter an association founded by him and 
other intellectuals devoted to the promotion of higher artistic values in music education 
and appreciation in Rio de Janeiro. After the proclamation of the Republic in 1899, the 
ideals of a new country seeking the fresh air of independence and modernization 
coincided with Miguéz’s ambition to see the Instituto become one of the most advanced 
and innovative musical institutions in Brazil. As its director, he was musically and 
pedagogically oriented toward France and Germany, rather than Italy. Through concerts 
 	  
	  
3 
at the Centro Artístico, most of them hosted in the concert hall of the Instituto, he sought 
to advocate for the progressive and forward-thinking musical novelties of Wagner, 
Berlioz, Liszt, and Franck.  
Toward the end of the 19th century and well into the 20th century, however, the 
musicians and music critics of Rio de Janeiro were divided into those who were still 
inclined towards Italian opera, a genre very often performed during Brazil’s Imperial 
times (1822–1889), and those sympathetic to Miguéz’s ideals. In a way, this division was 
involuntarily embodied on one hand by “old school” Brazilian composer	  Carlos Gomes 
(1836–1896)2, who had triumphed in Italy as an opera composer and was one of the first 
Brazilian icons ever to achieve success in Europe, and on the other by the “new school” 
group spearheaded by Miguéz.  
In seeking to introduce the “new”, Miguéz naturally faced strong opposition. One 
critic, Oscar Guanabarino (1851–1937)3, was particularly fierce toward Miguéz, his 
Instituto, and the Centro Artístico. Guanabarino, himself a pianist and a defender of the 
contributions of Italian music, was never granted a teaching position at the Instituto, a 
fact that perhaps fueled stronger criticism toward the school and its director. He remained 
tirelessly committed to denigrating them with exaggerated sarcasm, describing them as  
imitators of Wagner and pretentious in their intent to “educate” the public in the ways of 
elevated and profound music.  
Criticism was also directed at Miguéz’s symphonic production, not because it 
lacked quality but because, according to authors and music critics, it lacked originality 
and personality, sounding like mere copies of his models, Wagner and Liszt. Some critics 
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even described his opera I Salduni (1896–98) as a vulgar summary of Wagner’s Ring 
Cycle. Such remarks, however, were addressed to his orchestral output only, for his piano 
productions were untainted by Wagnerian influences. His piano works, being such a 
small collection, were easily overlooked.  
The second line of negative criticism developed after his death, a result of the 
nationalization of Brazilian arts in the early 1920s and a supposed rupture from European 
influences. This sentiment had been slowly emerging in Brazil even in the years before 
the proclamation of the Republic in 1889. The music of Miguéz, predominantly in the 
romantic European style, fell greatly out of favor during this campaign, which lasted well 
beyond the 1920s, and indeed has continued into the present day to some degree.   
The nationalistic movement inaugurated a new and exciting era for Brazilian 
music, realizing a vision of what Brazilian music ought to be, and opening the doors for 
composers such as Heitor Villa-Lobos (1887–1959) and Camargo Guarnieri (1907–
1993)4. Sadly, however, it also imposed the idea that Brazilian romantic composers wrote 
music that was not national in character. It thus inflicted great damage on the reputation 
of figures such as Miguéz.   
One must pause and consider the historical line of musical development in Brazil, 
in which every significant period has had ties with music produced in other countries. 
Brazil eventually created its own voice and musical colors, but it never ceased to explore 
and absorb compositional styles and techniques that originated abroad. These influences 
came from all the periods of music: Baroque, Classical, Romantic, late Romantic, 
Impressionist, as well as modalism, serialism, microtonal music, electronic music, and so 
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forth. The borrowing of foreign musical aesthetics in order to better elaborate on national 
musical idioms was a natural option throughout most of Brazil’s musical history. Hence, 
to disregard Miguéz, or any other Brazilian composer who has been similarly 
marginalized by the nationalist movement, is not only shortsighted, but also an 
impediment to forming a complete understanding of Brazil’s musical history.  
The aim of this research project, therefore, is to help Miguéz regain the 
recognition that he so richly deserves. It is my hope that the study of his life and music 
will inspire admiration and respect on the part of the reader.    
 
The biographical sources  
In this section I would like to present an overview of the most relevant data 
written about Miguéz up until now. Although biographical research can draw on several 
sources, almost all of them used similar content, with only occasional addition of 
personal points of view. To date, there has been no documented evidence regarding his 
compositional process - such as might be supplied by personal letters - and most 
newspaper reviews focused on his symphonic works or his performances as conductor or 
violinist. Reviews of his piano works or piano playing are nowhere to be found, a gap to 
be filled by this research.  
Most authors seem to agree regarding important dates such as Miguéz’s years of 
birth and death, but slight discrepancies occur regarding the precise days and months of 
events in his life. The biography narrated in the next chapter, therefore, aims to follow the 
most widely agreed on and accurate data.   
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Miguéz died at a time when musicological research in Brazil was still in its 
infancy. Articles about arts and culture were just becoming part of the general journalistic 
scene in Rio de Janeiro in the latter half of the 19th century. Miguéz himself founded a 
magazine in 1878, when he was 28 years old.  
The earliest relevant document of biographical interest dates from 1896, written 
by Miguéz himself when he was 36 years old. It was the result of his travels to Europe in 
1895 to study the working methods of sixteen conservatories. His research was used to 
help implement innovation and improve the structure of the Instituto Nacional de Música 
during his tenure as director. He presented the report, entitled Organização dos 
Conservatórios de Música na Europa (Organization of Conservatories of Music in 
Europe)5, to the Brazilian Ministry of Justice and Interior Affairs. It is a document of 
historical significance that revealed not only practical information about the music 
institutions, but also some traces of its author’s own personality. Other documents penned 
by Miguéz include letters and short articles published in newspapers, which can also help 
us to form an idea of his persona. His periodical, the Revista musical e de bellas artes: 
semanário artístico, issued between 1878 and 1879, presented items of interest and 
anecdotes from his time, but it is not relevant from a biographical perspective. 
Also in 1896, Portuguese scholar and musicologist Antonio Arroyo (1856–1934)6 
wrote an analytical essay about Miguéz’s first symphonic poem, Parisina, op. 15. This 
article, published in a periodical in Porto, Portugal, by Magalhães & Muniz, was entitled 
“Parisina: Poema Sinfônico (Segundo Byron) de Leopoldo Miguéz” (“Parisina: 
Symphonic Poem After Byron by Leopoldo Miguéz”). The essay was addressed to 
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Portuguese violinist and conductor Bernardo Moreira de Sá (1853–1924)7, who had just 
premiered Miguéz’s symphonic poem in Porto. Arroyo had attended the premiere and 
decided that the magnitude of the work deserved a written analysis to be used as a 
program note in future performances.  
The interest in Miguéz’s works in Portugal had much to do with the fact that he 
had studied in Porto as a young child until he turned 21. Many contemporary Portuguese 
musicians even considered Miguéz to be Portuguese until after his death, not knowing 
that his birthplace had been in Brazil. At the time of writing his essay, Arroyo did not 
personally know Miguéz, but could vaguely recall having seen him once or twice when 
he lived in Porto. The conductor Bernardo Moreira de Sá also may have had a 
connection: he studied violin with Portuguese composer and virtuoso violinist Nicolau 
Medina Ribas (1832–1900)8, who had been Miguéz’s violin teacher as well. Although 
Moreira de Sá went on to study with Hungarian violinist Joseph Joachim (1831–1907) 
later, it is plausible that he might have known Miguéz.   
The pioneer biographical content provided by Arroyo was extracted from 
accounts given by the composer’s close acquaintances, some more accurate than others.  
The core of the article, however, was obviously more focused on the analysis of Parisina. 
During the narrative portion of his essay, Arroyo could not disguise a sense of pride and 
admiration for a composer who had had his musical upbringing on Portuguese soil. 
Although Arroyo’s essay has until recently been somewhat forgotten in both Portugal and 
Brazil, it is thanks to him that we have what I believe to be the first documented 
description of Leopoldo Miguéz in history.   
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During the month and year of Miguéz’s death, July 1902, Brazilian newspapers 
published articles with biographical references in his honor, most notably the Estado de 
São Paulo on July 7th 1902, one the most important newspapers in Brazil to this day. 
Abroad, the news of his death was felt in Portugal and France. Portuguese musicologist 
Ernesto Vieira (1848–1915)9 included an addendum to his book entitled Diccionario 
Biographico de Musicos Portuguezes: Historia e Bibliographia da Musica em Portugal, 
vol. 1 (Biographical Dictionary of Portuguese Musicians: History and Bibliography of 
the Music in Portugal, vol. 1). Vieira’s article on Miguéz was added at the end of volume 
1,  a special tribute that offered a glimpse of his prestige in Portugal at the time of his 
death. In the preface to the article, Vieira wrote:  
“The prominent Brazilian musician Leopoldo Miguéz having recently passed 
away, I will finish the present work in consecration of his memory.”10  
 
The Diccionario’s portion about Miguéz11 was surprisingly rich in detail and accuracy, 
providing a comprehensive view of the functions of the Instituto Nacional de Musica, 
with its statutes, course descriptions and requirements. Vieira considered the works of 
Miguéz, although not great in quantity, to be but superb in quality, full of inspiration, 
elevated ideals, and sincerity (Vieira, p. 495). Vieira included an almost complete list of 
his works, with the exception of the piano works, of which nothing was mentioned.  
At the same time, another article was written in Porto, Portugal, by Ernesto Maia. 
It was published in the Portuguese music quarterly magazine A Arte Musical (The 
Musical Arte)12 also in July 1902. The article contained just the news of Miguéz’s death  
and brief biographical information. It is yet another token of the respect that the 
composer had in Portugal.  
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On August 28th 1902 the French publisher and editor Henri Heugel (1844–1916)13 
reported Miguéz’s death in the French periodical Le Ménestrel - Journal du Monde 
Musical - Musique et Theatres (Le Ménestrel – Journal of the Musical World – Music 
and Theatres).14 Signed by the editor himself, Henri Heugel, and written from Rio de 
Janeiro, the short text was printed in the section of Nécrologie (necrology), together with 
a note about French novelist Émile Zola (1840–1902), who died on September of the 
same year. Heugel also mentioned that Miguéz was the director of the Instituto Nacional 
de Música and that he was equally esteemed both as a man and as an artist.  
In 1908, Brazilian musicologist Guilherme Theodoro Pereira Mello (1867–
1932)15 published the very first book that offered serious and insightful look at the history 
of music in Brazil, entitled A Música no Brasil: desde os tempos coloniais até o primeiro 
decênio da república (The Music of Brazil: from colonial times until the first decade of 
Republic). Mello wrote it at a time when Brazilian musicians and their compositions had 
started to become a source of great pride for the nation, signaling an autonomous musical 
future free from dependence on the Old World’s influences. Mello demonstrated the 
regard that Europe had for Brazilian music by quoting the views and opinions of 
foreigners about Brazil’s artistic accomplishments.  One of such foreigners, famed 
Portuguese pianist José Vianna da Motta (1868–1948)16, was quoted in an interesting and 
lengthy passage in which Motta praised the innovative Instituto Nacional de Música, 
considering it superior to Lisbon’s outdated Conservatory.17 He praised Miguéz as 
director and musician, considering him to be the Brazilian successor of Liszt in his 
handling of the symphonic poem form. Motta also revealed that he had already performed 
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some of Miguéz’s piano pieces, including one Nocturno (probably opus 10) and a piece 
called Scherzetto, wrongly indicated as opus 2.18 This passage is important because it was 
the first time that a pianist of international fame had spoken of playing Miguéz’s piano 
pieces.  
Mello also provided perhaps the first complete biography of Miguéz, with brief 
examinations of his works and his style.19 He stated that Miguéz, whose style was 
grounded in venerated musical models, had a well-defined aesthetic, conveying “simple 
situations […] and of great moral elevation; intense feelings, broadly developing, 
resulting therefore in enormous musical pages that fill our eyes like great paintings.”20  
Mello recognized great talent in Miguéz and wrote about him in a most respectful 
way, but he was also one of the first to point out, in a book of national circulation, the 
composer’s lack of originality and subservience to Wagner. Mello concluded, however, 
that “Miguéz’s musical compositions, not inferior to Carlos Gomes’, constituted hymns 
of Glory to our national art, as superior as the works of Verdi in Italy, of Wagner in 
Germany, and of Ambroise Thomas in France.”21  
The  problem of originality as pointed out by Mello was only in reference to 
Miguéz’s orchestral and operatic output. The piano works, mentioned only in passing, 
were not considered as representative of Miguéz’s style. Mello’s dismissal of the piano 
works set the tone for future generations of musicologists and critics when categorizing 
Miguéz’s role in the history of music in Brazil, an unfortunate leitmotiv that still haunts 
Miguéz’s reputation to this day.  
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In 1913, an impressive collection of material about Brazil was published in 
England by Lloyd’s Greater Britain Publishing Company, Ltd. The several chapters were 
written by different authors, compiled into a book entitled Impressões do Brasil no 
Século Vinte (Impressions of Brazil in the Twentieth Century), edited by W. Feldwick, 
L.T. Delaney, and Arnold Wright in England, and by Joaquim Eulalio in Brazil. The 
massive, 1080-page book was meant to provide a different view of Brazil in Europe, 
other than the common image of the exotic nation that produced coffee, tobacco, sugar 
cane, gold, and wood. Brazilian poet, journalist, composer, and art critic João Itiberê da 
Cunha (1870–1927)22 wrote the chapter about music23, in which he referred to Brazilian 
music as not yet fully Brazilian, but also mentioned that there were several competent 
composers on the way to building a musical stamp for the nation. The majority of 
composers described by Cunha were from the Instituto Nacional de Música, focusing 
special attention on its director. Cunha considered Miguéz to be one of the glories of 
Brazilian musical art, whose music was of uncontested value. Apart from mentioning the 
symphonic works, which were the main source of  Miguéz’s fame, Cunha was one of the 
few authors  to specifically mention some of Miguéz’s piano pieces, such as Nocturno, 
op. 10, Souvenirs, op. 20, Scènes intimes, op. 24, and Morceaux lyriques, op. 34. 
Interestingly, he was also one of the few authors to consider Miguéz as being attached to 
the French symphonic school, and suggested that if he had been born in Russia or Poland 
he would perhaps have had a universal reputation. “But he was Brazilian!”, he wrote.24 It 
would not be the last time that an author described Miguéz in that way.   
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In 1922, for the commemoration of 100 years of independence from Portugal, the 
newspaper O Estado de São Paulo published a series of 29 articles on topics ranging 
from Brazilian diplomacy to commerce, medicine, science, archeology, sports, etc. The 
article on music, written by Brazilian politician and musicologist José Rodrigues Barbosa 
(1857–1939)25 and entitled “Um Século de Música Brasileira” (“One Century of 
Brazilian Music”), occupied fourteen pages of the newspaper over a period of ten days, 
from September 9th through 19th.  Barbosa, one of Brazil’s most respected music critics at 
the time, was part of the board that created the first statutes of the new Instituto Nacional 
de Música in 1890, together with Miguéz and pianist Alfredo Bevilacqua (1846–1927)26. 
In his article Barbosa described aspects of the musical life in Brazil since 1822, including 
particular institutions and composers, with special focus on the Instituto. Miguéz was 
described with great admiration for his talents as a pedagogue, administrator, conductor, 
and the originator of the symphonic poem form in Brazil. Barbosa went further in 
providing a biography, commentaries about Miguéz’s most important symphonic works, 
and a complete list of all of his compositions at that time. The only exception to 
Barbosa’s tone of high praise occurs in the last paragraph, where he affirms that Miguéz 
made a bad decision in subordinating his symphonic production to Wagnerism.27 It is 
important to note that, once again, such judgment referred only to Miguéz’s orchestral 
works. In concluding the article, Barbosa stated that if Wagner had not existed, Miguéz’s 
opera I Salduni would have been a masterpiece without match.”28 Barbosa was not alone 
in expressing this refrain about the composer, a shared view by many other authors.  
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In 1926 Brazilian musicologist Renato Almeida (1895–1981)29 wrote a book 
entitled História da Música Brasileira, the second such work since Mello’s in 1908.  
Almeida wrote that the Brazil’s gravitation toward European influence was completely 
natural, and that the expected result would be that through the known European 
techniques of composition Brazilians would eventually bring new contributions to 
occidental music.30 He also pointed out that since the time of Brazilian composer Carlos 
Gomes (1836–1896) there had been a preoccupation with the establishment of a national 
musical identity, and that composers such as Miguéz had the same ideal, even if his 
sound world was still very much attached to Europe. Almeida concluded that the type of 
sound that characterized Brazilian music before the opening of the 20th century was 
simply a natural part of the country’s development toward independence.31  
Almeida considered the composer to be a skilled disciple of Liszt and Wagner, 
who wrote brilliant scores with ardent imagination, but again without originality and 
without much significance for the history of Brazilian music.32 He mentioned, in 
particular, that one does not feel in Miguéz the angst for searching new things in order to 
create his own personality, but that he accepted the models created before him without 
questioning them.33 He concluded that Miguéz’s symphonic poem was in essence Liszt’s 
symphonic poem, and that his musical drama was Wagner’s musical drama. About 
Miguéz’s most important opera, I Salduni, Almeida quoted an expression used by 
historian Luiz Heitor de Azevedo, who would also write about music in Brazil in the near 
future, “a vulgar and summarized edition of [Wagner’s] Tetralogy.” 34    
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 Also in 1926, the Italian violinist, musicologist, and composer Vincenzo 
Cernicchiaro (1848–1928)35, a naturalized Brazilian, wrote the Storia della Musica nel 
Brasile: dai tempi coloniali sino ai nostri giorni, 1549–1925 (History of Music in Brazil: 
from colonial period until our present day, 1549–1925).36 Although the massive 617-
page book described many important accounts of musical activities in Brazil, it delivered 
harsh, condescending, and unmeasured criticism of Miguéz. Cernicchiaro was one of the 
violin teachers in the Instituto Nacional de Música, and it is conceivable that jealousy or 
other personal differences with Miguéz, who was also a violin teacher at the Instituto in 
addition to being its director, led Cernicchiaro to vehemently denigrate his fellow 
musician. To him, Miguéz as a composer was nothing but an imitator of Liszt and 
Wagner, a “noticeable musician, but evidently second class.”37  
Two years later, in 1928, Mário de Andrade (1893–1945)38, one of Brazil’s most 
respected and influential intellectuals who was also a musician, pedagogue, critic, poet, 
and philosopher, published a book called Ensaio Sobre a Música Brasileira (Essay on 
Brazilian Music). Andrade was fierce in advocating for a national identity in Brazilian 
arts, a sentiment that had already been set in motion years earlier, with the advent of the 
Semana de Arte Moderna de 1922 (Modern Art Week of 1922).39 In this context, Mário 
de Andrade demonstrated little sympathy for most romantic Brazilian composers, who 
wrote or were still writing music with a strong European influence, which included titling 
pieces and movements in foreign languages such as French, Italian, or German.  
Composers like Miguéz and Henrique Oswald (1852–1931)40 fell into that category and 
were not spared in the depreciation of their works within the new modernistic conception.   
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Miguéz was mentioned only once by Andrade, in a sentence that expressed the 
discomfort of the author toward pre-1900’s Brazilian music: “In the works of José 
Maurício and, more prominently, of Carlos Gomes, [Alexandre] Levy, Glauco 
Velasquez, [Leopoldo] Miguéz, we feel a certain indefinite I-don’t-know-what, an 
uneasiness that is not really uneasiness, it is a weird uneasiness…”41  
Andrade wrote that “the current criteria of Brazilian music must be that of 
fight…if a Brazilian artist feels the strength of genius, like Beethoven and Dante felt, it is 
obvious that he/she must then write national music. Because, as a genius he will 
inevitably be able to find the essential elements of nationality.”42 Andrade believed that 
all Brazilian artists who made Brazilian art were efficient as human beings. Those who 
made international or foreign art, on the other hand, were useless.43 
In 1940 the periodical Revista Brasileira de Música (Brazilian Music Magazine) 
published an article in Rio de Janeiro written by music critic Otávio Bevilacqua (1887–
1959)44, son of Alfredo Bevilacqua, entitled “Leopoldo Miguéz e o Instituto Nacional de 
Música” (“Leopoldo Miguéz and the Instituto Nacional de Música”). The article was 
originally a text read by Bevilacqua more than ten years earlier at a conference at the 
Instituto, probably around the same time that Cernicchiaro had published his Storia della 
Musica nell Brasile in 1926. At the request of the publisher at the	  Revista Brasileira de 
Música, Bevilacqua agreed to publish a revised version of the text with additional 
information. Otávio provided an affectionate account of Miguéz, who had been a 
professional colleague and close friend of his father, pianist Alfredo Bevilacqua. Otávio 
had studied and worked at the Instituto, and had probably an emotional connection with 
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the school and its director.      
In 1950 and 1956, Brazilian journalist, musicologist, and folklorist Luiz Heitor 
Corrêa de Azevedo (1905–1992)45 published two texts about Miguéz. The first was 
entitled “Leopoldo Miguéz e a ‘Storia della musica nell Brasile’ de Cernicchiaro” 
(Leopoldo Miguéz and the History of Music in Brazil by Cernicchiaro), in the periodical 
Música e músicos do Brasil.46 In this article Azevedo defended the composer against 
Cernicchiaro’s hostilities from 1926.  The second article was a chapter with the same title 
as Otavio Bevilacqua’s few years earlier, “Leopoldo Miguéz and the Instituto Nacional 
de Música,” in Azevedo’s book called 150 anos de música no Brasil (150 years of music 
in Brazil) 1800–1950.47 In this chapter Azevedo focused on providing accurate and 
comprehensive biographical information, at times utilizing Bevilacqua’s 1940 article as 
reference. 
In 1976, German-born but naturalized Brazilian composer and musicologist 
Bruno Kiefer (1923–1987)48 published his História da Música Brasileira: dos primórdios 
ao início do século XX (History of Brazilian Music: from the origins to the beginning of 
the 20th century). His biographical and musicological view of Miguéz remained the same 
as the other authors, with the exception that Kiefer, like Cunha in 1913 and Barbosa in 
1922, mentioned at least two piano works by their actual names, Souvenirs, op. 20 and 
Scènes Intimes, op. 24, a slight indication of the works’ increasing acceptance around that 
time. A year later, in 1977, an entry on Miguéz was included in the Enciclopédia da 
Música Brasileira (Encyclopedia of Brazilian Music).49 Although the article contained an 
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outdated list of piano works, it nonetheless showed that in the 1970’s his name still 
resonated with Brazilian musicians.    
In 1981 Vasco Mariz50, historian, musicologist, writer, and diplomat, wrote what 
remains the latest book on Brazilian music history, entitled História da Música no Brasil. 
Despite its more recent date, the book offered nothing new about Miguéz besides Mariz’s 
own personal insights about the composer. He gave credit to Miguéz for having chosen to 
follow Wagner, summarizing his “Wagnerian” issue with the following lines:  
“Regarding inspiration and originality, time has served him justice; [I] cannot 
condemn him for Wagnerianism, because ever since the death [of Wagner] 100 
years ago, I remain a Wagner enthusiast and a frequent concert-goer at the 
Bayreuth marathons […] The fact that he was a disciple of Liszt and Wagner does 
not diminish him: he chose the Germanic aesthetic orientation at a time when it 
was in its peak of international prestige, and therefore a quite justifiable choice.”51  
 
Miguéz’s destiny and early death, according to Mariz, did not allow him to fully develop 
his musical voice. It was certain that he would have accomplished much more had he 
lived longer. For Mariz, he remained as the greatest and most innovative directors of the 
Instituto, who deeply enriched musical education in Brazil.52  
In 2002 and 2003 two important theses were published at the University of São 
Paulo, Brazil. The first, by Dr. Felipe Ferreira Valoz Jr., now professor of music at 
Instituto Federal de Goiás, was entitled “A contribuição de Leopoldo Miguéz para o 
gênero musical poema sinfônico” (“The contribution of Leopoldo Miguéz to the 
symphonic poem musical genre”), in which the author contextualized and analyzed the 
three symphonic poems written by Miguéz. The second thesis was published in 2003 by 
pianist Renato Carlos Nogueira Figueiredo, entitled “O piano de Miguez: subsídios para 
um resgate interpretativo (“The piano of Miguez: resources for an interpretative rescue”). 
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Figueiredo’s thesis took the first steps toward indeed rescuing Miguéz’s piano 
works from neglect. His purpose was to reproduce all the piano scores, including one 
unpublished manuscript of a Nocturno in E♭ minor, op. 19. He also reproduced the texts 
by Arroyo, Azevedo, Bevilacqua, and Cernicchiaro, along with Miguéz’s report about the 
organization of the European Conservatoires, a few personal letters, and historical 
documents. I am indebted to Figueiredo for compiling and organizing such valuable 
material to promote easier practical research, as compiling such material in Brazil can be 
a monumental task.  
In 2005, Brazilian musicologist Sérgio Nepomuceno Alvim Corrêa53 published 
the first catalogue of works by Miguéz, entitled Catálogo de Obras: Leopoldo Miguéz, no 
small indication of the composer’s endurance through time.54 The catalogue included 
additional historical perspectives, newspaper articles about and by Miguéz, concert 
programs, a chronology of dates, and information about recordings of piano works 
produced until then. 
In July 2013, Dr. Avelino Romero Pereira, professor of music at the Universidade 
do Rio de Janeiro, presented a paper at a Brazilian music symposium in Natal, Rio 
Grande do Norte. The paper was entitled “Uma República Musical: música, politica, e 
sociabilidade no Rio de Janeiro Oitocentista (1882–1899)” (“A Musical Republic: music, 
politics, and sociability in the 1800’s Rio de Janeiro”), in which he discussed the ideals 
behind music production in Rio de Janeiro at the end of the 19th century. Pereira 
described Miguéz as one of the central figures in the promotion of “new” music in the 
Republic, facing opposition from critics such as Oscar Guanabarino, who represented the 
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mentality of the old Imperial times, as discussed above. As expected, the article provided 
a more updated perspective of Miguéz’s role in the music making of his time.  
The following chapter presents a biography of Leopoldo Miguéz based on the 
written documents presented above.  
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1  In this chapter and in the following chapters, unless otherwise indicated, all 
translations from sources in Portuguese, French, Italian, and German, were made by the 
author.  
2	  Carlos Gomes (1836–1896) was the first Brazilian composer to be successful 
abroad. He studied composition and counterpoint in Milan with Lauro Rossi (1810–1885) 
in 1846. While in Italy Gomes wrote an opera entitled Il Guarany, based on a text by 
Brazilian author José de Alencar (1829–1877). The opera was premiered at La Scala in 
Milan on March 19th 1870, to great public acclaim. Performances of the work were 
quickly staged in every European capital. Verdi considered Gomes a "true musical 
genius." Upon his return to Brazil, Gomes had difficulties in re-adapting to the new 
political scene after the fall of the Brazilian Empire and the proclamation of the Republic, 
along with the fact that appreciation for Italian opera in Brazil was on the decline. 
Gomes’s music, one of the greatest Brazilian representations from the golden age of 
Italian opera, suffered strong rejection. Miguéz, who then advocated for Germanic and 
French music, was not receptive to the music of Gomes until well until after his death in 
1896, when he started to respect Gomes’s contributions and qualities. Appleby, David P. 
“Gomes, Carlos”. The Music of Brazil. Austin: University of Texas Press, 1983, pp. 46–
50. 
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“Gomes, Carlos”. Enciclopédia da Musica Brasileira. São Paulo: Art Editora 
LTDA, 1977, vol. 1, A–N, pp. 317–319.  
3	  Pianist and fearsome critic Oscar Guanabarino de Sousa Silva (1851–1937) 
worked as journalist for Jornal do Commercio and O Paiz in Rio de Janeiro. He became 
notorious for his sarcasm toward everything and everyone related to the Instituto 
Nacional de Musica and the Centro Artístico, an association for the promotional of music 
education and appreciation in Rio de Janeiro, spearheaded by many intellectuals and 
directed by Miguéz. He was also intolerant of the music of Alberto Nepomuceno (1864–
1920) and Villa Lobos (1887–1959), two composers striving for nationalism in music. 
Guanabarino particularly condemned Nepomuceno’s pioneering use of the Portuguese 
language in art songs and opera, two genres that should only be served by Italian, 
according to him. Nepomuceno would constantly fight back in writing, publishing 
articles and comments in newspapers. Guanabarino was fiercely opposed to the new 
practices of incorporating folk national material into classical music genres, a practice 
which was much promoted by Villa Lobos. He reportedly had a walking-stick fight with 
Villa Lobos as they were exiting a concert in Rio de Janeiro in the 1920s. “Guanabarino, 
Oscar”. Enciclopédia da Musica Brasileira. São Paulo: Art Editora LTDA, 1977, A–N, 
pp. 331–332.  
Pereira, Avelino Romero. Musica, Sociedade, e Politica: Alberto Nepomuceno e a 
Republica Musical. Rio de Janeiro: Editora UFRJ, 2007, pp. 131–142.  
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  4	  Mozart Camargo Guarnieri (1907–1993) was a Brazilian composer, one of the 
strongest representatives of Brazilian nationalism in music.	  His father was very fond of 
opera and decided to name his three sons after famous opera composers: Verdi, Rossini, 
and Mozart. Guarnieri felt pretentious using the name and decided to use only Camargo 
Guarnieri, the name by which he is known today. Guarnieri studied composition with 
Charles Koechlin (1867–1950) in Paris. Some of his compositions received important 
prizes in the United States in the 1940s, giving Guarnieri the opportunity of conducting 
them in New York, Boston (with the Boston Symphony), Los Angeles, and Chicago. He 
wrote symphonies, concertos, cantatas, two operas, chamber music, important piano 
pieces entitled Ponteios (a reference to points, as in counterpoint), and over fifty songs 
for voice and piano. His modern style incorporated folk elements such as modal scales as 
well as African-Brazilian drum rhythms. He is perhaps the most important Brazilian 
composer after Heitor Villa-Lobos, and certainly one of the greatest contemporary 
composers in the Americas.  
Béhague, Gerard. "Guarnieri, Camargo." Grove Music Online. Oxford Music 
Online. Oxford University Press. Web. 22 Aug. 2014, 8:00am.   
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/11904  
5	  The full title of the report in Portuguese was Organização dos Conservatórios 
de Música na Europa. Relatório apresentado ao Ministério da justiça e negócios 
interiors por Leopoldo Miguéz (Diretor do Instituto Nacional de Música no Rio de 
Janeiro). Em desempenho da comissão de que me foi encarregado em aviso do mesmo 
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ministério de 16 de março de 1895. Rio de Janeiro: Imprensa Nacional, 1897 (35 pages). 
In English: Organization of the Conservatories of Music in Europe: Report presented to 
the Ministry of justice and internal affairs by Leopoldo Miguéz (Director of Instituto 
Nacional de Música of Rio de Janeiro), in performance of the commission bestowed upon 
me by the same ministry on March 16th 1895. The text of the report consulted was 
reproduced by Figueiredo, Renato. “O Piano de Miguéz: subsídios para um resgate 
interpretativo. Vol. 1.” Master’s Thesis. Universidade de São Paulo: 2003, pp. 43–73.  
6	  António José Arroyo or Arroio (1856–1934) was a Portuguese engineer, 
politician, professor, and arts critic who wrote extensively about music. Among his most 
important writings were musical analysis, artistic profiles about Portuguese pianist José 
Vianna da Mota and Portuguese violinist Bernardo Moreira de Sá, both in 1896, and a 
book about the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, in 1908. Through his articles and 
conferences on music, as well as through his friendship with some of the most important 
Portuguese musicians and writers of his time, he had some influence on the development 
of the concept of a national Portuguese music.	  António Arroyo gave public conferences 
to introduce the Lisbon premiere of Wagner’s Ring cycle in 1909.  
Cascudo, Teresa Garcia-Villaraco. Wagnerism and nationalism in Portugal: The 
influence of the critic of Spanish origin António Arroyo.	  Abstract from article presented 
at the 6th congress of the Sociedad Española de Musicología, Oviedo, 2004.  Consulted at 
the online Répertoire International de Littérature Musicale (RILM). Web. 21 Aug. 2014, 
4:46pm. http://rilm.org/index.php  
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Vieira, Ernesto. “Arroyo, Antonio”. Diccionario biographico de musicos 
portuguezes. Historia e bibliographia da Musica em Portugal. Vol. I. Lisboa: Typograhia 
Mattos Moreira & Pinheiro, 1900, p. 53.   
7	  Bernardo Valentim Moreira de Sá (1853–1924) was an acclaimed Portuguese 
violinist and conductor from Porto. He studied with Nicolau Medina Ribas, a disciple of 
Charles de Bériot (1802–1870), from the Belgium violin school, and with Joseph 
Joachim. Moreira de Sá often toured Europe with cellist Pablo Casals, pianist Vianna da 
Mota, and pianist/violinist Harold Bauer. Graça, Tomás Borba Fernando Lopes. “Moreira 
de Sá, Bernardo Valentim”. Dicionário de Música (Ilustrado) I–Z. Lisboa: Edições 
Cosmos, 1958, p. 257–259. Web. 25 Aug. 2014, 11:57pm. 
http://bernardomoreiradesa.com/Tomas%20Borba%20Lopes%20Graca_1.asp	  
8	  Nicolau Medina Ribas (1832–1900), violinist and composer of Spanish heritage, 
was a student of Charles de Bériot (1802–1870) at the Brussels Conservatoire. He lived 
most of his life in Porto, Portugal. He was considered by the press as “the most 
distinguished violin Professor in Portugal.”	  Two of his brothers, baritone Eduardo 
Medina Ribas and violinist João Vitor Ribas, were considered to be important 
personalities in the musical life of Rio de Janeiro in the mid-19th century.  
Vieira, Ernesto. “Ribas, Nicolau Medina”. Diccionario Biographico de Musicos 
Portuguezes. Lisboa: Typographica M. Moreira & Pinheiro, 1900, pp. 258–259.  
9	  Ernesto Vieira (1848–1915) was a Portuguese musicologist, pedagogue, and 
critic. His Diccionario Biographico de Musicos Portuguezes (1900) was one of the major 
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contributions to the origins of musicology in Portugal. The Diccionario covered 
Portuguese music history ranging from the 16th century until 19th century. He published 
two other books, one entitled Dicionario Musical, from 1890, and the other A Música em 
Portugal, in 1908.  
Sadie, Stanley, and John Tyrrell, eds. “Vieira, Ernesto”. The New Grove 
Dictionary of Music and Musicians. 2nd ed. vol. 26. London: Macmillan, 2001, p. 546.  
10	  Vieira, Ernesto. Diccionario Biographico de Musicos Portuguezes: Historia e 
Bibliographia da Musica em Portugal. Lisbon: Typographia Mattos. Moreira & Pinheiro, 
1900, vol. 1, p. 490.	  
11	  Ibid., pp. 490–496.	  
12	  Maia, Ernesto.  Arte Musical (The Musical Arte). Porto, July 1902, vol. 4, pp 
111–112.	  
13	  Henri Heugel (1844–1916) inherited a small music shop from his father 
Jacques- Leopold Heugel (1815–1883) and expanded it, purchasing catalogues of works 
owned by other French companies and becoming one of the major publishing businesses 
in Paris, with special focus on opera. The periodical Le Ménestrel was printed in the 
Heugel publishing headquarters.  
“Éditions Heugel.” Web. 21 Aug. 2014, 2:34pm. 
http://www.alphonseleduc.com/EN/historique_editions_heugel.php  	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  14	  Heugel, Henri. Le Ménestrel - Journal du Monde Musical - Musique et 
Theatres (Le Ménestrel – Journal of the Musical World – Music and Theatres). Paris: 
Heugel et Cie., 68th year, p.320	  
15	  Guilherme Theodoro Pereira de Mello (1867–1932) was a Brazilian 
musicologist who wrote the first book about the history of Brazilian music in 1908. In 
1928 he became the librarian at the Instituto Nacional de Música in Rio de Janeiro, the 
school that Miguéz directed from 1890 to 1902. His 1908 book was considered the 
pioneer in the study of musicology in Brazil. Online library resources from Escola de 
Musica da Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro.  
Mello, Guilherme Theodoro Pereira de. Enciclopédia da Musica Brasileira, A–N, 
pp. 469–470.  
16	  José Vianna da Motta (1868–1948) was a celebrated Portuguese pianist and 
composer, one of the last students of Franz Liszt, and a close friend of Ferruccio Busoni, 
with whom he worked on several editorial projects, including works by Bach and Liszt in 
Berlin. Busoni dedicated a set of transcriptions of Bach’s Chorale Preludes to Motta. An 
important piano competition was founded in his honor in 1957.  
Hopkins, Charles. "Vianna da Motta, José." Grove Music Online. Web. 26 Aug. 
2014, 7:51am.  
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/29282	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  17	  Mello, Guilherme de. A Música no Brasil: desde os tempos coloniais até o 
primeiro decênio da república (The Music of Brazil: from colonial times until the first 
decade of Republic, p. 283 
18	  Ibid., p. 284. 	  19 Ibid., pp. 297–300 	  20	  	  Ibid., p. 297 	  21	  Ibid., p. 300  	  	  22	  João Itiberê da Cunha (1870–1953) was a Brazilian poet, composer, journalist, 
and art critic. His brother was the composer and diplomat Brasilio Itiberê da Cunha 
(1846–1913), who had close ties with Anton Rubinstein, Sgambatti, and Liszt. He was 
the music critic of the newspaper Correio da Manhã in Rio de Janeiro. As a composer, 
his best-known works are for piano, with style derived from post-romanticism, French 
impressionism, and African-Brazilian secular and sacred dances.  
“Cunha, João Itiberê da”.Enciclopédia da Musica Brasileira, p. 214.  
Béhague, Gerard. "Cunha, João Itiberê da." Grove Music Online. Web. 22 Aug. 
2014, 8:15am. 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/06949  
23	  Feldwick, W., L.T. Delaney, Arnold Wright, Joaquim Eulalio. Impressões do 
Brasil no Século Vinte (Impressions of Brazil in the Twentieth Century), edited by. pp 
152–155. 	  
24	  	  Ibid., p. 152 	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  25	  José Rodrigues Barbosa (1857–1939) was a Brazilian journalist, politician, and 
amateur musician. Leopoldo Miguéz, Alfredo Bevilacqua, and Barbosa were part of the 
board that wrote the first statutes of the new Instituto Nacional de Musica, founded in 
1890. Barbosa was also one of the advocates for innovative reforms in music education 
and music appreciation in Brazil.  
Feldwick, W., L.T. Delaney, Joaquim Eulalio, eds. Impressões do Brazil no 
Século Vinte. Lloyd's Greater Britain Publishing Company, Ltd., 1913, pp. 152–153.  
26	  Alfredo Bevilacqua (1846–1927) was a Brazilian pianist.  A close friend of 
Miguéz, he was professor of piano at the Instituto Nacional de Musica since its founding 
in 1890, acting as part of the board as well as interim director when Miguéz was absent. 
He was the son of immigrant Italian musician Isidoro Bevilacqua, who arrived in Rio de 
Janeiro in 1839. In 1846 Isidoro opened a piano shop and started one of the first music 
businesses in Brazil, selling and importing pianos and other instruments, scores, as well 
as offering piano and voice lessons. The music shop, called Casa Bevilacqua, was a 
pioneer in the publishing business in Brazil, and is still in operation, with a branch in São 
Paulo.  
“Impressão Musical no Brasil”. Enciclopédia da Musica Brasileira, A–N, pp. 
355–356.  
http://mpbantiga.blogspot.com/2011/07/impressao-musical-no-brasil-parte-4.html  
Feldwick, W., L.T. Delaney, Joaquim Eulalio, eds. Impressões do Brazil no 
Século Vinte. Lloyd's Greater Britain Publishing Company, Ltd., 1913. Web. 22 Aug. 
2014, 9:01am.   http://www.novomilenio.inf.br/santos/h0300g00.htm  
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  Barbosa, Joaquim. “Um Século de Música Brasileira.” Estado de São Paulo, 
9/14/1922, p.5.	  
28	  Ibid. 	  29	  Renato Almeida (1895–1981) was a Brazilian musicologist, journalist, and 
lawyer. Almeida had a career in politics, achieving high-ranking positions in the 
government, such as minister of foreign affairs. As a musicologist, Almeida was a strong 
advocate for the research of folklore elements in Brazil.  
Béhague, Gerard, and Norman Fraser. "Almeida, Renato." Grove Music Online. 
Web. 11 Aug. 2014, 2:15pm. 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/00647  
30	  Almeida, Renato. História da Música Brasileira. Rio de Janeiro: F. Briguiet & 
Comp, 1926, p. 394.	  
31	  Ibid.  
 32	  Ibid., p. 395. 	  33	  Ibid.  	  34	  Ibid., p. 398.  	  35	  Vincenzo Cernicchiaro (1858–1928) was an Italian violinist, musicologist, and 
composer. In 1890 he became professor of violin at the Instituto Nacional de Musica, a 
position that he held until his death in 1928 in Rio de Janeiro.  
“Cernicchiaro, Vincenzo”. Academia Brasileira de Música. Web. 26 Aug. 2014, 
8:26am.  
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http://www.abmusica.org.br/html/patrono/patr27.html  	  36	  Cernicchiaro, Vincenzo. Storia della Musica nel Brasile: dai tempi coloniali 
sino ai nostri giorni, 1549–1925 (History of Music in Brazil: from colonial period until 
our present day, 1549–1925). Milan: Fratelli Riccioni, 1926, pp. 323–327.	  
37	  Ibid., p. 327. 
 38	  Mário de Andrade (1893–1945) campaigned fiercely for an identity of 
Brazilian music. One of the founders of Brazilian ethnomusicology, from the 1920s 
through the 1940s he wrote several newspaper articles about nationalism in music. 
During the Semana de Arte Moderna (February 1922) he advocated for the reform of 
Brazilian art from academicism to modernism. Throughout his entire life he wrote essays 
about Brazilian folk and popular music, investigating Brazilian rhythms, melody, 
harmony, and structure.  
Béhague, Gerard, and Norman Fraser. "Andrade, Mário de." Grove Music Online. 
Web. 26 Aug. 2014, 2:05pm. 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/00871  
39	  From February 11th through 18th of 1922, architects, sculptors, painters, writers, 
and composers gathered in São Paulo for an arts festival called Semana de Arte Moderna, 
which gave rise to Modernism in Brazilian arts. It was a push forward to Nationalism, so 
much embodied by figures like Heitor Villa-Lobos (1887–1959) and later carried forth by 
composers of the younger generation such as Camargo Guarnieri (1907–1993). 
40	  Henrique Oswald (1852–1931) was a Brazilian composer and pianist whose 
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works, like Miguéz’s, were denigrated during the early 1920’s and also after the 1922 
Semana de Arte Moderna" (Week of Modern Art), being considered too European and 
devoid of connection to Brazilian culture. He studied music for several years in Florence, 
Italy, a region with a stronger tradition in chamber music than in opera or symphony, a 
fact perhaps responsible for his prolific production in the chamber music genre. Oswald 
became a provisory director of Instituto Nacional de Musica between 1903 and 1906.  
Béhague, Gerard. "Oswald, Henrique." Grove Music Online. Web. 26 Aug. 2014, 
8:37am. 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/20553	  
41	  Andrade, Mario. Ensaio Sobre a Música Brasileira. São Paulo. Livraria 
Martins Editora, 1928, p. 31.	  
42	  Ibid., p. 67.  	  43	  Ibid.	  	  44	  Otávio Bevilacqua (1887–1959) was a music professor, music critic, journalist, 
grandson of Italian musician Isidoro Bevilacqua, and son of pianist Alfredo Bevilacqua 
(cf. note 17). At the Instituto Nacional de Musica he was student of Frederico 
Nascimento and Alberto Nepomuceno. He later became assistant professor of harmony 
and the first professor of history at the Instituto.  
“Bevilacqua, Otavio”. Academia Brasileira de Música. Web. 26 Aug. 2014, 
8:41am.  
http://www.abmusica.org.br/html/fundador/fundador12.html 	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  45	  Luiz Heitor Corrêa de Azevedo (1905–1992) was a Brazilian musicologist and 
folklorist. He studied at the Instituto Nacional de Musica as a piano student of Alfredo 
Bevilacqua. Later he worked as librarian and then as a professor of folklore at the 
Instituto, and also worked as editor in several important magazines in Brazil. From 1942 
to 1945 he served as Brazil’s representative and consultant for the Music Division from 
the Organization of American States, based in Washington D.C. In Paris he became a 
member of UNESCO Music Program, assuming the chair of music at UNESCO’s 
International Music Council in 1949, and also leading the Section for Cooperation with 
Non-Governmental Organizations between 1953 and 1965.  He was a professor of the 
Institut des Hautes Etudes de l’Amérique Latine of the University of Paris from 1954 to 
1968. Azevedo made important contributions to musicology in Brazil, including the first 
ever systematic attempt at editing works by national authors, as well as implementation 
of cultural mapping in Brazil to facilitate future folkloric researches. He died in Paris in 
1992.  
Lamas, Dulce Martins, ed. Luiz Heitor Corrêa de Azevedo : 80 anos : 
depoimentos, estudos, ensaios de musicologia. Edição Comemorativa. São Paulo: 
Sociedade Brasileira de Musicologia; Rio de Janeiro: Instituto Nacional de Música-
FUNARTE, 1985.  
Mariz, Vasco. Três musicólogos brasileiros : Mário de Andrade, Renato Almeida, 
Luiz Heitor Corrêa de Azevedo. Rio de Janeiro: Civilização Brasileira, 1983.  
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  Azevedo, Luiz Heitor de. “Leopoldo Miguéz e a ‘Storia della musica nell 
Brasile’ de Cernicchiaro”, in the periodical Música e músicos do Brasil: história – crítica 
– comentários. Rio de Janeiro: Casa do Estudante do Brasil, vol. VIII, pp. 231–232.	  
47	  Azevedo, Luiz Heitor de. “Leopoldo Miguéz and the Instituto Nacional de 
Música,” in 150 anos de musica no Brasil, 1800–1950. Rio de Janeiro: José Olympio, 
1956, chapter VII, pp. 107–119. 
48	  Bruno Kiefer (1923–1987) was a German immigrant who fled Nazi Germany. 
Upon arriving in Brazil he studied music and composition in Porto Alegre, in the state of 
Santa Catarina, with Ênio de Freitas e Castro, Hans-Joachim Koellreutter, who 
introduced him to serialism, and Julio Oscar Grau. He became professor of history and 
Brazilian music history at the Instituto de Artes da Universidade Federal do Rio Grande 
do Sul (Arts Institute of Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul). He was the director of 
the music division at the Secretaria da Educação (Education Secretariat) of the state of 
Rio Grande do Sul, and of the Free Music seminars in Porto Alegre. After 1960 he started 
to cultivate an abstract style in his compositions, with serial and neo-classical elements.  
“Kiefer, Bruno”. Dicionário Cravo Albin da Musica Popular Brasileira. Web. 26 
Aug. 2014, 10:12am.  
http://www.dicionariompb.com.br/bruno-kiefer/dados- Artístico s  
Béhague, Gerard. "Kiefer, Bruno." Grove Music Online. Web. 26 Aug. 2014. 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/14991  
49	  Enciclopédia da Música Brasileira, A–N, pp. 483–484.	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  50	  Vasco Mariz (b. 1921) is a Brazilian historian, musicologist, author, and 
diplomat. He served as vice-consul and later as ambassador for Brazil in Porto, Naples, 
Washington, New York, Israel, Ecuador, Peru, Germany, and Rome. He worked closely 
with national and international organizations such as FUNARTE (Fundação Nacional de 
Artes) and UNESCO, always with focus in expanding cultural and artistic projects.  
“Mariz, Vasco”. Dicionário Cravo Albin da Musica Popular Brasileira. Web. 26 
Aug. 2014, 10:28am.  
http://www.dicionariompb.com.br/vasco-mariz/dados- Artístico s  
Béhague, Gerard. "Mariz, Vasco." Grove Music Online. Web. 26 Aug. 2014, 
10:47am. 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/17821  
51	  Mariz, Vasco. História da Música no Brasil. Rio de Janeiro: Civilização 
Brasileira S.A., 1983, p. 84	  
52	  Ibid.   
 53	  Sérgio Nepomuceno Alvim Corrêa is a Brazilian musicologist, music and arts 
critic, the grandson of composer Alberto Nepomuceno (1864–1920) and son of painter 
Alvim Corrêa. He spent his childhood abroad, living in Belgium, Switzerland, and 
France. In Brazil he studied piano and cello and is well known for his musicological work 
about his grandfather Nepomuceno, as well as composer Lorenzo Fernandez and, most 
recently, Leopoldo Miguéz.  
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  Corrêa, Sérgio Nepomuceno Alvim. Catálogo de Obras: Leopoldo Miguéz. Rio 
de Janeiro: Academia Brasileira de Música, 2005, 74 p. 
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CHAPTER 2 
The life of Leopoldo Américo Miguéz (1850–1902)1 
   
Leopoldo Américo Miguéz was born in Niterói, in the state of Rio de Janeiro, 
Brazil, about 10 miles from the capital city of Rio de Janeiro, on September 9th 1850.  His 
father, Juan Manuel Miguéz, was Spanish, and his mother, Dona Firmina Vieira Miguéz, 
was Brazilian. In 1852 the family moved to Vigo, Spain, and five years later to Porto, 
Portugal, about 100 miles south of Vigo. There Juan Manuel became a wealthy 
businessman.2 
Upon arrival in Porto, 7-year-old Leopoldo was enrolled in the local school and in 
private music lessons with	  Portuguese composer and violin virtuoso Nicolau Medina 
Ribas (1832–1900)3, with whom he studied theory, solfège, and violin. Medina Ribas was 
a student of prominent Belgian composer and violinist Charles August de Bériot (1802–
1870)4 and had served for many years as a violinist at the orchestra of the Théâtre Royal 
de la Monnaie in Brussels, Belgium. It is important to note that Leopoldo’s first contact 
with music and violin was through this important musical lineage stemming from Bériot.  
The young Leopoldo must have shown good disposition for the instrument, for at 
age 8 he played his first public recital, performing a Fantasia Sobre Temas da Traviata 
(Fantasy on Themes from Traviata) written especially for him by his teacher Medina 
Ribas. 
In 1862 Juan Manuel had planned to send his son to further his music studies in 
Brussels, possibly under the guidance of Bériot, but apparently Leopoldo’s farewell 
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recital did not turn out well, prompting his father to give up on the idea and instead focus 
on preparing his son for a merchant life. Juan Manuel, although encouraging Leopoldo’s 
talents as a musician, had always intended that his son would ultimately pursue more 
profitable and financially stable professions, such as his own. Nevertheless, Leopoldo 
was allowed to continue studying violin with Medina Ribas, and also harmony and 
composition with Giovanni Franchini (? – 1892)5, who had been a student of Saverio 
Mercadante (1795–1870) at the Naples Conservatory. There is no evidence that he had 
training in piano during his years in Porto.    
In 1867 Miguéz, now a young man of 17, started working in the local commerce, 
probably under his father’s guidance. The source of income and his father’s allowance 
enabled him to regularly attend orchestra concerts and purchase music from France and 
Germany. This was an indication of his keen interest in learning music. With access to 
such material, Miguéz could study the works of composers such as Gluck, Berlioz, Liszt, 
and Wagner.  
Porto offered particular emphasis on orchestral music. Such concerts were 
particularly important for Miguéz, as later in life he would attribute his skills as 
conductor and symphonic composer to the fact that he grew up attentively observing 
conductors’ techniques in live performances as well as perceiving the notion of 
orchestration, timbre, instrumentation, and music construction through symphonic 
mediums.  
From the year 1867 we have a manuscript of a piano piece, Nocturno in Eb minor, 
op.196, bearing the handwritten date of November 17th 1867, which has remained 
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unpublished. It is unclear why he assigned it the opus number 19, but it is conceivable 
that during this time Miguéz was constantly writing music or composition exercises, and 
that the existence of other works, although unpublished, could justify the advanced opus 
number. Nonetheless, this Nocturno is the only work written during his Porto years to 
which modern scholars have thus far gained access. The manuscript indicates that he had 
somehow acquired knowledge of the keyboard, probably self-taught, and, obviously, that 
he had also developed interest in composing. Two years later, in 1869, he started taking 
private lessons in counterpoint, fugue, and composition with Italian composer Angelo 
Frondoni (1812–1891).7  
In 1871, the family decided to move back to Brazil. Miguéz, then 21 years old, 
started working in Rio de Janeiro as a bookkeeper at Casa Dantas, a hardware and rope 
shop. Music lessons were terminated at this time, perhaps due to his father’s influence. In 
his newly appointed job the timid young man was diligent, steadfast, and extremely 
organized, soon gaining the trust and respect of his employer. In his free time Miguéz 
found sporadic opportunities to perform on the violin in private concerts and recitals, 
eventually joining the Filarmônica Fluminense, a local orchestra located in the 
Fluminense neighborhood of Rio de Janeiro.  
During this initial period of adaptation in Brazil, while keeping a full-time job at 
Casa Dantas, Miguéz became gradually active not only as a substitute violinist in opera 
companies from abroad that came to perform in Rio de Janeiro, but also as a conductor in 
such orchestras. Italian-Brazilian musicologist Vincenzo Cernicchiaro (1848–1928)8, in 
his Storia della musica nel Brasile (1926), wrote  that as an amateur violinist of the 
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orchestra Miguéz was very much admired for his “elegance of style and good 
execution.”9  
Miguéz’s employer, Mr. Dantas, had a daughter named Dona Alice.. According to 
Brazilian music critic and journalist Otávio Bevilacqua (1887–1959)10 in his “Leopoldo 
Miguéz e o Instituto Nacional de Música” (1940), Dona Alice, a piano student of Alfredo 
Bevilacqua11, was beautiful, wealthy, intelligent, good hearted, and an excellent 
musician.12 Miguéz dedicated his first published piano work to her. The piece, entitled 
Pressentiment, is considered by many authors to be his op. 1.13  
As Miguéz and D. Alice Dantas developed a stronger relationship, thoughts of 
marriage seemed to occupy Miguéz’s mind, for during this period he composed a Marcha 
Nupcial (Wedding March), op. 2, for orchestra, premiered on September 9th 1876 by the 
Filarmônica Fluminense under the direction of the composer. Miguéz and D. Alice 
Dantas married on July 14, 1877. She remained his companion and a great supporter of 
his talent until his death.    
In November of the same year, at age 27, Portuguese pianist and composer Arthur 
Napoleão (1843–1925)14 proposed a music business partnership with Miguéz. Once the 
idea was formalized, Miguéz left his job at Casa Dantas in September 1878 and co-
founded the Arthur Napoleão & Miguéz company, located at the Rua do Ouvidor, 99, Rio 
de Janeiro, in place of a former newspaper establishment, Diário do Povo. It became one 
of the first companies in Brazil to combine specialized sales of instruments and music 
scores, and was equipped with a large concert hall in the first floor that could host 
orchestral and chamber music concerts, soon to be very well attended by the aristocracy 
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of Rio de Janeiro.  
While Miguéz acted as the manager, Arthur Napoleão traveled to Europe in 
search of more partnerships with piano and score dealers, including the Érard piano 
company and the French publishers Choudens, Enoch, and Hamelle in Paris. Thanks to 
Arthur Napoleão & Miguéz, musicians in Rio de Janeiro quickly became acquainted with 
the latest operas through imported scores transcribed for voice and piano, including 
works such as Mefistofeles (Boito), Le Roi de Lahore (Massenet), Lohengrin (Wagner), 
Étienne Marcel (Saint Säens), Polyeucte (Gounod), as well as operettas of Offenbach, 
Suppé, Lecocq, and Paladille, among others.  
Between the end of 1878 and 1880, Arthur Napoleão & Miguéz became the 
publisher of a weekly periodical called Revista musical e de bellas artes: semanário 
artistico (Musical and fine arts magazine: weekly artistic periodical), with Miguéz as 
editor. It was distributed every Saturday during its two years of existence.15 In 1879 it 
published 52 volumes, while in 1880, nearing its end, published 38. The magazine 
included biographies of the main Brazilian composers, for instance José Maurício Nunes 
Garcia (1767–1830)16, Francisco Manuel da Silva (1795–1865)17, Carlos Gomes (1836–
1896)18, and Alexandre Levy (1864–1892)19, as well as foreign composers. The editors 
announced the publication on November 7th 1878 at the O Estado de São Paulo, a 
newspaper of national circulation, with the following words:  
“The lack of a journal that could deal most specifically with the topics in music 
and fine arts is a fact known to everyone […]. Other countries, even the most 
underdeveloped, have one or more organizations that take care of that part […]. 
The Revista Musical, besides articles on music doctrines and other areas of fine 
arts, will also publish: the analysis of operas and their performances in our Teatro 
Lyrico, with impartial critic and fair judgment of all the shows taking place there, 
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and will bring to the reader up-to-date information surrounding the artistic world 
in Brazil and abroad.”20  
 
 According to Brazilian pianist Renato Figueiredo, in his master’s thesis entitled “O 
Piano de Leopoldo Miguez” (2003)21, it advertised a great deal of artistic activities in Rio 
de Janeiro and São Paulo, the latest news and novelties from the concert halls and opera 
houses in Europe, as well as articles about pedagogy, arts, and musicology, including one 
by Robert Schumann divided into two chapters.22 Other general topics were also 
addressed, for instance problem-solving in chess playing, a genre much discussed by 
intellectuals such as the prestigious Brazilian author Machado de Assis (1839–1908).23 
Miguéz did not disclose any information about his own works in his weekly magazine.  
Miguéz began to gain a reputation as a skilled businessman, violinist, and 
conductor. According to Brazilian biographer and musicologist Sérgio Alvim 
Nepomuceno Corrêa24, in Catálogo de obras: Leopoldo Miguéz, after a concert at the 
Sociedade Philharmônica Fluminense (Fluminense Philharmonic Society), featuring a 
duet played by Miguéz and virtuoso Cuban violinist José White (1836–1918)25, the local 
newspaper Gazeta published a review stating that “Rio de Janeiro had never heard a 
violin duet played in such a perfect manner. The most brilliant and difficult passages, 
whether pertaining to technique or ensemble, were performed with rare refinement.”  
In 1880, to commemorate the 300th anniversary of the death of Luís Vaz de 
Camões (1524–1580), Portugal’s most revered poet and the Portuguese language’s most 
respected author, Napoleão and Carlos Gomes were commissioned to write orchestral 
works in his honor. At the recommendation of Napoleão, Miguéz also received a 
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commission and wrote his first significant orchestral work, entitled Marcha Elegíaca à 
Camões (Elegiac March for Camões). All three works were performed in a concert at the 
grand Teatro Imperial (Imperial Theatre).26 The conductors were Napoleão and Miguéz, 
directing an orchestra of 400 musicians, a characteristically “Berliozian” force (Corrêa, p. 
27).  
Although Miguéz had already been conducting small concerts in Rio de Janeiro, 
the prestigious concert commemorating the 300th anniversary of Camões’ death marked 
his official debut as conductor and also as a serious composer of symphonic music. While 
one critic from A Notícia wrote that the work “produced surprise for its caliber and 
beauty of orchestration”, the Jornal do Commércio commented on June 17th 1880:  
“All who were present at the solemn occasion must still remember the exuberant 
effect that this symphonic work produced in the hall...Together with this, one of 
the most estimated qualities of this composition, a rare unity of ensemble which 
makes this a very musical work…one of the really serious scores being written in 
Brazil, and we can conclude that we owe Luis de Camões one more deed – to 
have inspired one more notable Brazilian composer.” (Corrêa, p.26–27)  
 
Vincenzo Cernicchiaro also praised the work for its sonic effects, logic, and balanced 
form (Cernicchiaro, p. 324). However, he went on to say that the work was 
enthusiastically received and applauded only because of Miguéz’s excess of connections 
and friends in the audience, and also for the excess of words of praise from the press. 
(ibid., p. 324).  
During his early 30’s, Miguéz was in high demand on virtually all fronts of music 
business and performance. In 1882, while in preparation for performances of Beethoven’s 
Violin Sonata No. 9, op. 47, “Kreutzer”, with Italian pianist Alfredo Bevilacqua, and as 
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first violin in Haydn’s String Quartet No. 3, op. 76, , “Emperor”27, Miguéz conducted on 
May 8th the premiere of his most ambitious work thus far, his first Sinfonia em Si Bemol 
Maior, op. 6 (Symphony in B♭ Major) for orchestra, choir and fanfare, to commemorate 
the centennial  of the death of the first Marquês de Pombal (1699–1782).28  
The O Estado de São Paulo, one of the most renowned newspapers in Brazil, 
stated in an article from April 18th 1882 that the orchestra and choir for the centennial 
festivities would count on more than five hundred musicians, including 120 amateurs and 
music professors, 100 ladies chosen as the “best of all societies”, and 100 gentlemen who 
could devote time to the festivity (Estado de São Paulo, 4/18/1882, p. 1). 
The composition of the symphony consumed most of Miguéz’s attention and 
energy. Otávio Bevilacqua described Miguéz’s state of mind when, during the 
composition of the last movement of his symphony, the Andante, his father-in-law, Mr. 
Dantas, brought a business concern to his attention. The matter, if gone wrong, would 
result in the loss of great sums of money. Miguéz, apparently, was so absorbed with his 
Andante that did not even respond to his father-in-law, which led to a bitter rupture in 
family relations for a couple of months. As predicted by Mr. Dantas, Miguéz ended up 
with a substantial loss. Later, when someone from the audience expressed how beautiful 
the Andante of the symphony was, Miguéz responded with good humor: “No wonder! It 
cost me 30 contos [of réis]!”29 (Bevilacqua, p.10). 
It was evident that a choice had to be made between music and business, a 
decision that had been stirring in his mind probably since the successful premiere of the 
Elegiac March in 1880. In order to devote more time to composing, Miguéz ended his 
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partnership with Napoleão and Narciso and decided to further his studies in Europe.  
With a scholarship granted to him by Emperor Dom Pedro II (1825–1891)30, 
Miguéz departed for Paris on September 1882. Ernesto Vieira31, in his Diccionario 
biographico de musicos portuguezes (1900)32, mentioned that before reaching Paris 
Miguéz made a stop in Porto, to attend concerts and performances of his music, and also 
one in Brussels (Vieira, p. 491). Vieira stated that in the Belgian capital Miguéz 
dedicated his time to studying composition, although I could not verify where and with 
whom. In Paris, Miguéz arrived with a recommendation letter from Dom Pedro II 
addressed to Ambroise Thomas (1811–1896)33, then director of the Paris Conservatoire. 
Although the emperor Dom Pedro II was known for his support for musicians and for the 
arts, his recommendation letter was no small token of appreciation for a Brazilian 
composer. In the letter, Dom Pedro II asked if Thomas could advise Miguéz in matters of 
composition and, if possible, arrange for his works to be performed in the French capital.  
Thomas, upon hearing Miguéz play a four-hand piano reduction of his Symphony 
in B♭ Major - the first and perhaps only account of Miguéz performing at the piano - 
remarked that he was not only talented but also original. Thomas recommended that 
Miguéz stay in Paris, claiming that he would flourish in a short time (Corrêa, p. 28). 
Again, it is not clear where and with whom Miguéz studied. It seems that for him it was 
sufficient to be in the famous musical capital of the world, to absorb the cultural and 
artistic life in Europe, to attend concerts, meet composers, and be inspired.   
The recommendation from Dom Pedro II succeeded in introducing Miguéz’s 
symphonic works to France. His Symphony was performed, although it is not evident 
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where and on which occasion. In 1883 several French newspapers, including L’Opinion 
on July 18th, Le Courrier and L’Internacional on July 19th, Le Figaro on July 21st, and Le 
Soir on July 22nd 34, wrote favorable reviews of the work. The French capital provided a 
wide range of personalities with whom Miguéz established connections, including Ernest 
Reyer (1823–1909), Vincent D’Indy (1851–1931), and César Franck (1822–1890), who 
also had a Brazilian student, Carlos de Mesquita (1864–1953).35 
The year 1883 saw the premiere of Parsifal and also the death of its creator 
Richard Wagner in February. Brazilian poet, chronicler, and journalist Arthur de 
Azevedo (1855–1908)36 was in Paris when Miguéz received the news. Years later, on 
September 26th 1901, Azevedo would publish the account of that day in A Notícia:  
“When he received the news…one could say that an intimate friend had died, so 
depressed had he become that if he had had more money he would have departed 
immediately to attend the funeral of the master.” (Corrêa, p. 28) 
 
Miguéz’s stay in Europe did not last long. In a letter to Carlos Mesquita, dated November 
30th 1883, he complained about the hot weather in Rio de Janeiro, which indicates that 
he had returned to Brazil before the end of 1883 (Corrêa, p. 29). In this letter Miguéz also 
asked Mesquita to personally thank a Mr. Durand37 for having written a letter in which he 
very much complimented Miguéz.  
Back in Brazil, Miguéz was now a full time musician, dividing his activities 
between teaching, composing, conducting, and performing. As an indication of his 
standing as a violinist, on August 16th 1884 he performed Beethoven’s Piano Trio in C 
minor No. 3, op. 1, with pianist Jeronimo Queiroz and cellist J. Cerrone, and also shared 
the podium with Arthur Napoleão in conducting orchestral works at the same concert, 
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which took place at the Clube Beethoven38. About this concert the critic Sanchez de Frias 
wrote the following:         
“Leopoldo Miguéz and Arthur Napoleão were the two best instrumentalists in 
Brazil at the end of the Empire; compared to them, only violinist Moreira de Sá 
and pianist Vianna da Motta, both Portuguese. […] The program, exceptionally 
varied, conducted by Miguéz and A. Napoleão, produced a complete torrent…” 
(Corrêa, p. 29). 
 
In the following year, Arthur Napoleão premiered the Allegro Appassionato, op.  11 by 
Miguéz, on July 12th 1885 at the Clube Beethoven. The work is greatly influenced by 
Mendelssohn and Schumann, and is one of the few of Miguéz’s piano pieces to require 
virtuoso technique.   
His skills as a conductor eventually achieved undisputed reputation, prompting 
Italian impresario Claudio Rossi (1850–1935)39 to invite him to be the principal 
conductor of the Companhia Lírica (Lyrical Company), an opera company based in Italy 
that was coming for the first time to Brazil to perform a full schedule of productions 
between April and August of 1886. The invitation came during the previous year, 1885, 
to allow Miguéz enough time to receive the shipment of scores from abroad, which 
would take more than a month, and learn them.  
The company was scheduled to perform Marion Delorme by Amilcare Ponchielli 
(1834–1886), Hamlet by Ambroise Thomas (1811–1896), Aída by Giuseppe Verdi 
(1813–1901), Fausto by Charles Gounod (1818–1893), La Favorita by Gaetano Donizetti 
(1797–1848), Guarani and Salvator Rosa by Brazilian composer Carlos Gomes (1836–
1896).  This was the first and the highest honor ever bestowed upon a Brazilian conductor 
(Corrêa, p.29). 
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By the beginning of March 1886, not only was Miguéz occupied with a new 
teaching position in composition, harmony, and counterpoint at the Clube Beethoven, but 
he was also extremely overworked in preparation for his performances with the Italian 
opera company. From April 24th onwards Miguéz conducted 22 performances of 6 
different operas, starting in São Paulo, with one or two days of rest in between, gathering 
good press reviews. The alternate conductor was Carlo Superti, the concertmaster of the 
Italian orchestra, who was apparently envious of Miguéz’s appointment as conductor.  
Matters in São Paulo went smoothly, though the work was exhausting. Once the 
opera company came to Rio de Janeiro to initiate the second half of the season, Carlo 
Superti started creating intrigue between Miguéz and the members of the orchestra. It 
seems that Superti wanted to be considered as the principal conductor and could not 
admit that an Italian orchestra could be directed by a Brazilian conductor. The influential 
concertmaster incited members of the orchestra to pressure impresario Claudio Rossi to 
dismiss Miguéz, who then decided to resign on his own terms in order to avoid worsening 
the situation. For years after this, malevolent journalists and authors recounted the story 
implying that  Miguéz had been fired due to incompetence. Following his taking leave, he 
published a brief article entitled “To The Public” in almost every newspaper in Rio de 
Janeiro, on July 1st 1886, explaining his reasons for resigning:  
“I asked to be dismissed from duty because of extreme fatigue, both of body and 
spirit, from the enormous amount of work and the constant issues that I had to 
face […] Regarding the competence of my individuality as a conductor, no one 
recognizes how mediocre it is more than I.  To perform such a task, study and 
artistic competence are not enough, it is necessary to have roughness of character 
and benevolence at all costs. I confess that my education did not prepare me for 
that. That is what I have to say. Leopoldo Miguéz” (Corrêa, p. 31) 
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For Superti, in the end, the plan went unexpectedly wrong. Luiz Heitor Corrêa de 
Azevedo (1905–1992), in his 150 Anos de música no Brasil (1956)40, recounts that after 
Miguéz’s dismissal Superti became the principal conductor. However, at the first night of 
his tenure, upon his reaching the podium of the prestigious Teatro Imperial in Rio de 
Janeiro, the audience, filled with some of Miguéz’s most devoted students, started booing 
and roaring. The thunderous noise did not stop until Superti gave up and went backstage.  
Here the impasse took a particularly momentous turn. In the absence of a 
conductor, the orchestra members swiftly called upon a fellow cello player who had some 
inclination for conducting, and who knew the opera Aída by heart. This time the audience 
remained silent, for Superti, the main culprit, had already been driven from the scene.  
The nineteen-year-old cellist summoned to conduct was Arturo Toscanini (1867–1957), 
who went up to the podium, closed the score, and conducted by memory – a feat that he 
would repeat for the rest of the season. It was this episode that launched the extraordinary 
career of one of the greatest conductors in history. It is an interesting side note that 
Miguéz was probably the last conductor to have directed the soon-to-be formidable 
Toscanini from the podium. 
The episode did not taint Miguéz’s spirit. On the contrary, his steadfast and 
tireless demeanor kept him true to his course. On July 18th 1886, a little more than two 
weeks after the incident with the Italian opera company, Arthur Napoleão premiered the 
Nocturno in F♯Major, op. 10, by Miguéz.  The piece, which used the Portuguese version 
of the name Nocturno, sometimes spelled as Noturno, in the same manner of his previous 
Nocturno in E♭ minor, op. 19, from 1867. The Nocturno, which was written with 
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elevated inspiration, perfectly balancing form and lyricism, became his best known and 
most performed and recorded piano work to this day   
Between 1886 and 1888 he composed orchestral works, including Le Palmier du 
Bresil (The Palms of Brazil)41, which contained nothing characteristically Brazilian 
except for the title, and his first symphonic poem, entitled Parisina, op.  15, based on a 
play of same title by Lord Byron (1788–1824). The work was performed first in Europe, 
conducted by Bernardo Moreira de Sá in Porto, in 1886, which inspired Portuguese 
musicologist Antônio Arroyo (1856–1934)42 to write his essay, as mentioned in chapter 
1, entitled “Parisina: poema sinfônico (segundo Byron) de Leopoldo Miguez. Esboço 
crítico.” The essay, reproduced by Renato Figueiredo in his master’s thesis, presented the 
work with the following words:   
“Within a small amount of research that we have been doing about modern forms 
of art generated in the musical world of France and Italy, among others, through 
Wagnerian influence, it was made possible for us to hear […] Parisina, symphonic 
poem after Lord Byron by Leopoldo Miguez, notable Brazilian composer and 
director of Rio de Janeiro conservatory [Instituto]. This work appeared to us as 
one of the most beautiful and most lucid implementations of Wagner’s aesthetics 
[...] The Parisina is a work of a mature spirit, in complete possession of all its 
resources […] with an ideal perfectly defined, without adornments. The simple 
conception in its most fundamental lines is united to a rich power of expression, 
of notable variety and vigor.” (Arroyo, quoted in Figueiredo, vol. 1, pp. 76 and 
78).  
 
The work was later performed in the city of Spa, Belgium, in 1888, conducted by Jules 
Lecocq.43 Brazilian politician, journalist, and musicologist José Rodrigues Barbosa 
(1857–1939)44, in “Um Século de Música Brasileira” published by the O Estado de São 
Paulo, commented that the conductor Lecocq had a true understanding of Parisina’s 
aesthetic sense, proven by the fact that he had written program notes with his own 
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interpretative ideas about the work, which very much coincided with Miguéz’s. (Barbosa, 
O Estado de São Paulo, 9/14/1922, p.4). Barbosa went further and quoted a passage from 
an article published in the Journal des Etrangérs, without date or author:  
“The composition of this poem denotes, in the part of its author, great musical 
qualities combined with a powerful technique, with very serious and well-
established orchestral knowledge. Despite its similarities, much regretful, to 
Lallo, Mendelssohn, and Wagner, the author of Parisina conquered a very distinct 
place.” (Barbosa, O Estado de São Paulo, 9/14/1922, p.4) 
 
Parisina was the first symphonic poem written in Brazil, making Miguéz a pioneer in the 
genre. However, the work also gave rise to the opinion of Miguéz as imitator of Liszt, a 
judgment that only continued to gain traction during his life in Brazil.  
Within that period Miguéz started the Sociedade dos Concertos Populares 
(Society of Concerts for the People) with a friend that he had met in Paris and who had 
then just returned to Brazil, composer Carlos de Mesquita. The goal of the society was to 
help to spread classical music appreciation outside the mainstream of upper-class society. 
The Brazilian premiere of Parisina finally occurred during this concert series, performed 
on September 15th 1889, at the new Teatro Lírico45, former Teatro Imperial, and 
conducted by the composer.  
Around that time, Miguéz made the acquaintance of an important young figure 
who would later represent many of the ideals of nationalism in Brazil, the 16-year-old 
composer Alberto Nepomuceno (1864–1920)46, from Fortaleza, capital of Ceará, in 
northeastern Brazil. The acquaintance was made through two very close friends of 
Miguéz, the brothers Henrique and Rodolfo Bernardelli, the former a painter, the latter a 
sculptor.47 Miguéz and Nepomuceno would join the company of intellectuals and 
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aristocrats in embracing not only abolitionism but also the ideals of a republican 
government in Brazil, independent from the political influences of Portugal. The 
abolition of slavery had already occurred on May 13, 1888 through the Lei Áurea 
(Golden Law) signed by Dona Isabel, the imperial princess of Brazil. The princess was 
the daughter of Dom Pedro II, who had himself for years been an advocate of a gradual 
abolition, so as not to abruptly damage the Brazilian economy.  
The revolution for independence came a year later, when a military coup led by 
Marshal Deodoro da Fonseca (1827–1892)48 dethroned Dom Pedro II and proclaimed the 
Republic of Brazil, ending centuries of colonialism. The symbolic act was officially 
recorded on November 15th 1889, and it was so inevitable that Dom Pedro II willingly 
relinquished the throne without resistance, being himself a kindred spirit of the ideals of 
independence from the Portuguese Empire.  
Until the process of republican rule could be thoroughly implemented, a provisory 
government was established to develop, among other things, what would soon become 
the new national identity in the political and intellectual sectors of society, including arts, 
culture, and education. José Rodrigues Barbosa wrote that a few days after the 
proclamation took place, the newly appointed Brazilian minister for Interior Affairs in the 
provisory government, Dr. Aristides Silveira Lobo (1838–1896)49, proposed an act to 
reform the Academia de Bellas-Artes and Conservatório Imperial de Música (Fine Arts 
Academy and Imperial Conservatory of Music), an outdated institution in Rio de Janeiro 
founded by composer Francisco Manuel da Silva in 1848, and officially adopted by 
imperial decree in 1854 . The act, established on November 30th 1889, nominated 
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Miguéz, Alfredo Bevilacqua, Rodolfo Bernardelli, and Rodolfo Amoedo to direct  the 
reform project and communicate necessary changes to the present government (Barbosa, 
Estado de São Paulo, 09/11/1922, p. 4).  
Another act by the government in December 1889 established a contest for the 
composition of a new national anthem proclaiming the republic, to substitute the old 
version composed by Francisco Manuel da Silva, which was originally conceived as a 
patriotic march. Both of these new acts would soon produce great changes in Miguéz’s 
life.  
In the beginning of January 1890, thanks to the effort and persuasion of José 
Rodrigues Barbosa50, the minister of Interior Affairs Dr. Aristides Silveira Lobo on 
January 12th promulgated an official decree that closed the old Conservatório de Música 
(Conservatory of Music) and created the new Instituto Nacional de Música, located at the 
corner of Rua Luiz de Camões and Rua Bárbara de Alvarenga, in downtown Rio de 
Janeiro. Brazilian musicologist Renato Almeida (1895–1981)51, in História da Música 
Brasileira (1926)52, discusses the behind-the-scenes circumstances the creation of the 
decree. The building later went through renovations, acquiring a new concert hall with a 
capacity of one thousand seats, with architectural design by Sante Bucciarelli and art 
work by painter Henrique Bernardelli. Leopoldo Miguéz, Alfredo Bevilacqua, and José 
Rodrigues Barbosa were the designated board that drafted the new statutes of the 
Instituto. On January 16th 1890, by official decree from the provisory government, 
Miguéz was appointed director of the Instituto, a position that he maintained until his 
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death. The appointment indicated his influence as an artist and entrepreneur in Brazil at 
that time.  
Soon afterwards the contest for the new national anthem took place on January 
20th 1889 at the Teatro Lírico, in the presence of Marshal Deodoro da Fonseca, State 
Ministers, and authorities. Miguéz and 28 other candidates submitted their compositions. 
Miguéz’s anthem borrowed the tune from the Marseilleise, thereby linking Brazil’s own 
struggle for independence with the French revolution. His anthem was chosen as the first 
prize winner.    
However, according to Renato Almeida, Marshal Deodoro da Fonseca, upon 
hearing the performances of all the anthems, reportedly declared: “I prefer the old one.” 
(Almeida, p.350). Upon Fonseca’s request, the orchestra at the contest performed Silva’s 
March and created great excitement and patriotic favor in the audience. It seemed that the 
old military commanders who were in charge of most decisions regarding the future of 
the new nation felt that Silva’s March had a long and nostalgic history supporting the 
Brazilian army during 19th century battles with neighboring Latin American countries. It 
was then readily decided that Miguéz’s anthem, the rightful winner, would be the Hymn 
to the Proclamation of Republic, while Manuel da Silva’s would remain as the official 
national anthem.  
The year 1890 marked the beginning of a new chapter in Miguéz’s life and the 
manner in which his name would be remembered in history. It was only few years before, 
since 1882, that he had decided to pursue music professionally. Now, at age 40, he 
became not only the director of what was about to become the most important music 
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school in the country, but also the composer of the anthem that would be forever 
associated with the foundation of the Brazilian republic. His stature had developed, in 
just a few years, from local to national figure.  
His tenure as director of the Instituto was praised by every author of history 
books, newspapers, and magazines. Luiz Heitor de Azevedo, mentioned that Miguéz 
gave the Instituto “all his efforts; the thought of every minute in his life.” (Azevedo, p. 
115). On the other hand, Miguéz inherited a school that for many years had not updated 
its practices and teaching methods. His task in bringing progress, modernity, and new 
concepts to the school was bound to meet a lot of resistance. He was constantly criticized 
for his stern and strict character. Avelino Pereira Romero, in Música, Sociedade e 
Política (2007), described the atmosphere of progress during Miguéz’s tenure, but also 
the side effects of his attitude, resulting in what many musicians at that time described as 
Ditadura Miguéz, Miguéz’s Dictatorship (Pereira, p. 69). Barbosa, in “Um Século de 
Música Brasileira”, commented that Miguéz knew how to elevate and broaden the 
standards of the institution through his competence, his valor, and his intransigent criteria 
(9/12/1922, p. 5). Barbosa went further and stated the following:  
“With this way of proceeding, perhaps exaggerated at times (since good qualities 
also have their reversal), there were plenty of enemies, even among colleagues 
from the faculty, but who, however, never failed to offer their deserving homage 
to his character and talent.” (ibid.)   
 
Overall, Miguéz‘s achievements outweighed his failures, and in few years he was able to 
establish a faculty consisting of prominent musicians responsible for implementing 
reforms in music education in Brazil, a pioneer taskforce.53  
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In the year of his appointment Miguéz composed the Scherzo Fantástico for 
orchestra and his second symphonic poem entitled Ave Libertas!!, op. 18 in homage not 
only to the 1888 abolition of slavery in Brazil but also to the proclamation of the 
Republic. Renato Almeida commented on the work as being the result of Miguéz’s 
enthusiasm for the new republic. He wrote:  
“The Republic inspired Miguéz, a fervent republican, to write his poem Ave 
Libertas!, an intrepid and impassionate work, remembering the fall of victims of 
tyranny and the dawning of freedom. It is a heroic hymn, which concludes with 
the exaltation of the triumphant fanfares of victory, in a grand sense of apotheosis. 
Music of great proportions, eloquent and sonorous, very well reveals the exalted 
temperament of Miguéz, in whose veins ran the ardent Spanish blood.” (Almeida, 
p.397) 
 
José Rodrigues Barbosa, in “Um Século de Música Brasileira” (1922), commented that 
Ave Libertas! represented the most brilliant period of Miguéz’s genius. (Barbosa, O 
Estado de São Paulo, 9/14/1922, p.4). The premiere of Ave Libertas! was given on a 
special occasion, a concert celebrating the first anniversary of the Republic, November 
15th 1890, at the Teatro Lírico (Corrêa, p. 68).The program also featured Wagner’s Rienzi 
Overture, Reinecke’s Prière du Soir, Berlioz’s Hungarian March, and a work by 26-
year-old Brazilian composer Alexandre Levy (1864–1892), entitled Samba, a movement 
from his Suite Brasileira (Brazilian Suite). Miguéz had specially invited Levy from São 
Paulo to share the podium with him on such prestigious concert. Levy was one of the 
most talented composers of his generation, for whom Miguéz held great respect and 
admiration. 
In 1891, perhaps as a reflection of his commitment to the Instituto, Miguéz wrote 
two theory books published by Casa Bevilacqua: Teoria Elementar da Música  
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(Elementary Music Theory) and Elementos da Teoria Musical (Elements of Music 
Theory). The language in these two books was meant to be more accessible to music 
students and general public alike in order to reach out to a wider audience of music 
lovers.   
During Miguéz’s first year at the Instituto, many newspapers, as well as several 
music history books of later years, incorrectly reported that Miguéz had refused the prize 
money for his Hymn to the Proclamation of Republic from the government, and instead 
decided to convert it to the purchase of a grand Wilhelm Sauer organ from Germany, to 
be installed at the Instituto. According to Corrêa, although the organ was indeed 
purchased and installed, Miguéz’s prize money was not used for such intent. The 
supposed altruistic gesture, though unfounded, was highly praised, gaining so much 
traction that Miguéz decided to come forth and publicly deny the fact. He published a 
letter at Gazeta Musical54, Rio de Janeiro, on September 30th 1891, in which he stated: 
“[…] upon my request, the Jornal do Commércio had already demystified this 
rumor, which I don’t know who invented and for what reason…Not desiring, 
however, to proceed with this false affirmation, and wanting, once for all, to end 
the rumor, I sought to obtain the following documents that I transcribe 
here…including a letter to the meritorious patriot Dr. Aristides Lobo, Minister of 
Internal Affairs at the time of the contest of the hymns.” (Corrêa, pp. 33–34). 
 
I could not gain access to the documents issued  by Miguéz in order to clarify the rumor, 
but from his writing it is clear that he meant to end the false speculation. For unknown 
reasons, the story persists in some of the writings about him to the  present day.   
In that same year, Miguéz wrote the Abertura Dramática (Dramatic Overture) 
and his last symphonic poem, Prometheus, op. 21, his most promoted and admired 
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orchestral work, firmly establishing his reputation as one the greatest Brazilian 
symphonists.  
A few months later, on January 17th 1892, Alexandre Levy died prematurely at 
age 28, supposedly from a heart attack. Considered by many authors to possess the 
greatest musical promise of his generation, Levy’s death caused great commotion in the 
Brazilian musical world, prompting several eulogies and articles in newspapers across the 
country. The O Estado de Sao Paulo published an article in the front page on January 19th 
1892 stating:  
“Alexandre Levy was, in São Paulo, the authority that all other artists, nationals 
and internationals, would seek and hear […] He has been for a long time São 
Paulo’s advocate for Beethoven, Haydn, Mozart, Mendelssohn, and all the other 
luminaries of classical music. Perhaps for that reason, his most beautiful 
compositions, even the simpler ones or of national character, were infused with 
this classical flavor.” (O Estado de São Paulo, 1/19/1892, p. 1)    
 
Miguéz, who had the greatest affection for this young composer, wrote the following 
words in the Gazeta Musical on January 1892:  
“The national art is draped in mourning! Alexandre Levy died, a formidable 
musical talent, extraordinary, perhaps the greatest poet among Brazilian 
musicians! The nation does not know yet what it has lost, unfortunate are the 
general masses, so careless in their appreciation of the true artists, so lethargic in 
giving due justice to the purest creations. Alexandre Levy did not have the name 
and respect that he deserved, except in the small sphere of those with whom he 
associated and who knew how to admire his enormous talent. And for that now 
they tremble intimately…and for that they feel now touched by pain for this 
inestimable loss; they cry the disgrace, huge for the Brazilian art, of seeing him 
depart so young at a time when he could have produced so many more sublime 
and wonderful works. When, in the poetic Italy, in the expressive France, and in 
the cultured Germany, his magnificent Sinfonia, his admirable Suite Bresilliene, 
his highly inspired Comala, and so many other products of his elevated 
imagination are then heard, and due respect be rendered to his prodigious talent, 
only then Brazil will assay the huge loss that it has just suffered!”  (Corrêa, p. 
35)55. 
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A piano piece entitled Lamento, op. 18 by Miguéz was dedicated to the memory of Levy, 
a heartbreaking and soulful homage to a young man. One intriguing aspect about the 
Lamento is that Miguéz’s second symphonic poem, Ave Libertas!, was also assigned as 
opus number 18, and both were later published as such. More detailed Miguéz 
scholarship and updated classification of his works are required in order to clarify such 
confusions.     
In July 1892 a critic wrote a long and interesting article about Miguéz’s 
Prometheus at the Gazeta Musical. Signing only as “W.”, the author in the last paragraph 
of the article stated the following:  
“Unfortunately, Miguéz is Brazilian. [He] Lives in this land without artistic 
ideals. The indifference among us is one of the most cruel and the leaders of this 
nation do not even know that a talent such as Miguéz exists, and do not have the 
artistic intuition to judge him or pride themselves in the opinion of the competent 
critics…If he lived in France or Germany he would be known in the entire world. 
But, he is Brazilian; he has against himself this great defect…when he finishes a 
symphonic poem, do you know what award awaits him? He needs to send it to be 
printed in Germany with his own money because the government won’t even help 
him with that. What a sad country of ours! What a misery to be an artist in this 
land!” (Corrêa, p. 35–36) 
 
 
By the end of 1892 Miguéz had composed two more orchestral works, the Suite à 
l’antique or Suite Antiga, op. 25 (Antique Suite), which also exists in a version for piano 
four-hands arranged by the composer, and Ce que c’est que la mort, after a poem of the 
same title by Victor Hugo.  
The position of leadership at the Instituto gave Miguéz enthusiasm and 
engagement for everything that could promote higher music education and appreciation 
in Brazil. The concept of a nation more involved with arts was a constant factor in his 
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mind. In this context Miguéz founded the Centro Artístico (Artistic Centre) in the 
beginning of 1893.  He was aided in this undertaking by some of the most influential 
minds in the musical and political scene of Rio de Janeiro, including the journalist and 
politician José Rodrigues Barbosa and music teachers from the Instituto Nacional de 
Música. The purpose was to create an organization to promote political and social 
engagement for the national arts as a whole.  
Six separate sectors of the Centro Artístico were formed to address each particular 
cultural area, the music sector being directed by Miguéz, Nepomuceno, and Bevilacqua.56 
The ideals behind the Centro Artístico and the Instituto Nacional de Música were a 
reflection of the changes taking place during the last two decades of the 19th century in 
Brazil. At that time the nation was in haste to become more modernized, industrialized, 
and politically compatible with progressive countries such as France and the United 
States. In the field of arts, Miguéz and his companions represented the eagerness for such 
innovation, and the political and cultural models of France were very much inspirational 
for Brazilian artists and intellectuals.  
Through the inauguration of a new model of musical education, Miguéz sought to 
improve the standards of music in Brazil through performances of the latest advanced 
musical  works including those of Wagner, Liszt, Berlioz, Dukas, and Debussy, as well as 
up-to-date educational works produced in Europe, such as the Traité d'harmonie 
théorique et pratique (Treatise on practical and theoretical harmony) written in 1881 by 
Émile Durand (1830–1903), which Miguéz would soon introduce to Brazil in 1896.  It 
was in this context, for instance, that Miguéz chose not to continue writing symphonies, 
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but instead preferred the symphonic poem genre, whose novel form he pioneered in 
Brazil.   
From the perspective of this new era, Italian opera was a model of the past, 
associated with the old Brazilian Empire. Carlos Gomes, Brazil’s greatest opera 
composer, who represented the “old school”, expected to be appointed director of the 
Instituto. His close relationship with the fallen Emperor Dom Pedro II was one of the 
reasons why he was not appointed when the Republic was founded. Gomes’ devotion to 
Italian opera attracted many followers, such as the critic Oscar Guanabarino (1851–
1937),57but the genre was associated with the old regime.   
From the day when Miguéz, not Gomes, was appointed director, the Instituto and 
the Centro Artístico became a constant target of criticism from Guanabarino and other 
critics who considered the Miguéz group to be pretentious in attempting to educate the 
public in the concepts of high art, to regenerate the ways of music for the future, and to 
emulate Wagner. The concerts at the Centro Artístico, usually devoted to chamber music 
and symphonic works, would become a constant target of Guanabarino’s criticism.   
In 1894 Miguéz became chair of the violin department of the Instituto, while 
maintaining steadfast commitment to the interests of the school as director. He wrote two 
collections of piano works at around this time. One was entitled Souvenirs, op. 20, 
containing four short pieces: Nocturno, Mazurka, Scherzetto, and Lamento.  Here the 
Lamento is a shortened version of his previous Lamento, op. 18, from 1892. Both 
Lamentos are dedicated to the memory of Alexandre Levy. The other set of piano pieces 
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was entitled Scènes Intimes, op. 24, again containing four short pieces: Berceuse, Conte 
d’une jeune fille, Conte Romanesque, and Bavardage.58 
In 1894 Miguéz also succeeded in having his three symphonic poems, Parisina, 
Ave Libertas!, and Prometheus, published in Leipzig by Rietter & Biedermann at his own 
expense.  Two years later, in 1896, the same company would also publish his grand 
Violin Sonata in A Major, op. 14, and eventually the Scènes Intimes and Nocturno op. 10 
in the late 1890s.   
During his fifth year as director, 1895, Miguéz decided to go to Europe to study 
the models and organization of the most important musical conservatories. It is possible 
that he had initially conceived the trip as a vacation, since it would take place during the 
summer, a period of very low activity in the conservatories. Nonetheless, the idea of 
combining leisure with research became a project presented to the new minister of justice 
and internal affairs, Mr. Dr. Antônio Gonçalves Ferreira, who readily approved it and 
commissioned Miguéz to perform the special visit.   
The report submitted a year after the trip, on February 27th 1896, was entitled 
Organization of the Conservatories of Music in Europe59 and provided objective 
information as well as personal views about what he had seen. The goal was to present 
every possible idea to implement innovation and betterment of the educational structure 
at the Instituto, which Miguéz hoped would become a model for the whole country. The 
objective topics discussed by Miguéz were, for instance, building facilities, capacity, 
number of staff, number of students per class, and how many subjects were covered.  
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Brazilian pianist Renato Figueiredo has reproduced the entire report in his 
master’s thesis. One of the interesting points in the report was the great number of piano 
students in the conservatoires visited, always higher than the violinists. For instance, 
Miguéz wrote that in 1895 the Conservatoriums für Musik und Theater in Dresden had 
674 piano students and 35 piano teachers! The Conservatorium der Musik in Cologne had 
307 piano students; the Berlin Akademie had 65; the Akademie der Tonkunst in Munich 
had 94; the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde in Vienna had 573 students for 18 piano 
teachers; the Verein zur Beförderung der Tonkunst in Prague had 112; the Conservatoire 
Royale de Musique in Brussels had 75; and the Regia Accademia di Santa Cecilia in 
Rome had 54 (Figueiredo, pp. 45–60).    
Miguéz commented that the German and Belgian conservatories, where order and 
discipline were impeccable, obtained the most practical and positive results (Figueiredo, 
p. 67). He considered the Italian conservatories of Milan, Florence, and Naples to be 
complex organizations more inclined toward a university setting than a typical 
conservatory. In his own words, “in the Italian schools there is a predominance of 
impertinent conservative principles; the same ancient and obsolete methods are still 
observed; to the student is denied all freedom to disengage from infinite hindrances 
without utility and, contrary to what other countries do, most notably Germany, there is a 
persistence in condemning all and every method of evolution.” (ibid., p.68). 
Miguéz went on to say that Italian conservatories lacked discipline and that the 
students and servants did not have proper attitude in the presence of a professor or staff of 
higher importance. Miguéz complained that in two of the Italian conservatories he was 
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forced to keep his hat on his head during the entire period of the visit, in the directory, in 
the office, in the library, etc. (ibid., p.69). About the Paris Conservatoire Miguéz 
condemned the promiscuity between students, and was shocked to see intimate 
encounters scandalously produced in public (ibid.). About German conservatories, he 
wrote:  
“To say that in Germany the art is a religion revered by everybody is to say what 
everyone already knows. Its professors are true ministers of the artistic cult and 
sincere apostles of evolution. There is in there everything to be learned; 
organizations, programs, teaching method, order, discipline, etc…” (ibid.) 
 
He admired the fact that in Germany the institutions reserved the right to monitor the 
behavior of the students outside the institution, establishing penalties of expulsion to 
those who did not act properly. One interesting passage describes his visit to the library 
of the Musikverein in Vienna, where he saw Beethoven’s manuscript of Symphony No. 3 
“Eroica”: 
“There I saw the famous orchestral score, in manuscript, of the Sinfonia Heróica 
by Beethoven, with the dedication to Bonaparte scratched out with a knife, but 
one could still read it. I had the pleasure to verify with my own eyes that it such a 
widely commented fact of Beethoven’s life was not a false anecdote, in which is 
proven how elevated was that republican spirit.” (ibid., p.52). 
 
One aspect of the report pointed to the time of year when Miguéz’s visit took 
place. Although he met with interesting personalities, such as the famous violinist Joseph 
Joachim, then the director of the Hochschule für ausübende Tonkunst, which was part of 
the Königlichen Akademie der Künste in Berlin, at some of the conservatories the full 
body of faculty, staff, students, and administration were not present due to the summer 
vacation. In this respect, I am led to believe that indeed the visit was less official than 
portrayed by many authors and journalists.    
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Given the lessened activity of the institutions during the summer, Miguéz’s 
outrage as well as his admiration for certain conservatories may have stemmed not only 
from what he saw there but also from a possible pre-conceived notion of the places that 
he visited. His favoritism for Germanic music and his disapproving views of 19th century 
Italian operas, for instance, represent an example of such a mindset.    
Miguéz’s final recommendations to the Minister of Internal Affairs after the trip 
concentrated on the issue of an excessive number of students within inadequate or 
insufficient spaces, proposing reforms of classrooms and the addition of evening courses 
in order to alleviate the traffic of students. In concluding the report, he offered a 
statistical table with a comparison to the 16 European conservatories visited, showing 
that the average number of students per professor at the Instituto, 19, was higher than any 
figure observed in Europe, which ranged from a high of 16.63, in Brussels, to a low of 
4.21 in Rome (ibid., p.73). The detailed examination and the way he chose to 
communicate his message as logically as possible is a reflection of his attitude as an 
administrator.   
As an example of Miguéz’s dedication to the Instituto, Otávio Bevilacqua pointed 
out that while he was visiting European conservatories he sent several letters to Alfredo 
Bevilacqua, then the provisory director of the Instituto. In these letters he revealed an 
extreme degree of care and attention to everything involving the Instituto, from small 
details such as the organization of chairs in the concert hall, to library and instrument 
acquisitions, as well as inquiries about the delivery of new furniture. For instance, at the 
time when Henrique Bernardelli started to paint the artwork for the ceiling of the concert 
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hall – no longer extant – Miguéz would constantly inquire as to the progress of the 
painting.  In a letter dated November 26th 1895, Miguéz wrote the following:  
“I have attended a couple of classes at the conservatories in Berlin and Dresden. I 
can tell you, with pride, that in these classes one does not feel the same nice 
atmosphere that we feel in our own [Instituto], our environment there is much 
more agreeable.” (Bevilacqua, p. 16.)  
 
In the same letter to Alfredo, Miguéz would later reflect about the developments of the 
Instituto:  
“Our institution has already commanded the respect of all Rio [de Janeiro] and, 
furthermore, its great value and how hard we have worked to give a model school 
to this country have been recognized. We shall unite always in the same love and 
the same harmony…Onward, then!  (Bevilacqua, p. 18) 
 
In June 1896, Miguéz founded yet another organization for the betterment of arts in Rio 
de Janeiro, entitled Associação de Concertos Populares (Association of Concerts for the 
People), appointing Alberto Nepomuceno as its principal conductor. The Association was 
born with a similar intent to his previous projects, which was to expand the access of the 
masses to classical music of the highest caliber. Around that time he wrote music for a 
drama, Pelo Amor!, in two acts, with text by author Coelho Neto (1864–1934)60, a work 
that utilized voices and orchestra, which many authors such as Brazilian musicologist 
Guilherme de Mello61, in A Música no Brasil (Mello, 1908, p. 298) considered as an 
opera, when in fact it was a musical drama. Two other orchestral works were written at 
that time, one for orchestra, choir, and organ entitled Hosana a Carlos Gomes, who had 
just recently passed away on September 16th 1896, and the other a Madrigal for five 
violin soloists and orchestra. He also wrote a short waltz for piano, Faceira (Coquette)-
Valse Impromptu, op. 28, a work characterized by playful airs and unfolding 
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improvisation.  
It is interesting to note that Miguéz’s orchestral output of that year, at age 46, 
called for a substantial number of players. The Hosana, in particular, required an 
organist, and the Madrigal utilized five violin soloists, an indication that proficient 
instrumentalists and vocalists were readily available in Rio de Janeiro at that time. 
Such instrumental resources were fully employed in the following year during the 
most important symphonic concerts of Miguéz’s life. In 1897, the year of Brahms’s 
passing, Miguéz organized and directed four grand concerts at the Instituto Nacional de 
Música, with a retrospective of all of his own orchestral production and some of his piano 
works composed thus far. It was called O Ciclo Miguéz (The Miguéz Cycle) and took 
place between June 20th and July 14th 1897 (Corrêa, p. 69–71).  Pieces from Souvenirs 
and Scènes Intimes, as well as Faceira, op. 28, were premiered in these concerts, 
performed by pianist Elvira Bello Lobo, a student of Alfredo Bevilacqua who later also 
became professor of piano at the Instituto. The Violin Sonata was also performed, with 
violinist Ricardo Tutti and pianist Alfredo Bevilacqua, on June 20th.  
To the modern reader, the programs from Ciclo Miguéz were confusing in one 
respect. Some of the titles and opus numbers of piano pieces were the same as some of 
the orchestral works. For instance, the concert program on June 20th listed two works 
with the same Opus number: Canção de um jovem, op. 20 no. 3, and Scherzo Fantástico, 
op. 20 no. 3.  The orchestral piece Scherzo Fantástico reflected the numbering of his 
piano version Scherzetto, from Souvenirs, op. 20. One may never find out exactly which 
version was performed. I have already mentioned the issue regarding opus numbers 
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between Lamento and Ave Libertas!. Here, we have another problematic aspect of 
classification, since Miguéz started to develop the practice of arranging piano pieces for 
orchestra and vice versa. Again, it is essential that in the near future his works be re-
catalogued. 
The Ciclo Miguéz not only had considerable impact in the musical world of Rio 
de Janeiro but also, according to many authors, secured Miguéz’s stature as one of the 
most significant composers of his time in Brazil. Bevilacqua, for instance, stated that the 
Ciclo Miguéz “still lasts in the memory of those who attended the concerts (Bevilacqua, 
p. 9). Soon afterward the music drama Pelo Amor! was premiered on August 24th at the 
Cassino Fluminense62, receiving good public reception and favorable press reviews. In 
September of the same year Miguéz was engaged to organize and conduct, together with 
Nepomuceno and G. Dufriche63, an orchestral concert in honor of the veterans, widows, 
and orphans resulting from the Canudos War in Brazil.64 The concert took place on 
September 27th 1897 and had again the “Berliozian” force of 400 musicians, among them 
instrumentalists, soloists, and chorus of Rio de Janeiro’s Teatro Lírico. Miguéz’s Ave 
Libertas!, the Hymn to the Proclamation of the Republic, and Elegiac March were 
featured in the concert, as well as works by Gounod (Philemon et Baucis), Carlos Gomes 
(opera Fosca), and Saint-Saëns (Introduction and Rondo Capriccioso).     
 At the end of 1897 Miguéz succeeded in obtaining a government grant to 
purchase a large body of scores and books for the library of the Instituto. Among the 
acquisitions was an important collection of 112 manuscripts by José Maurício Nunes 
Garcia, Brazil’s first and most respected Baroque and Classical composer.65 To this day, 
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Miguéz’s unprecedented scholarly approach toward discovering and preserving such 
historical documentation led future scholars to continue this important tradition.66 
In April of that year, at age 48, Miguéz started working on his last opera, I 
Salduni (The Saldunes)67, in three acts, with libretto by Coelho Neto. The premiere was 
meant to be featured during the festivities for the quadricentennial anniversary of the 
discovery of Brazil by Portuguese colonists. An apparent lack of funds, however, led the 
premiere of the work to be produced as an oratorio accompanied by two pianos, soloists, 
and choir, on September 28th 1898 at the Instituto. It received mixed reactions, given the 
absence of supportive orchestral forces. Guilherme de Mello suggested that perhaps the 
libretto, set during the ancient Roman Empire wars with the Gauls, did not really match 
with Brazilian festivities, despite the brilliant work of both author and composer (Mello, 
p.299). The official premiere with orchestra would happen only four years later.      
As previously mentioned, the concerts and activities of the Centro Artístico 
created in 1893 had been thus far a constant target of criticism. Brazilian scholar Dr. 
Avelino Romero Pereira, in his paper “Uma República Musical” (2013)68 quoted an 
article that Guanabarino published in O Paiz, one of the most important newspapers in 
the country at that time, on November 3rd 1898, about a chamber music concert that took 
place at the Instituto, organized by the Centro Artístico. In the text, Guanabarino utilized 
much irony in comparing the Centro to a business company interested in profit: 
“…It is an association that organizes parties and, through pre-established prices, 
offers concerts to the public; in other words, it plays the intermediary role 
between the producer and the costumer, and it is understood that, being as it is 
directed by intelligent men and refined connoisseurs of what can be pleasing, 
large horizons are envisioned with ample advantages for both sides, because it 
establishes rules and balance between offer and demand…”  (Pereira, p. 14–15) 
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Another example of Guanabarino’s petulant style was a short pun published on May 7th 
1899 in the first page of O Paiz, in which he narrated a dialogue between mother and son, 
again referring to one of the chamber music concerts promoted by the Centro Artístico:  
“- Mother?! What is chamber? 
 - It’s a room, my son. 
 - But the Centro Artístico announces chamber music in four concerts. How is 
that? 
- Its music performed in a room with beds, so that we can sleep as much as we 
want.”69 
 
The Centro Artístico would not survive long, coming to an end in 1899 due to lack of 
attendance and enrollment of new members.  José Rodrigues Barbosa blamed the 
constant barrage of criticism from Guanabarino for ruining the spirit of the Centro. In 
August 1899, Barbosa had expressed his frustration in an article about the opposition of 
Guanabarino, stating that the Centro was an organization that had been born “already 
amidst intrigue, already in defamation, and in ridicule which, once maliciously 
coordinated, ended up exhausting the goodwill of many members.” (Pereira, pp. 15–16).   
In that same year, at age 49, Miguéz composed the Bluettes - Album de Jeunesse, 
opp. 31 and 32, which consisted of two volumes of ten short pieces each, directly 
influenced by Schumann’s Album for the Young, op. 68. He also managed to solicit 
publication, by Rieter & Biedermann, of a set of five piano pieces entitled Morceaux 
Lyriques, op. 34. Together with Pressentiment, op. 1, Nocturno, op. 10, and Scènes 
Intimes, op. 24, these were the only piano works published during Miguéz’s lifetime.  
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Other piano works were probably also composed around the close of the 19th 
century: Serenata, op. 33, and a collection entitled 12 Peças Características (12 
Characteristic Pieces), which also contained a hint of Schumann’s Album for the Young. 
On September 20th 1901, Miguéz‘s opera I Salduni was performed at the Teatro 
Lírico, but this time fully produced with cast, costumes, stage settings, and orchestra, 
creating a better impression than at its premiere in 1898. From the time it was first heard 
with orchestra it became one of the most important operatic works in Brazil written by a 
native composer other than Carlos Gomes, with critics and admirers alike demonstrating 
their acknowledgment and respect for the composer. Renato Almeida commented that the 
opera I Salduni was Miguéz’s principal work, full of beautiful elements, melodramatic 
expressions, and an orchestra treated with craftsmanship and assurance. Almeida wrote:  
“But all the qualities are sacrificed at the expense of imitation, because Miguéz 
copied Wagner entirely, in the conception, in the process, and in the realization. It 
is a Wagnerian opera from beginning to end.” (Almeida, p. 398). 
 
José Rodrigues Barbosa, who declared the opera a masterpiece in the last 
paragraph of his description of Miguéz in “Um Século de Música Brasileria,” stated the 
following:  
“Not only praise we have for Leopoldo Miguéz, who chose poorly in 
subordinating completely to a musical form that Wagner created in its entirety, 
because his reform is so complete that it only accepts imitators. Miguéz, such an 
inspired poet, sentimental, lyric, grand in all of his works, was, in I Salduni, an 
imitator of Wagner. A genius imitator, because, if Wagner had not existed, I 
Salduni would have been a masterpiece without parallel. (Barbosa, 9/14/1922, 
p.5) 
 
Luiz Heitor Corrêa de Azevedo pointed out that “Miguéz, although subserviently 
imitating Wagner […], produced a splendid score…” (Azevedo, p. 118). He concluded 
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that the score of I Salduni had richness of melodic elements and that “the listener is 
stunned to find in a web of leitmotiv, involved within chromatic harmony, the conduction 
of vocal lines and the process of orchestration characteristic of the author of the 
Tetralogy.” (ibid.).   
Brazilian diplomat, historian, and musicologist Vasco Mariz70, in História da 
Música no Brasil (1981)71, commented that despite the strong association with Wagner, 
the virtues of Miguez’s I Salduni were praised by all his contemporaries (Mariz, p. 84). 
The renewed success of I Salduni, one of Miguéz’s last moments of glory and joy, 
motivated Miguéz to research topics for another opera. In 1902 he commissioned Neto to 
find a new subject for a libretto, but by that time Miguéz was already very ill. A 
persistent smoker throughout his adult life, Miguéz had as early as 1899 shown signs of 
laryngeal cancer, the disease that had also killed Carlos Gomes in 1896. Otávio 
Bevilacqua commented that Neto, apparently oblivious to Miguéz’s illness, sent the new 
libretto, Merlin, with a detailed explanation of the plot and its development. Miguéz’s 
wife, Alice, wrote back to Neto on June 7th 1902 the following letter:  
“Miguéz has long been very sick, without being able to move or act in anyway. At 
this moment he received your letter; he asked me to tell you that he applauds your 
initiative and that he will help you when he is fully recovered.” (Bevilacqua, p. 
12). 
 
More than once Miguéz had expressed frustration with the rapid progress of the cancer 
during a moment in his life when he wanted to accomplish so much more.  A brief period 
of well-being after a successful surgery allowed him to conduct Parisina once again, but 
it was then too late. Colleagues recalled him sad, depressive, uttering a sentence that 
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strongly resonated with his ordeal: “What a pity! Now that I was just starting!” (Almeida, 
p. 399).  According to Bevilacqua, Miguéz perhaps felt the late revelation of his 
personality, one that had not been yet perfectly settled in his compositions, a painful 
reminder for someone who had little time left to accomplish an ardently desired goal 
(Bevilacqua, p. 12).  
On a Sunday afternoon, on the 6th of July 1902, Alice Miguéz sent a handwritten 
note to Alfredo Bevilacqua, who was then acting in the role of temporary director during 
Miguéz’s absence, stating: “Friend Mr. Bevilacqua: I forewarn you that our dear Miguéz 
is agonizing!!! Farewell! From your afflicted friend Alice Dantas Miguéz.” (Azevedo, p. 
119). The note requested the immediate presence of Bevilacqua at the Miguéz household. 
It was the last time Bevilacqua would see his friend. Miguéz died on July 6th 1902, at 
3:30pm, age 52, in his home located at Rua Cosme Velho, 41. He was buried the next 
day, at noon, at the cemetery São Francisco de Paula, Rio de Janeiro. 
On July 7th 1902, the O Estado de São Paulo published an article on page 2, 
reporting his death:  
“We communicate from Rio de Janeiro the death of Leopoldo Miguez, director of 
the Instituto Nacional de Música. Long has he suffered from a disease that does 
not forgive. At one performance of his opera Saldunes, he conducted the orchestra 
but visibly weak. The physical pain did not torment him as much as the torture of 
certain death slowly approaching […]. He fought against the illness that gradually 
took hold of his body; but the evil won over his energetic will to live, subduing 
him, stilling him from the national art, which owns much to him and much 
expected from his talent […]. With the death of Leopoldo Miguez, the national art 
lost one of its most prominent figures…”  (O Estado de São Paulo, 7/7/1902, p. 2) 
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The newspaper further stated that apart from his successful symphonic works, his opera I 
Salduni, the first in Brazil to rigorously follow the molds of Wagner, initiated a new 
period, a new phase for musical art in Brazil. (ibid., p. 2) 
On July 13th 1902, an orchestra formed by 50 professors from the Instituto 
performed Silvia, an elegy for strings composed by Miguéz, Bach’s Aria on the 4th string, 
and Tristeza (Sadness), a piece written and conducted by E. Ronchini48. Later, on August 
9th 1902, the Instituto offered homage to Miguéz. Alberto Nepomuceno played the organ, 
which had the bust of the late composer on top, sculpted by Rodolpho Bernardelli.  A 
symphonic concert followed, with an orchestra formed by 22 students, performing 
Miguéz’s Marcha Grave (Grave March) from Pelo Amor!, Ce que c’est que la mort, after 
a poem by Victor Hugo, and Ave Libertas!!, conducted by Nepomuceno with a baton that 
had belonged to Miguéz.  
In concluding this biography, here are a few words written about Miguéz that I 
find appropriate to include. Azevedo, at the end of chapter about Miguéz, wrote the 
following sentences:  
“He started effectively late. And a lot was accomplished when he became fully 
dedicated to music in the few years that he had left to live. Besides his work as a 
composer, so honest, revealing a musician who had something to say and knew 
how to say it properly, is the Instituto Nacional de Musica; [he] was the soul of 
this establishment that he organized, whose destiny he presided over with a 
dignity and energy capable of immediate and efficient action, that resulted in his 
golden period, in the first years of the Republic; a period without comparison to 
any other phase of its history.” (Azevedo, p. 119).   
 
Ernesto Vieira, in his Diccionario Biographico, used an article published in 1902 in a 
Brazilian newspaper. The article, quoted by Vieira without mention of origin and 
authorship, reported Miguéz’s death with the following words:  
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“Leopoldo Miguéz stopped suffering yesterday. As much as the loss of such an 
illustrious composer will be felt in Brazil, one cannot help sighing in relief in 
knowing that the long and arduous suffering that afflicted the creator of Saldunes 
finally came to an end.  Plagued by an incurable condition, which scorned at all 
dedication and skills of our most knowledgeable doctors, Leopoldo Miguéz 
suffered horribly: and everyone was in despair watching the martyrdom of a man 
of such slim figure, so lovely, with such a sweet soul - delicate as a dame, and 
imbued with such excellent moral qualities. Because Leopoldo Miguéz was not 
only a composer of strong talent, an elected artist; he was also a gentleman of 
emerald education, - sober, tolerant, civilized.”  (Vieira, p. 495) 
 
Henri Heugel72, in his necrology of Miguéz published in the French periodical Le 
Ménestrel in 1902, wrote the following: 
“We write from Rio de Janeiro to announce the death in this city, on July 6th, at 
age 52, of a distinguished musician, Leopoldo Miguéz, composer of great talent, 
known especially as a symphonist, but who once in a while approached the 
theatre.” (Heugel, p. 320) 
 
Ernesto Maia, in his obituary of Miguéz published in the Portuguese periodical A Arte 
Musical in 1902, made an interesting statement about Miguéz as a composer. Maia, who 
considered the death of Miguéz a “calamity for Brazilian art” (p. 112), was certain that 
there would still be critics who judged Miguéz as a composer who lacked a continuous 
and thorough study of music. On the other hand, he pointed out how many little prodigies 
had had the best masters, but who then went on in life without being acknowledged even 
in the streets where they were born. He defended Miguéz’s talent by saying that although 
it manifested late, he knew how to persist and craft it in his own terms. Maia concluded 
the obituary with the following words:  
“Miguéz did not have certificates from conservatories nor testimonies from 
famous teachers, but he left works that do not easily disappear and had an artistic 
activity that both Portugal and Brazil respected and that was very profitable for 
the great South American nation; and if all the works produced by Miguéz were a 
product of his own efforts, much more glory then is due to his name. We admired 
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him and sympathized with his character and for that reason we dedicate these 
unadorned phrases of heartfelt and sincere homage, which are in the spirit of all of 
the Porto inhabitants who heard his works and who knew his excellent tact and 
courteous manners.” (A Arte Musical, E. Maia, p. 112).   
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1	  	  In this chapter, unless otherwise indicated, all translations from sources in 
Portuguese, French, Italian, and German, were translated by the author.  
2	  The biographical information contained in the following pages derives from the 
sources cited in chapter 1.  
3	  Cf. chapter 1, endnote 8. 
4	  Charles August de Bériot (1802–1870) was a Belgian violinist and composer.  
He studied with Jean-François Tiby and André Robberechts. In 1821 he played for 
Giovanni Battista Viotti in Paris, who addressed the following comment to him: ‘You 
have a fine style; endeavour to perfect it. Hear all men of talent – profit from all but 
imitate no one.’ In Brussels, he was named solo violinist to King William I of the 
Netherlands, an appointment terminated during the revolution of 1830. In 1842 he was 
offered a professorship at the Paris Conservatoire, but accepted instead an appointment at 
the Brussels Conservatory, where he became the head of the violin faculty, starting a new 
school of Franco-Belgian violin playing, although much of Bériot’s technique was 
influenced by Paganini. In 1852 he retired due to failing eyesight, becoming totally blind 
in 1858. Among his students were Hubert Léonard, Henri Vieuxtemps and Heinrich 
Wilhelm Ernst. He wrote two books, Méthode de Violon, in 1858, and École 
Transcendante de Violon, in 1867, as well as concertos and shorter pieces. 
Mendelssohn’s violin concerto in E minor uses influences from Bériot’s style. His son, 
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Charles-Wilfrid de Bériot (1833–1914), was a piano professor at the Paris Conservatoire, 
and taught personalities such as Maurice Ravel, Ricardo Viñes, and Enrique Granados.  
Schwarz, Boris. "Bériot, Charles-Auguste de." Grove Music Online. Oxford 
Music Online. Oxford University Press. Web. 28 Aug. 2014, 12:40am. 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/02816   
"Bériot, Charles Wilfrid de." The Oxford Dictionary of Music, 2nd ed. rev. Ed. 
Michael Kennedy. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University Press. Web. 28 Aug. 2014, 
12:43am. 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/subscriber/article/opr/t237/e1139	  
5 Giovanni Franchini (? – 1892) was an Italian music teacher and composer. He 
wrote two unsuccessful operas, one in Genoa entitled Gli Empirici, and the other in 
Lisbon while working as a conductor for the São Carlos National Theatre, entitled 
Francesca da Rimini; as well as chamber music works with piano. He established himself 
in Porto in 1857, building a reputation as a competent professor of music, teaching piano, 
voice, harmony, and counterpoint.  
Vieira, Ernesto. “Franchini, Giovanni”. Diccionario Biographico de Musicos 
Portuguezes: Historia e Bibliographia da Musica em Portugal, vol. 1. Lisbon: 
Typographia Mattos Moreira & Pinheiro, 1900, pp. 429–430.  
6 As discussed in chapter 1, Renato Figueiredo, in his master’s thesis entitled “O 
Piano de Leopoldo Miguéz: subsidios para um resgate interpretativo. Primeiro Volume” 
(“The Piano of Leopoldo Miguéz: subsidies for an interpretative. First Volume”), 
published in 2003 at the Universidade de São Paulo, narrated his discovery of the 
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manuscript at the library of Escola de Música da Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro 
(School of Music of the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro). Figueiredo commented 
that the manuscript was not lost, since it was carefully stored in the library, but it was 
unknown up until then (Figueiredo, vol. 1, p. 147). A copy of the manuscript was 
reproduced in his thesis, pp. 149–157, but unfortunately it is difficult to read. The original 
copy is located at the library mentioned above, and remains unpublished to this day.  
7	  Angelo Frondoni (1812–1891) was an Italian conductor, composer, poet, and art 
critic who was very successful in Portugal. He was the conductor of Lisbon’s São Carlos 
National Theater from 1838 to 1843, and after that would conduct there sporadically. 
Frondoni was known for his Italian operas, works for voice and piano, as well as for his 
poetry and newspaper articles.  In 1846 he wrote a patriotic work entitled Hino do Minho, 
which was much beloved by the Portuguese people and accepted almost as a national 
anthem for Portugal.  The work, however, was meant as a gesture of support for the cause 
of liberal revolutions against the Portuguese authoritarian government. The first initiative 
triggered by people’s discontent with the authorities happened in Póvoa de Lanhoso, 
nicknamed Minho, in the district of Braga, Portugal.  Frondoni’s Hino do Minho was then 
banned from Portugal, and he faced many threats of imprisonment.  
Vieira, Ernesto. “Frondoni, Angelo”. Diccionario Biographico de Musicos 
Portuguezes, pp 433–438. 
8	  Cf. chapter 1, note 35. 
9	  Cernicchiaro, Vincenzo. Storia della Musica nel Brasile. Milan: Fratelli 
Riccioni, 1926, p. 324.	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10	  Cf. chapter 1, note 44. 
11	  Cf. chapter 1, note 26. 
12	  Bevilacqua, Otavio. “Leopoldo Miguéz e o Instituto Nacional de Música”.  
Article in Revista Brasileira De Música. Rio de Janeiro: Escola Nacional de Musica da 
Universidade do Brasil, 1940, vol.7, part 1, p. 7 
13	  Many authors consider Pressentiment to be Miguéz’s Opus 1, although the 
printed score did not include such a number. Given the fact that it was dedicated to Alice 
Dantas before her wedding in 1877, it was most likely written sometime between 1871, 
the year when Miguéz started working at Casa Dantas, and 1877. As far as Miguéz 
scholarship has uncovered to date, no other works were published before 1871. 
Therefore, for the sake of practical classification, I also treat this work as Opus 1. 
14Arthur Napoleão (1843–1925) was a Portuguese pianist and composer. Closely 
acquainted with figures such as Franz Liszt and Camille Saint-Saëns, he toured Europe 
and America as a soloist. He performed extensively in Brazil, and in 1866 he settled in 
Rio de Janeiro, where he opened a music shop to sell instruments, publish sheet music, 
and offer music lessons. Among his most remarkable students was Chiquinha Gonzaga. 
He was also known as a tenacious chess player. He wrote mostly piano works, among 
them an important set of piano etudes.  
“Napoleão, Arthur”. Enciclopédia da Musica Brasileira. São Paulo: Art Editora 
LTDA, 1977, A–N, pp. 515–516.  
Medeiros, Alexandre Raicevich de. “Memórias de Arthur Napoleão.” Paper 
presented at the 14th Encontro Regional da ANPUH-Rio, Memória e Patrimônio. Rio de 
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Janeiro, 19 a 23 de julho de 2010, UniRio. (14th Regional Encounter of ANPUH-Rio, 
Memory and Patrimony. Rio de Janeiro, 19th to 23rd of July, 2010, UniRio), pp 1–11. 
Web. 27 Aug. 2014, 1:19am. 
http://www.encontro2010.rj.anpuh.org/resources/anais/8/1276017543_ARQUIVO_TEX
TOANPUH.pdf  
15 Several personalities collaborated with the Revista by writing articles, including 
novelist Urbano Duarte (1855–1902), the engineer André Rebouças (1838–1898), pianist 
and arts critic Oscar Guarabarino (1851–1937), the architect, journalist and musician 
Alfredo Camarate (1840–1904), and Arthur Napoleão. Several articles translated and 
reproduced from periodicals in England, France, and Germany, for instance, an article 
written by Hector Berlioz entitled “The Musical Imitation”, another by Franz Liszt 
entitled “An Evening at Chopin’s House”, and another by Schumann, from his own Neue 
Zeitschrift für Musik, entitled “Beethoven’s Testament.” Articles about Rameau, Bach, 
Schubert, Schumann, and Mendelssohn were extracted from a book called Symphonistes 
et virtuoses, published in 1878 by pianist and professor Antoine François Marmontel, 
from the Paris Conservatory.  
“A Revista Musical & de Bellas Artes (1879–1880) e o Panorama Musical do Rio de 
Janeiro no fim do século XIX.” Paper presented at the XVI Encontro Regional de 
História, ANPUH-RIO. July 28th to August 1st 2014. Web. Sept. 18 2014, 6:59pm.  
http://www.encontro2014.rj.anpuh.org/resources/anais/28/1400451220_ARQUIVO_texto
anpuh2014.pdf  
16	  José Maurício Nunes Garcia (1767–1830) was Brazil’s first recognized classical 
composer. He was born in Rio de Janeiro, the son of mulattos.  Nunes Garcia was a priest 
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and proficient composer of sacred music such as motets, graduals, antiphons, madrigals, 
psalms, vespers, requiems, and masses.  In 1808 he was appointed director of musical 
activities, like a Kapellmeister, for the newly established court of Prince Dom João VI of 
Portugal, with a staff of about 15,000 people, who came to Rio de Janeiro fleeing 
Napoleonic invasions.  It was the first time that a Brazilian composer was ever granted 
such a position, which came as a surprise because despite his obvious talent as musician, 
Nunes Garcia was a mulatto, a fact that generated constant racism and humiliation within 
the court. Dom João VI nevertheless was very fond of his talent and kept him in the 
position. In working for the royal establishment Nunes Garcia was constantly writing 
music for different functions and needs, from religious to celebratory, in the same manner 
as Joseph Haydn at the Esterhazy court or Mozart in Salzburg. Among his most famous 
students was Brazilian composer Francisco Manuel da Silva (1795–1865), who wrote 
what would later become Brazil’s national anthem.  His musical style was strongly 
influenced by the Baroque and Classical periods. Today, some 240 musical pieces written 
by Nunes Garcia survive, among them sacred and secular works (the latter including 
symphonies), and an opera entitled Le Due Gemelle - and at least 170 other assorted 
publications are known to have been lost, including a Treatise on Harmony and 
Counterpoint.  
“Garcia, José Maurício Nunes”. Enciclopédia da Musica Brasileira, A–N, pp. 
302–304.  
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Béhague, Gerard. "Garcia, José Maurício Nunes." Grove Music Online. Web. 28 
Aug. 2014, 10:32pm. 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/10643  	  
17	  Francisco Manuel da Silva (1795–1865) was a Brazilian composer who lived 
his entire life in Rio de Janeiro. He studied with José Maurício Nunes Garcia (1767–
1830) and was one of the founders of the Academia de Música Imperial e Ópera 
Nacional (National Imperial Music and Opera Academy), the Sociedade Beneficência 
Musical (Beneficent Musical Society), and the Conservatório Imperial de Música 
(Imperial Conservatory of Music) - which would be transformed in 1890 into the Instituto 
Nacional de Música (National Music Institute) and later into the Escola de Música da 
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro (Rio de Janeiro University Music School). He 
wrote a Patriotic March, which was much performed during Brazilian military 
campaigns to infuse pride and patriotism in the soldiers. After the establishment of the 
Republic in 1899, the March was adopted as Brazil’s official national anthem.  
“Silva, Francisco Manuel da”. Enciclopédia da Musica Brasileira, O–Z, pp. 707–
708.  
Hazan, Marcelo Campos. "Silva, Francisco Manuel da." Grove Music Online. 
Web. 28 Aug. 2014, 10:35pm 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/25781  
18	  Cf. chapter 1, endnote 2. 
19	  Alexandre Levy (1864–1892) was a Brazilian composer from São Paulo. His 
family, French immigrants, hosted Miguéz in 1886 when he came to São Paulo to 
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conduct the opera season at the Teatro São Pedro with the Italian opera company 
Companhia Lírica. Levy was one of the pioneers in writing music that mixed Brazilian 
folk elements with traditional European composition techniques.	  In Paris, he studied 
harmony with Émile Durand at the Paris Conservatoire. Levy, together with Alberto 
Nepomuceno, was one of the first important figures in Brazilian musical nationalism, 
although, like Miguéz, he was still influenced by European music. He wrote an important 
symphonic poem entitled Comala, as well as a Suite Brésilienne for orchestra, of which 
the Samba is the most popular dance. For piano he wrote music in Romantic style such as 
his Allegro Appassionato, but also music that sought to incorporate Brazilian elements, 
such as his Tango Brasileiro. He died prematurely at age 28, causing great commotion in 
the Brazilian musical world.  
“Levy, Alexandre”. Enciclopédia da Musica Brasileira, A–N, pp. 413–415.  
Béhague, Gerard. "Levy, Alexandre." Grove Music Online. Web. 28 Aug. 2014, 
1:40am. 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/16521  
20	  Estado de São Paulo, O. “Acervo Estadão.” Digital collection,11/7/1878, p. 3. 
Aug. 7 2014.  http://acervo.estadao.com.br/ 	  
21	  Figueiredo, Renato Carlos Nogueira. “O Piano de Miguéz: subsídios para um 
resgate interpretativo.Vols. 1 and 2.” Master’s Thesis. Universidade de São Paulo: 2003. 	  
22	  Ibid., p. 23, note 23	  
	  
23	  Joaquim Maria Machado de Assis (1839–1908) was one of Brazil’s most 
revered authors. He published short stories, poems, and novels in the European Romantic 
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tradition, later developing his style into Realism, with strong wit, irony, and the influence 
of transcendental philosophy. In 1881 he wrote an impressive novel entitled Memórias 
Póstumas de Brás Cubas (Posthumous Memoirs of Brás Cubas). As a dead character, 
Brás Cubas could say the unsayable without prejudice and discriminatory voices of 
society. He digressed, criticized, and reviewed his own life in 160 short and frequently 
disconnected chapters, with disregard for appropriate language, full of cynicism and 
honesty that were quite shocking for the aristocracy of Rio de Janeiro. Another 
masterpiece, Dom Casmurro, written in 1899, was a disturbing account of a happy man 
turned obsessed and paranoid by thoughts of his wife supposedly cheating on him. His 
most known works have deep-rooted pessimism and disillusionment disguised by 
flippancy and wit.  In 1896 he became the first president of the Brazilian Academy of 
Letters, a position he held until his death.  
"Joaquim Maria Machado de Assis." Encyclopaedia Britannica Online Academic 
Edition. Encyclopædia Britannica Inc., 2014. Web. 28 Aug. 2014, 1:47am. 
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/354520/Joaquim-Maria-Machado-de-Assis 
24	  Cf. chapter 1, endnote 53.	  
25José Silvestre White Lafitte (1836–1918) was a Cuban violinist of African-
American heritage. In 1854 in the city of Matanzas, Cuba, the 18-year-old White 
performed with American pianist and composer Louis Moreau Gottschalk (1829–1869), 
who encouraged him to study abroad, raising money for him to go to the Paris 
Conservatiore. White resided in Paris between 1855 and 1871. He later lived in Brazil 
and was very active as a performer in the major concert series of Rio de Janeiro. Between 
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1877 and 1899 he directed the Imperial Conservatory of Rio de Janeiro, an indication of 
White’s influence and respect in Brazil. He performed on the famous 1737 "Swansong" 
Stradivari. He died in Paris at age 82.  
Aurelio de la Vega. "White Lafitte, José." Grove Music Online. Web. 28 Aug. 
2014, 10:48pm. 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/30221  
26	  The Teatro Imperial was created in 1871 in Rio de Janeiro. In 1875 it was 
renamed Teatro Imperial Dom Pedro II, in honor of Brazil’s Emperor. In 1899, after the 
proclamation of the Republic of Brazil, it was renamed again, becoming Teatro Lírico.  
The new government planned to replace the Teatro Lirico for a new and eclectic theatre 
constructed in the manner of the Paris Opera to represent the new republican regime and 
the new elegant capital of arts and culture in Brazil. The new theater was called Teatro 
Municipal (Municipal Theater), inaugurated almost 20 years later, on July 14th 1909. The 
old Teatro Lirico, where Miguéz conducted and premiered many of his symphonic 
works, was demolished in 1934.  
“Teatros do Centro Cultural do Rio de Janeiro, século XVIII ao século XXI.” 
(Theatres of the Cultural Center of Rio de Janeiro, 18th century to 21st century). Web. 27 
Aug. 9:32pm. 
http://www.ctac.gov.br/centrohistorico/teatroXperiodo.asp?cdp=19&cod=87 
27	  Sergio A.N.Corrêa, in Leopoldo Miguez: Catalogo de Obras (2005), p. 27. 
28	  Dom Sebastião José de Carvalho e Melo, 1st Marquês de Pombal (Marquis of 
Pombal), 1st Count of Oeiras, was an 18th-century Portuguese statesman. He was 
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Secretary of the State of the Kingdom of Portugal and the Algarves (the equivalent to a 
today's Prime Minister) in the government of Joseph I of Portugal from 1750 to 1777.  
"Carvalho, Sebastião de, marquês de Pombal." Encyclopaedia Britannica Online 
Academic Edition. Web. 28 Aug. 2014, 2:12am 
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/469309/Sebastiao-de-Carvalho-marques-de-
Pombal  
29	  It is not possible to convert Réis to Reais, Brazil’s currency, but an approximate 
conversion on August 20th 2014 would be: $2.75 Réis = $1.00 Real or $0.44 U.S. Dollars.  
30	  Dom Pedro II (1825–1891), nicknamed "the Magnanimous", was the second 
and last ruler of the Empire of Brazil, reigning for over 58 years. He was well known for 
his appreciation for arts and for providing financial help to Brazilian artists to study 
abroad. Born in Rio de Janeiro, he was the seventh child of Emperor Dom Pedro I and 
Empress Dona Maria Leopoldina and thus a member of the Brazilian branch of the House 
of Braganza. When his father Dom Pedro I abdicated from the throne and left Brazil for 
Europe in 1831, Dom Pedro II became the emperor at age 5.  
"Pedro II." Encyclopaedia Britannica Online Academic Edition. Web. 27 Aug. 
2014, 2:13pm. http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/448600/Pedro-II  
31	  Cf. chapter 1, endnote 9. 
32	  Vieira, Ernesto. Diccionario Biographico de Musicos Portuguezes. Lisboa: 
Typographica M. Moreira & Pinheiro, 1900, pp. 490–496  
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33	  Charles Louis Ambroise Thomas (1811–1896) was a French composer, best 
known for his operas Mignon (1866) and Hamlet (1868, after Shakespeare) and as 
director of the Conservatoire de Paris from 1871 until his death.  
Smith, Richard Langham. "Thomas, Ambroise." Grove Music Online. Web. 14 
Aug. 2014, 3:45pm. 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/27856	  
34	  Sergio Alvim Nepomuceno Corrêa, in his Leopoldo Miguéz-Catálogo de Obras 
(2005), mentioned only the dates and titles of newspapers, but not the contents of the 
reviews or the reviewers’ names.  
35	  Carlos de Mesquita (1864–1953) was a Brazilian composer who studied at the 
Paris Conservatoire with Antoine-François Marmontel (piano), César Franck (organ), 
Émile Durand (harmony), and Jules Massenet (counterpoint, fugue, and composition). 
Back in Brazil, Mesquita and Miguéz later founded the Sociedade dos Concertos 
Sinfônicos (Society of Symphonic Concerts).  
“Mesquita, Carlos de”. Enciclopédia da Musica Brasileira, A–N, p.475.  
Béhague, Gerard. "Mesquita, Henrique Alves de." Grove Music Online. Web. 14 
Aug. 2014, 3:44pm 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/18487  
36	  Arthur Nadantino Gonçalves de Azevedo (1855–1908) was a Brazilian 
playwright, short story writer, chronicler, journalist, and poet. He founded and occupied 
the 29th chair of the Brazilian Academy of Letters from 1897 until his death in 1908.  
“Azevedo, Arthur”. Enciclopédia da Musica Brasileira, A–N, p.51.  
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“Azevedo, Arthur Nadantino Gonçalves de.” Academia Brasileira de Letras. Web. 
14 Aug. 2014, 12:17pm  
http://www.academia.org.br/abl/cgi/cgilua.exe/sys/start.htm?infoid=259&sid=281	  
37	  Mr. Durand, referred to by Miguéz in his letter to Carlos de Mesquita dated 
November 30th 1883, was possibly Auguste Durand (1830–1909), French composer, 
organist, and publisher who studied with Camille Saint-Saëns and César Franck at the 
Paris Conservatoire. It is likely that he knew Brazilian composer Carlos de Mesquita, also 
a student of Franck and a friend of Miguéz.  
38	  Clube Beethoven was a concert association founded on January 9th 1882 by 
violinist, composer, and conductor Robert Kinsman Benjamin (1853–1927) together with 
28 musicians and patrons, operating with great success until 1896. It replaced the old 
Clube Mozart, which was founded in 1867 and reached its peak in the 1870’s.  
“Clube Beethoven”. Enciclopédia da Musica Brasileira, A–N, pp.194–195.  
Magaldi, Cristina. Music in imperial Rio de Janeiro: European culture in a 
tropical milieu. Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press, 2004, pp. 74–78.  
39	  Cláudio Rossi (1850–1935) was an Italian architect, naturalized Brazilian, and 
also an impresario in the music and art business in Brazil. His name is frequently linked 
to Arturo Toscanini and the episode in Brazil involving Miguéz and Superti.  
Mordden, Ethan. Opera Anecdotes. New York: Oxford University Press, 1985, pp 
235–236.  
Magaldi, Cristina. Music in imperial Rio de Janeiro pp. 40–45.  
40	  Cf. chapter 1, endnotes 45 and 47. 
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41	  Miguéz’s Le Palmier du Brésil appeared in concert programs with the Opus 
number 19, the same number as his unpublished Nocturno in Eb minor from 1867. It is 
assumed that the correct opus number now belongs to Le Palmier du Brésil.  
42	  Cf. chapter 1, endnote 6. 
43	  Belgian conductor Jules Lecocq was born in the town of Tournai in 1852. No 
year of death could be found. He conducted in French cities such as Calais, Limoges, 
Angers, as well as Ghent in Belgium. From 1890 to 1896 he conducted the Concerts 
Classiques in Marseilles, and between 1896 and 1897 he was the conductor at the 
Theatre des Arts in Rouen. He conducted in the Belgian city of Spa from 1885 probably 
until his death.  
Saerchinger, Cesar, ed. “International Who’s Who in Music and Musical 
Gazetteer. A Contemporary Biographical Dictionary and a Record of the World’s 
Musical Activity.” New York: Current Literature Publishing Company, first edition, 
1918, p. 364.  
44	  Cf. chapter 1, endnote 25. 
45	  Cf. chapter 2, endnote 26. 
46	  Alberto Nepomuceno (1864–1920) was a Brazilian composer and conductor 
from Fortaleza, capital of the state of Ceará in northeastern Brazil. He became one of the 
most important defenders of the republican and abolitionist causes in Brazil as well as 
one of the first nationalists to promote art songs and operas written in Portuguese, an 
uncommon practice at the time. He studied in Rome with Giovanni Sgambati, in Berlin 
with Heinrich von Herzogenberg and with Theodor Leschetizky at the Stern 
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conservatory. In 1893, he married a Norwegian pianist, a student and friend of Grieg. 
After the marriage Nepomuceno moved to Bergen and lived with Grieg, whose own 
nationalism in music inspired Nepomuceno to implement a reform of Brazilian classical 
music to reflect Brazilian culture.  He also became closely acquainted with Saint-Saëns, 
Vincent D’Indy, Debussy, and Gustav Mahler, who later offered him an opportunity to 
conduct at the Vienna Opera, although illness prevented him from doing so. Heitor Villa-
Lobos was one of his many students in Brazil. He became director of the Instituto 
Nacional de Música for one year after Miguéz’s death in 1902, and again from 1906 to 
1916. During his tenure as director Nepomuceno received a visit from pianist Ignaz 
Paderewski, and also translated Schoenberg’s Treatise on Harmony to be implemented in 
the Instituto’s curriculum, a move that faced strong opposition.  
“Nepomuceno, Alberto”. Enciclopédia da Musica Brasileira, A–N, pp.527–530.  
Béhague, Gerard. "Nepomuceno, Alberto." Grove Music Online. Web. 28 Aug. 
2014, 3:05am. 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/19728  
47	  Painter Henrique Bernardelli and his brother, sculptor Rodolfo Bernardelli, were 
two important figures in Brazil during the establishment of the republic and the national 
arts. José Maria Oscar Rodolfo Bernardelli (1852–1931) was a sculptor, born in Mexico, 
residing in Brazil from 1866 until his death. He studied with Chaves Pinheiro (1822–
1884). From 1877 to 1885 he studied in Rome with Achille d’Orsi (1845–1929) and 
Giulio Monteverde (1837–1917). In 1919 he received the title of honorary academician at 
the Royal Fine Arts Academy of San Fernando, in Madrid, Spain. Rodolfo is considered 
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one of greatest influences in the reform of art education in Brazil. Painter Henrique 
Bernardelli (1858–1936) was born in Chile, also moving to Brazil in 1866 and residing 
there until his death. He studied with Zeferino da Costa (1840–1915), Agostinho da 
Motta (1824–1878), and Vitor Meirelles (1832–1903). From 1878 until 1886 he studied 
in Rome 1878 with Domenico Morelli. Back in Brazil, Henrique was dissatisfied with the 
outdated methods of teaching in art schools, and decided to teach privately, in a 
workshop together with his brother Rodolfo in Rio de Janeiro. Artistic contributions by 
the brothers Bernardelli can be seen in Rio de Janeiro such as the indoor panel paintings 
for the Municipal Theater as well as the National Library. When the Instituto Nacional de 
Musica was founded in 1890 in Rio de Janeiro, Henrique painted the ceiling of its concert 
hall, while Rodolfo contributed with several sculptures, including a bust in bronze of 
Leopoldo Miguéz after he died in 1902.  
Silva, Maria do Carmo Couto da. “A formação do escultor Rodolfo Bernardelli na 
Itália (1877–1885): uma análise de sua trajetória a partir de fontes primárias.” (“The 
formation of sculptor Rodolfo Bernardelli in Italy (1877–1885): an analysis of his 
trajectory from primary sources”). In Revista de História da Arte e Arqueologia. 
Universidade Estadual de Campinas, no. 6, December 2006, ISSN 1413–0874, pages 
123–136. Web. 27 Aug. 2014, 5:45pm http://www.scribd.com/doc/103998675/Revista-6-
completa-Revista-de-Historia-da-Arte-e-Arqueologia  
“Henrique Bernardelli.” Portal Artes. Last updated on January 30th 2013, 05:03. 
Web. 27 Aug. 2014, 6:40pm. http://www.portalartes.com.br/classicos/156-henrique-
bernardelli.html  
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48	  Marshal Manuel Deodoro da Fonseca (1827–1892) became the first president of     
the Republic of Brazil. He resigned just two years later for enforcing totalitarian and 
arbitrary acts. "Fonseca, Manuel Deodoro da". Encyclopaedia Britannica Online 
Academic Edition. Web. 1 Jul. 2014, 3:23pm 
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/212433/Manuel-Deodoro-da-Fonseca	  
49	  Aristides da Silveira Lobo (1838–1896) was a Brazilian politician and journalist 
who collaborated with several national newspapers. In 1870, together with Salvador de 
Mendonça, Lafayette Coutinho, Pedro Soares de Meireles, and Flávio Farnense, the 
newspaper called A República (The Republic) advocated for the end of monarchy in 
Brazil and the establishment of a republic. On November 18th 1899, three days after the 
proclamation of the Republic, he wrote an article in the newspaper Diário Popular, 
stating the following: “…the people watched [the act of proclamation] speechless, 
surprised, without fully realizing what it meant. Many seriously believed they were 
watching a parade.” The provisory government of the new Republic appointed Silveira 
Lobo its Minister of Internal Affairs in 1890, a position that he occupied for only 2 
months due to disagreements with the head of state Marshal Deodoro da Fonseca. He was 
elected federal Deputy between 1891 and 1893, and later federal Senator between 1892 
and 1896.  
“Lobo, Aristides Silveira.” Senado Federal. Portal dos Senadores. Web. 2 Aug. 
2014, 8:33pm. 
http://www.senado.gov.br/senadores/senadores_biografia.asp?codparl=1474&li=23&lcab
=1894-1896&lf=23  
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50	  According to Renato Almeida, in História da Música Brasileira (1926), José 
Rodrigues Barbosa had influence in the government and ties with the newly appointed 
president of the republic, Marshal Deodoro da Fonseca, who was aware of Barbosa’s 
intent to reorganize the conservatory. On the occasion of Barbosa’s birthday, on January 
12th 1890, Fonseca, over dinner, presented Barbosa with the text of the decree. (Almeida, 
p. 396). 
51	  Cf. chapter 1, endnote 29.	  
52	  Almeida, Renato. História Da Música Brasileira. Rio de Janeiro: F. Briguiet, 
1942, pp. 350–351 and 384–399.  
53 Among the members of the faculty at the Instituto throughout the years, were 
the following names:  
Alberto Nepomuceno – composition and organ 
Henrique Oswald – composition  
Carlos de Mesquita - counterpoint and fugue  
Antonio Carlos Ribeiro de Andrada - harmony  
Arnaud Duarte de Gouveia – music theory  
Miguel Cardoso, Ignácio Porto Alegre, Joao Rodrigues Cortes and Henrique Braga – 
solfège and choir 
Luis Gilland – voice  
Emilio Lamberg – organ  
Alfredo Bevilacqua, Elvira Bello Lobo, and Gemma Luziani Nervi – piano  
Luisa Guido –harp 
Francisco Pereira da Costa, Vincenzo Cernicchiaro, Emilio La Rosa, and Leopoldo 
Miguéz – violin 
Frederico Nascimento – cello, harmony, and choir director 
Jose Martini – double bass 
Augusto Duque Estrada Meyer –flute 
Esther da Costa Ferreira – teaching assistant, accompanist   
Augostinho de Gouveia –oboe and bassoon  
Jose Francisco de Lima Coutinho – clarinet  
Henrique Alves de Mesquita – brass instruments  
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Notícia Histórica dos Serviços, Instituições e estabelecimentos pertencentes a 
esta repartição, elaborada por ordem do respectivo ministro Dr. Amaro Cavalcanti. 
Publicação Oficial. Rio de Janeiro: Imprensa Nacional, 1898. XXIV: Instituto Nacional 
de Música, pp. 15-16.  
	  
54	  The Gazeta Musical was a periodical created by Brazilian intellectuals and 
artists in Rio de Janeiro in 1891, to serve as a vehicle for their new musical ideals once 
the republic was established in Brazil (11/15/1889). It operated from August 1891 until 
December 1892. Many important figures in the musical culture of Brazil wrote articles 
for this periodical, including Miguez. A constant observation of political and musical 
practices of France can be encountered in the articles forming the periodical.  
Bomfim Andrade, Clarissa L. “Positivismo e Missão Civilizadora na Gazeta 
Musical  Andrade (Rio de Janeiro, 1891–1893).” Article presented at the II SIMPOM, the 
Simpósio Brasileiro de Pós-Graduandos em Música (Brazilian Symposium for Post-
Graduates in Music). Universidade Federal do Estado do Rio de Janeiro, 2012, Anais do 
II SIMPOM, pp. 1137–1145. 
55	  Nepomuceno Corrêa, in Leopoldo Miguéz: Catálogo de Obras (2005), stated 
that Miguez’s article was published in February 1892. Levy’s death, however, occurred 
on January 17th 1892. It is plausible that such an article, to which I did not have access, 
was published in January as well, not February.	  	  
56	  Other sectors of the Centro Artistico were directed by the following individuals: 
theatre by Luís de Castro, Aluísio de Azevedo, and Henrique Chaves; painting by 
Henrique Bernardelli, Rodolfo Amoedo and Ângelo Agostini; sculpture by Rodolfo 
Bernardelli and Augusto Giraudet; letters by Coelho Neto, Araripe Jr. and Ferreira 
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Araujo; and festivities by Augusto Vaguelim, Marques de Holanda and Chapot Prevost 
Filho. (Pereira, in Música, Sociedade e Política, pp. 131–132).  
57	  Cf. chapter 1, endnote 3.	  
58	  It was not possible to verify whether the pieces in these two collections were 
written at the same time and if Miguéz indeed intended them to be considered as a set. 
The Scherzetto op. 20 no. 3, for instance, was a transcription from Miguéz’s orchestral 
work Scherzo Fantástico, written in 1890. Grouping short pieces of different titles, 
musically unrelated to each other, may have been a conception adopted by future 
publishers. The subsequent publications of Miguéz’s works reveal that they could be sold 
separately, at a cheaper price, as well as grouped. It was a loose counterpart of sets such 
as Schumann’s Fantasiestücke op. 12 or Kinderzenen op. 15, as well as Brahms’s 
Klavierstücke opp. 76, 116, 117, 118, and 119, except that in these cases the pieces would 
frequently be sold as a complete set.   
59	  Cf. chapter 1, endnote 5. 
60	  Henrique Maximiano Coelho Neto (1864–1934) was a Brazilian playwright, 
short storyteller, novelist, politician, and one of the founders of the Academia Brasileira 
de Letras (Brazilian Academy of Letters) in 1897, at which he occupied the second chair 
until his death.	  	  When Brazil proclaimed the Republic he became secretary of government 
of the state of Rio de Janeiro and later secretary of State Affairs. He was also secretary-
general of the League of National Defense, a member of the Advisory Board of the 
Municipal Theater of Rio de Janeiro, and one of the major writers and commentators for 
national magazines and newspapers, not only under his own name but also numerous 
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pseudonyms, including: Anselmo Ribas, Caliban, Ariel, Amador Santelmo, Blanco 
Canabarro, Charles Rouget, Democ, N. Puck, Tartarin, Fur-Fur and Manés.	  	  Like 
Leopoldo Miguéz, Neto’s literary works were criticized by the Modernists during the 
1922 Semana de Arte Moderna (Modern Art Week), a negative factor that increased his 
rejection by the public and publishers throughout the years. Miguéz’s opera I Salduni was 
based on a libretto by Coelho Neto.  
“Coelho Neto”. Academia Brasileira de Letras. (Brazilian Academy of Letters). 
Web. 27 Aug. 2014, 11:21am 
http://www.academia.org.br/abl/cgi/cgilua.exe/sys/start.htm?infoid=417&sid=94  
61	  Cf. chapter 1, endnote 15. 
62	  Cassino Fluminense was founded in 1860 and went through restructuration in 
1873. It was created as a place for social entertainment in Rio de Janeiro, hosting ball 
dance events, concerts, book readings, etc.  
Magaldi, Cristina. Music in imperial Rio de Janeiro, p. 27.  
63	  No biographic information could be found about G. Dufriche apart from his 
name printed in concert programs of Rio de Janeiro as conductor and composer during 
the first two decades of the 20th century. A recording of his vocal works sung in 
Portuguese was made by singer Fred de Lima and pianist Myrtle C. Eaver, released on 
June 3rd 1926 in New York by Victor Label as part of the Discography of Historical 
American Recordings.  
“G. Dufriche (Composer).” Discography of American Historical Recordings 
(DAHR). Web. 28 Aug. 2014, 4:00pm 
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http://adp.library.ucsb.edu/index.php/talent/detail/29079/Dufriche_G._composer  
64	  Canudos was an independent settlement founded in 1893 in the state of Bahia 
by an itinerant preacher named Antônio Vicente Mendes Maciel, nicknamed Antônio The 
Counselor. The settlement had its own economic system and rejected the laws of local 
and national government, soon gathering thousands of followers from all over Bahia.  
The Brazilian government, seeing it as a threat to its sovereignty, sent out a military force 
to eliminate the settlement.  Although Antonio died of dysentery during the campaign, 
the Brazilian army showed no benevolence to the inhabitants of Canudos, including 
children, and completely destroyed the settlement. In the 1970’s Canudos was submerged 
by water as a result of a dam project called Cocorobó, and at periods of low water the 
ruins of Canudos’s old Church can occasionally be seen. The story of Canudos is narrated 
by Brazilian journalist Euclides da Cunha (1866–1909) as a non-fiction book called Os 
Sertões, from 1901, translated to English as Rebellion in the Backlands in 1944. Nobel 
Laureate Peruvian writer Mario Vargas Llosa portrayed the war in his fictional book The 
War of the End of the World in 1981. Australian writer Peter Robb (b. 1950) described 
the war at length in his book A Death in Brazil in 2004.  
"Bahia History." Encyclopaedia Britannica Online Academic Edition. Web. 27 
Aug. 2014, 8:12am.  
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/49001/Bahia  
65	  During the rule of Portuguese Emperor Dom Pedro II the conductor and 
musician Bento Fernandes das Mercês (1804/05–1887) was appointed copyist of the 
Imperial Chapel in Rio de Janeiro in 1855, where he was also conductor and Cantor. 
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Mercês soon became José Maurício Nunes Garcia’s principal copyist, and at the time of 
his death in 1887 he had several of Garcia’s manuscripts, most of which were in his own 
handwriting. Such manuscripts were never returned to the Imperial Chapel, remaining in 
possession of the Mercês’s family until Leopoldo Miguéz, with a grant from the Brazilian 
government, purchased them in 1897 to be archived at the library of the Instituto 
Nacional de Musica in the following year.   
Mattos, Cleofe P. Catálogo Temático Das Obras Do Padre José Maurício Nunes Garcia. 
Rio de Janeiro: Ministério da Educação e Cultura, 1970, p. 374. 
Hazan, Marcelo Campos. “O Acervo Musical do Arquivo do Cabido Metropolitano do 
Rio de Janeiro.” Web. Sept. 18 2014, 9:55am.  
http://acmerj.com.br/CMRJ_HIST.htm#nota-rodape14sym  
66	  Today, the Instituto is now the Escola de Música da Universidade Federal do 
Rio de Janeiro (School of Music of the Rio de Janeiro Federal University), with a library 
named after Alberto Nepomuceno that keeps valuable material including the items first 
gathered by Miguéz. The library is now in the process of digitalizing its documents. 
67	  About the term Saldunes: Harry Crowl (b.1858), a Brazilian musicologist and 
composer, in an article entitled “A Música de Richard Wagner e sua influência no Brasil” 
(“The Music of Richard Wagner and its influence in Brazil”, uploaded online into the 
Goethe Institut website in Germany on July 18th 2013), briefly discusses the libretto by 
Coelho Neto. The story is set in the time of the Roman Empire, during Caesar's wars 
against the Gauls. The text explores the Gauls’ druidic rites and customs, and describes 
the vow of the Salduni fraternal friendship. This meant that two people, upon swearing a 
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Salduni oath, would go to war chained to one another and destined to live or die together. 
The plot thickens when the Salduni brothers fall in love with the same woman.  
Goethe Institut. Aus Curitiba: Richard Wagner und Brasilien. Web. 28 Aug. 2014, 
1:52pm. http://blog.goethe.de/wagner/archives/145-Aus-Curitiba-Richard-Wagner-und-
Brasilien.html  
Crowl, Harry.“A Música de Richard Wagner e sua influência no Brasil.” Web. 28 
Aug. 2014, 1:54pm, page 12. 
http://blog.goethe.de/wagner/uploads/RichardWagnereoBrasil.pdf  
Harry Crowl. Web. 28 Aug. 2014, 2:15pm 
http://www.harrycrowl.mus.br/textos_engl.html  
68	  Pereira’s paper was presented in 2013 at a national symposium in Natal, Brazil. 
69	  Quote extracted from the Rio de Janeiro newspaper O Paiz, May 7th 1899, 
edition number 5327, first page.  
Hemeroteca Digital Brasileira, O Paiz, RJ, ano 1899, folder 05327. Web. 11 Aug. 
2014, 3:45pm. http://memoria.bn.br/DOCREADER/DocReader.aspx?bib=178691_02 
70	  Cf. chapter 1, endnote 50. 
71	  Mariz, Vasco. História Da Música No Brasil. Rio de Janeiro: Civilização 
Brasileira, 1981, pp. 83–84.	  
72	  Cf. chapter 1, endnote 13.	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CHAPTER 3 
An overview of the piano works by Leopoldo Miguéz1 
 
 
List of piano works by opus number2 
 
Op. 1 Pressentiment for piano (c. 1871–7)  
Op. 10 Nocturno in F♯ Major for piano (1883–4) 
Op. 11 Allegro Appassionato in A minor for piano (1885) 
Op. 18 Lamento, for piano (c. 1892) 
Op. 19 Nocturno in E♭ minor, for piano (manuscript 1867) 
Op. 20 Souvenirs for piano, 4 pieces (1892–4) 
Op. 24 Scènes Intimes for piano, 4 pieces (1894) 
Op. 28 Faceira (Coquette) –Valsa Improviso, for piano (1896–7) 
Op. 31 Bluettes, set of 10 short pieces for piano (1898–9) 
Op. 32 Bluettes, set of 10 short pieces for piano (1898–9) 
Op. 33 Serenata, for piano (c. 1899) 
Op. 34 Morceaux Lyriques, 5 pieces for piano (c. 1899) 
 
Work without opus number 
 
12 Peças Características for piano (c. 1899) 
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Although the biographical resources presented in chapters 1 and 2 documented 
Miguéz’s accomplishments as violinist, conductor, composer, and administrator, there is 
unfortunately no evidence of his having had any piano training.   It is likely that Miguéz 
was a self-taught pianist. Nonetheless, apart from his first published piano piece, 
Pressentiment, op. 1 (c. 1877), which does contain occasional technical difficulties that 
may reveal inexperience with the instrument, all of the subsequent works are crafted with 
refined and intelligent understanding of the keyboard.  In general, when playing his piano 
works, one does not have the impression that the composer lacks understanding of the 
instrument.  
All of Leopoldo Miguéz’s piano works are tonally based and generally avoid 
complex chromaticism and harmonic uncertainty, with few exceptions in lengthy 
developmental areas. There are no instances of atonality, or other deviations from tonality 
such as modalism or pentatonicism. Some of the piano works, such as his Mazurka, op. 
20 no. 2, have the light and charming airs of French salon music, while others are more 
serious and of elevated inspiration, such as his Nocturno op. 10. None of the works are 
lengthy; each can be performed within five minutes. The texture usually consists of 
melody with accompaniment, and no work presents highly complex contrapuntal 
textures. It is crucial to note that Miguéz, while criticized for his imitation of Wagner in 
his symphonic works, nevertheless revealed no trace of Wagnerian influence in his piano 
music.   
With few exceptions, most of the works do not require the extreme virtuosity or 
bravura technique necessary to perform, for instance, Liszt’s B minor sonata, Chopin’s 
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Ballades, or Schumann’s Fantasy, op. 17. The technical demands of Miguéz’s piano 
music tend to be on the level of romantic Germanic pieces such as Mendelssohn’s Songs 
Without Words, some of Brahms’s Klavierstücke, Schumann’s Kinderzenen op. 15, 
Nachtstücke op. 23, and Waldszenen op. 82, to name a few, as well as French romantic 
pieces such as Fauré’s early piano music. Three collections of short pieces are intended 
for youth, in the manner of Schumann’s Album for the Young, op. 68, which are not 
particularly difficult technically: Bluettes opp. 31 and 32, and Doze Peças Características 
(Twelve Character Pieces).  Overall, Miguéz’s pianistic style is oriented toward 
European romantic music, with no strong associations with Brazilian dance rhythms or 
folkloric elements. Apart from his Nocturno, op. 19 in E♭ minor, composed in 1867 but 
never published, and the aforementioned Pressentiment, op. 1, all of his piano works 
were written between 1883 and 1899, a period of 16 years.  
Apart from very few concert programs compiled by Corrêa, in Leopoldo Miguéz: 
Catálogo de Obras (2005), there is no documented public reception of Miguéz’s piano 
works in newspapers or music history books.  
 
Brief background 
As discussed in chapter 2, after his initial musical studies in Porto, Portugal, 
Miguéz spent a few years in Rio de Janeiro working as a bookkeeper at Casa Dantas but 
continuing association with music as a freelance violinist, composer, and conductor until 
he was 32 years old. During that period he wrote the work entitled Pressentiment - 
Romance sans paroles3, the first piano piece by Miguéz to be officially published.  The 
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composition and publishing dates are not known, but as discussed above, it can be 
inferred that it was written sometime between 1871 and 1877, when he was in his early 
20s and courting his future wife.    
The firm that published Pressentiment, Leopoldo Hoch, did not assign a plate 
number to the edition, making it difficult to pinpoint its origins and timeline. As far as I 
could verify, this is the only work by Miguéz published by Hoch. It is possible that the 
publisher was active in Rio de Janeiro at that time, but I could not find works by other 
composers published by him. No history of the publishing company could be discovered 
until the completion of the present dissertation.    
The work is commonly cited as opus 1, but the printed edition does not bear that 
number. While the manuscript of Nocturno in E♭ minor, op. 19 (November 1867), was 
the first sign that Miguéz, whose primary instrument was the violin, had inclinations 
towards writing for piano as well, the publication of Pressentiment may indicate the 
approval of Miguéz regarding the quality of the work, therefore making an official start.4 
Moreover, there is no evidence of any works published before his marriage, making 
Pressentiment the first published piece. Hence, some authors assign it as opus 1. The 
front cover of Hoch’s edition includes the French article “Le” before the title, making it 
Le Pressentiment, but it is the only instance where the title is written that way. Other 
authors refer to the work without the article.   
As discussed above, Pressentiment is the work of a composer in his early to mid-
20s, not yet decided between a career in music or business, and the difference in quality 
between this and the following works can be readily observed.  
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Miguéz’s interest in pursuing music became stronger after the success of his 
Symphony in B♭ Major, op. 6, premiered in 1882, which prompted him to embark to 
Europe for a short period of study and inspiration, between 1882 and 1883. After op. 1, 
the next two piano works to be composed were Nocturno in F♯ Major, op. 10 (1883–4) 
and Allegro Appassionato, op. 11 (1885), both written shortly after returning from 
Europe, or perhaps even during his stay there. The hiatus between op. 1 and the 
subsequent piano works highlights his development in writing for piano, as the analyses 
in the following chapters attempt to demonstrate.  
While there are no sources indicating performances of Pressentiment, the 
Nocturno in F♯ Major and Allegro Appassionato were both premiered at the Clube 
Beethoven5 by virtuoso Portuguese pianist Arthur Napoleão, according to Sergio Alvim 
Nepomuceno Corrêa, in Leopoldo Miguéz: Catálogo de Obras. The Allegro 
Appassionato was performed earlier, on July 12th 1885, and the Nocturno on July 18th 
1886.  
Both works were written during a period of intense musical activity, during which 
Miguéz divided his duties between teaching violin lessons, conducting, and composing. 
The Nocturno does not bear a dedication, and it was most likely written to be part of the 
piano curriculum for the students at the Instituto Nacional de Música of Rio de Janeiro, 
then under the direction of Miguéz, as perhaps was the case of his other piano works. 
Miguéz arranged to have the Nocturno published by the German company J. Rieter & 
Biedermann in Leipzig sometime in the early 1890s, for their 1896 catalogue of 
copyrighted works listed this Nocturno.   
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In Brazil the Nocturno was posthumously revised and edited by three different 
publishers: Casa Arthur Napoleão, Sampaio Araújo & Cia, and Casa E. Bevilacqua.  The 
dates of the first editions are not available but, once examining the printing of plate 
number series by each publisher through the years, it is possible to verify that Bevilacqua 
probably issued its first print in 1916, and that A. Napoleão and Sampaio Araújo & Cia. 
published it at some point between 1925 and 1935. The late publication dates indicate, to 
some degree, the extent of Miguéz’s lasting appreciation after his death in 1902.  
Although Nocturno is the most frequently performed and recorded work by 
Miguéz since its conception, it has no documented evidence of public reception in 
newspapers or magazines during the composer’s lifetime.  
The manuscript of Allegro Appassionato6 bears the date January 19th 1885, 
although the catalogue of Miguéz’s works published in 2005 by Brazilian historian 
Sergio Alvim Corrêa Nepomuceno cited two different years of composition, 1883 and 
1885.7 It is likely that the composition process started in 1883, perhaps in Europe, and 
was completed in 1885.  
Like the Nocturno no documented evidence of public reception could be found, 
apart from the premiere date. The title of the piece may have derived from Saint Saens’s 
Allegro Appassionato for cello and orchestra op. 43, written in 1873. Another Brazilian 
composer, Alexandre Levy (1864–1892), utilized such title in a work for piano, his 
Allegro Appassionato, op. 14.  
Miguéz’s op. 11 was published posthumously by Casa E. Bevilacqua (c. 1921) 
and Casa Arthur Napoleão and Sampaio Araújo & Cia (c. 1925–35). Like the Nocturno, 
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the Napoleão edition is a Edição Escolar, revised by professor João Nunes, who assigned 
it the difficulty level D(2).   
The first documented recording of the Allegro Appassionato was made in 1999 
for a Brazilian TV documentary in ten chapters on the history of Brazilian music, 
produced and directed by musicologist Ricardo Kanji in partnership with musicologist 
Paulo Castagna and TV director Reinaldo Volpato. The performer is Brazilian pianist 
Regina Schlochauer, and the documentary in which the recording is presented was 
published also on the video-sharing website YouTube on April 16th 2012. The first 
recording by an internationally recognized label was issued by Naxos in Paris, France, 
released in 2013, featuring Brazilian pianist Braz Velloso. The label claims that the 
recording of the Allegro Appassionato is a world premiere.  
The composition of piano works after op. 11 (1885) would occur a few years 
later, in the early 1890’s, with the collection of four short pieces entitled Souvenirs, op. 
20. The set comprises: Nocturno, no. 1; Mazurka, no. 2; Scherzetto, no. 3, and Lamento 
(Lament), no.4.  
The dates of composition are unclear, but two factors in Miguéz’s life may 
contribute to making an estimate. In 1891 he had composed a symphonic poem, 
Prometheus, bearing the opus number 21. Although opus numbers cannot be used to 
verify the chronology of composition, Souvenirs could have been conceived around that 
same year. Another factor enhances such conjecture. At the beginning of the following 
year, 1892, Miguéz was in extreme distress caused by the sudden death of Alexandre 
Levy.8 The Lamento was dedicated to the memory of Levy, but originally as op. 18 and 
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in a longer version than the one that now features as op. 20 no. 4. The first 34 measures in 
both versions are exactly the same, but op. 18 has an additional 41 measures, totaling 75. 
The additional material is a repetition of the entire piece but with the melody in octaves. 
According to Corrêa, parts or the whole of Souvenirs were premiered on July 10th, 
1894, at the Instituto Nacional de Música, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 9 It was not possible to 
verify which pianist performed the work at the occasion.  The Scherzetto and Mazurka 
were both transcribed for orchestra by the composer, retaining the same opus numbers. 
Scherzetto, in the orchestra version, was renamed as Scherzo Fantástico. These versions, 
which remain unpublished, were premiered on June 20 and July 14 of the year 1897. The 
two concert dates were part of a retrospective of Miguéz’s orchestral works in concerts 
called “O Ciclo Miguéz” (Miguéz’s Cycle). Interestingly, the concert on June 20th 1897 
also presented a performance of the Mazurka on the piano.  
Souvenirs features the first pieces to be dedicated to Miguéz’s acquaintances. The 
dedicatees of each work were: Brazilian pianist Alfredo Bevilacqua10 (Noturno); Mexican 
naturalized Brazilian sculptor and painter Rodolpho Bernardelli11 (Mazurka); Italian 
pianist Madame Gemma Luziani Nervi12 (Scherzetto); Brazilian composer Alexandre 
Levy13 (Lamento). 
Although currently organized as a set, it is not possible to be sure that the four 
pieces were written as such. They were published separately as well as a set, by G. Voiry 
in 1895, and later by Casa Arthur Napoleão, with revision by pianists Barrozo Netto and 
João Nunes (Edição Escolar), and by Casa Alfredo Bevilacqua, with revision also by 
João Nunes and Alfredo Bevilacqua. The revisions of Bevilacqua, Neto, and Nunes differ 
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in fingering and dynamic markings. They also included alternate ways to perform certain 
passages in the Scherzetto, mostly with the purpose of facilitating execution. The Casa 
Arthur Napoleão editions have copyrights dating from the years 1923 and 1930, and the 
Scherzetto was likely published first, since its plate number (8615) is earlier than the 
other three pieces, perhaps due to its popularity or appeal.    
Casa Alfredo Bevilacqua did not publish the Noturno, op. 20 no.1, for unknown 
reasons. The other three works were published as Edição Moderna and meant to be 
adopted as part of the piano curriculum at the Instituto Nacional de Música.  
Similar in conception is Miguéz’s next collection, entitled Scènes Intimes, op. 24, 
composed circa 1893, containing four short lyrical pieces, in the following order:  
Berceuse, no. 1; Chanson d’une jeune fille, no. 2; Conte Romanesque, no. 3; and 
Bavardage, no. 4. It seems that grouping musically unrelated pieces into one opus 
number was a trend utilized by other Brazilian composers at that time, such as the 
aforementioned Henrique Oswald. Miguéz’s Souvenirs, op. 20, Scènes Intimes, op. 24, 
and Morceaux Lyriques, op. 34 followed that trend, which were perhaps counterparts to 
European collections of short pieces that may or may not be performed entirely as a set, 
such as Beethoven’s Bagatelles, Schubert’s Moments Musicaux, Schumann’s 
Fantasiestücke op. 12, and Brahms’s various Klavierstücke, to name but a few.  
One may observe the usage of French language in the titles of the works, a 
common practice in Brazil at that time, reflecting not only European influences but also 
the selected immigrant audience and piano students in Brazil to which such pieces were 
perhaps addressed.  Each piece in the set was dedicated to the following personalities: 
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Alfredo Bastos14 (Berceuse), a friend; Miguéz’s piano student Mathilde da Costa 
Ferreira15 (Chanson d’une jeune fille), probably the jeune fille (young lady) of the title; 
Portuguese pianist Arthur Napoleão16 (Conte Romanesque)17; and Frederico do 
Nascimento18 (Bavardage).  The Scènes Intimes were published first by J. Rieter & 
Biedermann in 1895 (copyrighted in 1893) 19, and later by Casa Bevilacqua, as Edição 
Moderna, sometime after 1921, and by Casa Napoleão, sometime between 1925 and 
1935, as Edição Escolar.  
In 1896 Miguéz started the composition of his dramatic poem based on a libretto 
by Coelho Neto, entitled Pelo Amor (For Love), and in the same period he wrote the 
Faceira, op. 28, an impromptu waltz for piano. The following piano works, Bluettes, opp. 
31 and 32, a collection of 20 pieces for children, were written in 1899, during a time 
when Miguéz started showing signs of cancer of the larynx. No source could be found 
containing background information about Serenata, op. 33, and Morceaux Lyriques, op. 
34; one can infer that he might have composed them towards the close of the 19th century. 
The Morceaux were published in 1899 by Rieter & Biedermann, and by Casa Bevilacqua 
in Rio de Janeiro, circa 1916, and it is possible that the Serenata was conceived around 
that time.   
Miguéz’s op. 34 was dedicated to Portuguese pianist José Vianna da Motta.20 As 
pointed out in the first chapter of this dissertation, Vianna da Motta not only was fond of 
Miguéz’s music but also had claimed to have performed some of his piano pieces, such as 
the Nocturno, op. 10, a little glimpse on Miguéz’s international reach. Morceau 
Lyrique21, or Lyric Piece, was quite popular in the romantic period, especially from 
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around the second half of the 19th century until the beginning of 20th century. Its 
counterparts, Morceaux de Salon, Character Pieces, Fantasy Pieces, Song Without 
Words, Romance, and Romance Without Words, to name but a few, were an indication of 
composers’ choice for formats without the rigors of 18th century classical forms, such as 
sonata. The second piece of the set has an interesting title, Saudade, a Portuguese word 
that is very difficult to translate into English. It is the feeling of an individual’s longing 
for a place, a person, or anything familiar which is absent for the individual at the 
moment. Nostalgia is the closest world in English, albeit insufficient. Curiously, the word 
has little connection with the French subtitle that follows it, Tendre Regret, unless the 
word Regret in French signified something else at that time. I am not certain whether the 
subtitle was meant to be a translation or an added verbal element to the title. Similarly, 
Miguéz assigns other subtitles to the fourth piece of Souvenirs op. 20, Lamento, such as 
Devaneio (Reverie). 
 
Editions  
Not all of the piano music written by Miguéz was published in his lifetime. 
Pressentiment, op. 1 was probably published in the mid-1870s by someone named 
Leopold Hoch22, about whom nothing could be found. The work was dedicated to Dona 
Alice Dantas, whom Miguéz married in 1877. Since the dedication bore her name when 
she was still single, it is likely that the work was composed and published sometime 
between 1871, the year when Miguéz returned to Brazil from Portugal and met Ms. 
Dantas, and 1877, when he married her.  
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In the last decade of the 19th century Miguéz managed by himself to have his 
Nocturno, op.10, Scènes Intimes, op. 24, and Morceaux Lyriques, op. 34 published by J. 
Rieter & Biedermann, a German firm based in Leipzig23 and his Souvenirs, op. 20 
published by the French firm G. Voiry, about which nothing else could be found.24  
The other piano works, Allegro Appassionato, op. 11, Faceira, op. 28, Serenata, 
op. 33, and the two sets of Bluettes, opp. 31 and  32, were published posthumously by 
Brazilian editors, who eventually published the complete piano works of Miguéz after he 
died in 1902. The Brazilian editors, Casa E. Bevilacqua, Casa Arthur Napoleão, and Casa 
Sampaio & Araújo, included plate numbers in the scores but not the publication dates, 
which pose a difficulty in determining when exactly the publications happened.25 The 
fact that Brazilian publishers did not edit his piano works until after his death may or may 
not indicate lack of prestige. Also, it may or may not indicate that the piano pieces were 
considered lesser works in comparison with his orchestral works. Nonetheless, they 
eventually published them, between 1910s and 1930s. Prestige and appreciation as a 
piano composer, however tardy, came due after all.      
The entry “Impressão musical no Brasil” (Musical publishing in Brazil), 
published in the Enciclopédia da Música Brasileira (1977)26 describes the history of the 
music publishing business in Brazil since mid-19th century, including a list of plate 
numbers according to their period of publication. The earliest plate numbers of Miguéz’s 
scores published by Bevilacqua is 6075 (12 Peças Características), which was likely 
published in 1906. The latest plate number of Bevilacqua is 8765 (Mazurka, op. 20 no. 
2), but plates beyond 8512 are difficult to locate, which were published sometime 
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between 1921 and 1929. Napoleão’s earliest plate number was 8750 (12 Peças 
Características) and the latest 9077 (Chanson d’un jeune fille, op. 34 no. 2).  Below are 
tables with estimated dates of published works:  
E. Bevilacqua  
Work title  Plate Number Estimated year 
12 Peças Características  6075 1906 
Bluettes op. 31 and op. 32  6548 and 6551, respectively  1909 
Scherzetto op. 20 no. 3 7375 1914 (1st publication) 
Nocturno op. 10 7555 1916 
Morceaux Lyriques op. 34 7630 1916 
Lamento op. 20 no. 4 8651 After 1921 
Scherzetto op. 20 no. 3 8652 After 1921 (2nd publication) 
Berceuse op 24 no. 1, 
Chanson d’une jeune fille 
op. 24 no. 2, Bavardage op. 
24 no. 4 
8701, 8702, and 8704, 
respectively  
 
After 1921 
 Mazurka op. 20 no. 2 8965 
 
Table 3.1    E.Bevilacqua editions 
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A. Napoleão  
Work Title Plate Numbers Estimated Year 
Berceuse op. 24 no. 1 8023 1915–1925 
Scherzetto op. 20 no. 3 8615 1925–1935 
12 Peças Características nos. 1, 4, and 6 8750, 8753, 8755 1915 
Allegro Appassionato op. 11 8783 1925–1935 
Nocturno op. 10 8888 1925–1935 
Chanson d’une jeune fille op. 24 no. 2 9073 1925–1935 
Lamento op. 20 no. 4 9074 1925–1935 
Mazurka op. 20 no. 2 9075 1925–1935 
Serenata  op. 33 9076 1925–1935 
Bavardage op. 24 no. 4 9077 1925–1935 
Faceira op. 28 9079 1925–1935 
Nocturno op. 20 no. 1 9080 1925–1935 
Bluettes op. 31  AN 826 1974 
 
Table 3.2    A. Napoleão editions 
 
 
  
G. Voiry 
Work title  Plate Number Year 
Souvenirs op. 20  
(4 pieces)  G.430.V 1895 
 
Table 3.3    G. Voiry editions 
 
 
 
J. Rieter & Biedermann 
Work title  Plate Number Year of publication 
Nocturno op. 10 Unknown Probably ca. 1893–95 
Scènes Intimes op. 24 (four 
pieces) 2018, 2019, 2020, and 2021 
1895 
Morceaux Lyriques op. 34 
(five pieces) R.2271.B 
1899 
 
Table 3.4    J. Rieter & Biedermann 
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From what I could gather, Brazilian editions started as early as 1906, with the 12 
Peças Características published by E. Bevilacqua, four years after Miguéz’s death. As a 
preface to this first edition, the Brazilian composer Delgado de Carvalho (1872–1921)27, 
wrote the following:  
Wishing to dedicate one more homage to the memory of the great artist called 
Leopoldo Miguéz, his widow, Mrs. Dona Alice Dantas Miguéz, had the delicate 
idea to present to the Instituto Nacional de Musica of Rio de Janeiro all the works 
of the late Brazilian symphonist. In the offer made by the illustrious Madame are 
several unknown compositions, not yet catalogued by opus numbers. It was 
imperative, therefore, that someone had the duty to organize these pages of great 
value that were found randomly stored, and make such works known. It is but a 
proof of admiration for the master and due acknowledgement to the generous 
donor. It was bestowed upon me the honorable mission to organize this work, and 
the present edition is the first in the series of posthumous works by the author of 
Ave Libertas!.    
Delgado de Carvalho 
Rio de Janeiro, August 190628 
It was not possible to verify the continuation of Mr. Carvalho’s work, but it 
probably made it possible for subsequent Brazilian editions to uncover other works by 
Miguéz. The latest edition of previously unpublished piano music by Miguéz was 
Bluettes, op. 31, with copyrights dating from 1974.  
The Bevilacqua and Napoleão editions developed a pedagogical approach in 
publishing the works of not only Miguéz but also other Brazilian composers. The 
Bevilacqua editions were revised by pianist Barrozo Neto (1881–1941), piano professor 
at the Instituto Nacional de Música of Rio de Janeiro, who included fingerings and pedal 
marks to aid piano teachers and students of the Instituto and other music schools in 
learning the repertoire. Such editions were called Edição Moderna (Modern Edition). 
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The Napoleão edition was called Edição Escolar (School Edition), created and 
organized by João Nunes (1877–1951),29 also piano professor at the Instituto, with the 
aim to provide carefully selected repertoire for piano teaching in Brazilian music schools 
and conservatories. In preparing this edition, in line with the aim to help teachers and 
students, Mr. Nunes provided careful revision, fingering, and pedal marks, and also 
graded the works by levels of difficulty: F1 and F2 for fácil (easy), MF1 and MF2 for 
muito fácil (very easy), DM1 and DM2 for dificuldade média (medium difficulty), D1 
and D2 for difícil (difficult). The Nocturno, op. 10, for instance, is D1 in Mr. Nunes’ 
grading, while Allegro Appassionato, op. 11, is D2.  
To my knowledge, no new recent scholarship or complete edition has been 
proposed for the piano pieces.30 There are no immediately available scores for purchase 
online, but all published piano editions can be found at the Biblioteca Nacional do Rio de 
Janeiro (Rio de Janeiro National Library). Most music libraries in Brazilian universities 
hold very few of the scores and, to my knowledge, none of them possess a complete 
collection of piano works. The Bibliotèque Nationale de France in Paris (Paris National 
Library) holds only the scores of Miguéz’s four Souvenirs, op. 20, published by G. Voiry.   
Recently, since 2009, however, some of the piano scores have been uploaded to 
the online website International Music Score Library Project (IMSLP.org), also known as 
the Petrucci Music Library. It is thanks to the goodwill of a Brazilian pianist named Luis 
Felipe Sarro8, who uploaded the files, that some of Miguéz’s piano works can now be 
accessed worldwide. I also tried to find scores in online searches of libraries in Leipzig, 
the city where Rieter & Biedermann editions were published, but to no avail. Online 
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searches in catalogues of such institutions as the Hochschule für Musik und Theatre Felix 
Mendelssohn Bartholdy, for instance, resulted in links that directed one to the IMSLP 
scores. 
 
Available recordings 
Recordings of Miguéz’s works, dating from the 1960’s, 70’s, and 80’s, and most 
lately in the 2000’s by few important Brazilian pianists such as Cristina Ortiz and 
Arnaldo Cohen, are scarce. The most-recorded works are the two Nocturnos, opp. 10 and 
20 no. 1, as well as the Violin Sonata, op. 14.  In 2013 Brazilian pianist Braz Velloso 
made an important recording for Naxos label with almost all of the piano works, with the 
exception of Pressentiment op. 1, Bluettes opp. 31 and 32, Serenata op. 33, and the 12 
Peças Características. 
The Nocturno, op. 10 has been the most recorded work, the latest two recordings 
that I know dating from 2013, by Braz Velloso, and 2008, by my former piano teacher 
Eduardo Monteiro. The following is a list of available recordings of this piece:31  
1958: Festa LDR 5004. Brazilian pianist Arnaldo Estrela 
1974: Angel 3 CBX and EMI labels. LP. “Brazilian Soul”. Brazilian pianist Cristina 
Ortiz. Produced in England. 
1980: Estúdio Eldorado 2280-0354. Brazilian pianist Cláudio de Brito. Produced in 
Brazil. 
1981: Pró Memus 81021. Brazilian pianist Ana Cândida. Produced in Brazil. 
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1995: Funarte Fun 004M . Brazilian pianist Honorina Silva. Produced in Brazil. 
2007: Meridian Records CDE84551. Brazilian pianist Eduardo Monteiro. Produced in 
England.  
2013: Naxos 9.70199. Brazilian pianist Braz Velloso. Produced in France. 
Other works recorded and produced in Brazil were: Nocturno, op. 20 no.1, with 
pianists Cláudio Brito for Estúdio Eldorado in 1980, and Marina Brandão for Paulus CD 
in 2000; Bavardage, op. 24 no. 4, with Belkiss C. Mendonça for Polygram Paulus CD in 
1987, and Cláudio Brito for Estúdio Eldorado in 1980; Faceira, op. 28, with Cláudio 
Brito for Estúdio Eldorado in 1980; Plaisanterie, op. 34 no. 5 with Cláudio Brito for 
Estudio Eldorado in 1980, and Arnaldo Rebelo for Uirapuru (unknown date); from 12 
Peças Características, numbers 3, Travessura, and 8, without title, with Arnaldo Cohen 
for BIS CD in 2000.  
  Until the completion of this research, no recording of the complete piano works 
has been made, and I intend to pursue such a project in the near future.  
 
Contemporary opinion of the piano works 
 During the writing of this research I had the opportunity to communicate with 
some of Brazil’s currently active pianists through social media and email. As suspected, 
only a few of them had slight familiarity with the works of Miguéz. Among these few 
pianists, most of them know only the Nocturno, op. 10, the Allegro Appassionato, op. 11, 
and the Violin Sonata, op. 14. Over several Facebook message exchanges between March 
18th and 20th of 2014, Brazilian pianist Cristina Ortiz, who has recorded op. 10, 
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mentioned that the work was her favorite romantic Brazilian piece.  Ms. Ortiz also 
mentioned that during one of her several encounters with the British critic Bryce 
Morrison, he also mentioned the simple beauty of Miguéz’s Nocturno. My former 
Brazilian piano teacher Eduardo Monteiro, who also recorded op. 10 in 2007, wrote the 
following comment about the work in an email exchange with me on March 18th 2014:  
“Regarding the Nocturno op. 10, it is a piece of elevated inspiration and 
extremely well written. Despite being identified as a Wagnerian, in this work 
Miguéz is more akin to a Chopinian, both in the choice of genre as well as for its 
lyricism. His harmony, highly chromatic in certain passages, is extremely 
sophisticated. Although it cannot be compared, in terms of complexity, to the 
more elaborated Nocturnes by Chopin, this work has the quality of the rather 
simpler nocturnes by the Polish composer. Among its special moments is in the 
re-exposition of the initial theme, divided between left and right hands, as well as 
the climax of in the last page. The Nocturno op. 10 was for a long time practically 
forgotten by Brazilian pianists. The work was recorded very infrequently, but one 
can observe that it has been performed more frequently by our students in Brazil 
in the last few years, which is a very exciting fact.”  
Eduardo Monteiro, email exchange of March 18th 2014  
 
 Brazilian pianist Braz Velloso, who recorded almost all of the piano works in 
2013 for Naxos, wrote the following comment in an email exchange with me on March 
16th 2014:  
“The decision to record the piano works by Leopoldo Miguéz came from the 
desire to revive the Brazilian romantic piano school, which seems a bit forgotten 
by Brazilian pianists these days. Except for Miguel Proença, who recorded 
[Alberto] Nepomuceno, Belkiss Carneiro de Mendonça, who recorded a a CD 
with a collection of pieces from the 19th century, Maria Inês Guimarães, who 
recorded a CD with works by Glauco Velazquez and another with works by 
Henrique Oswald, and Clara Sverner, who recorded works by Glauco Velasquez, 
I have no knowledge of anything else that has been recorded, except for maybe 
few isolated pieces, but even those tend to be always the same Brazilian pieces. I 
may not know all of the recordings available, because I have been living abroad 
for more than 30 years [Paris]. In any case, I haven’t not yet encountered a 
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comprehensive CD dedicated to works of Miguéz […] I chose Miguéz for his 
pianistic and fluid writing, simple and touching melodies, with certain affinity 
with the treatment utilized by Liszt, which is to develop the theme in a very 
engaging and interesting way […] I did not want to make a recording from a 
musicological point of view, but a recording that could reveal the beauty and 
magic of these works, and for that end the musical and emotional contents had to 
be intense.  The Allegro Appassionato [op. 11] was for me a great experience, 
because it is a very fragmented work, although set in sonata-form. It has relatively 
short motives, and the challenge was to create continuity, with one motive leading 
us to the next. Avoiding excessive rubato, which breaks the continuity, I tried to 
take advantage of all the sonic possibilities that the score offers. I hope I 
succeeded.  I also had great delight in studying the Scènes Intimes [op. 24], which 
are so wonderful, and also the Souvenirs op 20, where the Noturno and Lamento 
are true jewels.” 
Braz Velloso, in email exchange of March 16th 2014 
The acclaimed Brazilian pianist Nelson Freire did not record Miguéz, but is 
nonetheless fond of his music. In an email exchange with him, he expressed the following 
comment:  
 
“Dear Victor,  
My first piano teacher used to play a piece entitled ‘Scherzetto’. By curiosity I  
found the score and I was fascinated with the brilliancy and fresh air of this work. 
I studied some of his other works and he definitely deserves to be remembered 
and respected. 
  
Cordially,  
Nelson Freire” 
Email exchange of March 29th 2014 
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ENDNOTES 
	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  Sources utilized for the list of works were Sérgio Alvim Nepomuceno Corrêa, in 
Leopoldo Miguéz: Catálogo de Obras, pp. 49–62, and José Rodrigues Barbosa, in “Um 
Século de Música Brasileira”, published in O Estado de São Paulo on 9/14/1922, p. 4.	  
2	  The complete works of Miguéz, including orchestra and chamber music works, 
is as follows:  
Op. 1 Pressentiment for piano (c. 1877)  
Op. 2 Marcha Nupcial for orchestra, arrangement for piano four-hand by the composer 
(manuscript c. 1876) 
Op. 4 Marcha Elegíaca à Camões for orchestra, arrangement for piano four-hands by the 
composer (manuscript 1800) 
Op. 6 Sinfonia in B♭ Major for orchestra, arrangement for piano four-hands by the 
composer (1882)  
Op. 8 Scène Dramatique for orchestra, arrangement for piano four-hands by the composer 
(manuscript 1883–4) 
Op. 9 Marcha Triunfal for orchestra (manuscript, unknown date) 
Op. 10 Nocturno in F♯ major for piano (1883–4) 
Op. 11 Allegro Appassionato in A minor for piano (1885) 
Op. 13 Ce que c’est que la mort, Ode Sinfônica à Victor Hugo, for orchestra (manuscript 
1892) 
Op. 14 Sonata for Violin and Piano in A Major (1885) 
Op. 15 Parisina, symphonic poem for orchestra, arrangement for piano four-hands by the 
composer (1886–8) 
Op. 18 Ave Libertas!, symphonic poem for orchestra, arrangement for two pianos by the 
composer (1890) 
Op. 18 Lamento, for piano (c.1892) 
Op. 19 Les Palmiers du Brésil (1886–8) 
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Op. 19 Nocturno in E♭ minor, for piano (manuscript 1867) 
Op. 20 Souvenirs for piano, 4 pieces (1892–4) 
Op. 20 no. 2 Chanson d’une jeune fille, for orchestra (manuscript, c. 1897) 
Op. 20 no. 3 Scherzetto Fantastico, for orchestra (manuscript, c. 1897) 
Op. 21 Prometheus, symphonic poem for orchestra, arranged for two pianos by the 
composer (1891) 
Op. 22 Sylvia!, elegy for string orchestra, arranged for piano four-hands by the composer 
(1897) 
Op. 23 Ode Fúnebre à Benjamin Constant, for orchestra and choir (1891) 
Op. 24 Scènes Intimes for piano, 4 pieces (1894) 
Op. 25 Suite à l’antique, for orchestra, arrangement for piano four-hands by the composer 
(1893) 
Op. 26 Madrigal, for 5 violins and orchestra (manuscript 1897) 
Op. 27 Pelo Amor!, music for drama after Coelho Neto (manuscript 1896–7) 
Op. 28 Faceira (Coquette) –Valsa Improviso, for piano (1896–7) 
Op. 31 Bluettes, set of 10 short pieces for piano (1898–9) 
Op. 32 Bluettes, set of 10 short pieces for piano (1898–9) 
Op. 33 Serenata, for piano (c. 1899) 
Op. 34 Morceaux Lyriques, 5 pieces for piano (c. 1899) 
Op. 37 Scenas Pitorescas, 6 pieces for orchestra (manuscript, unknown date) 
Op. 38 Scenas Pitorescas, 6 pieces for orchestra (manuscript, unknown date) 
Abertura in G Major for orchestra (manuscript 1877) 
Hino à Proclamação da República for orchestra (1899) 
Hosana À Carlos Gomes for orchestra, organ, and choir (manuscript 1885–6) 
Os Saldunes, opera (manuscript 1896–8) 
Reina Paz em Varsóvia (manuscript, c. 1899) 
Doze Peças Características for piano (c. 1899) 
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3	  His choice of subtitle, Romance sans Paroles (Romance without Words), directly 
reveals his European influence. The genre had previously been explored by, among 
others, Felix Mendelssohn (1809–1847) in his Lieder Ohne Worte, but also by Camille 
Saint-Saëns (1935–1921) in his Romance sans Paroles for piano composed in 1871, 
Henri Wieniawski (1835–1880) in his Romance sans Paroles op. 9 for violin and piano 
composed in 1852, and soon by Gabriel Fauré (1845–1924) in his set of Trois Romances 
sans Paroles op. 17 for piano in 1878. 	  
4	  It is possible that in his youth Miguéz wrote many other works, numbering them 
accordingly, which are now either lost or unpublished. The issue that opus numbers may 
not accurately reflect the order of composition of a composer’s works is in fact, 
especially at the start of their careers. For example, opieces may not necessarily be 
published in the order that they were composed. Also, a composer may in certain cases 
reassign opus numbers as he/she sees fit. One of the most known examples of re-
numbering of works was Béla Bartók (1881–1945), who assigned opus numbers to his 
works three times during the course of his career, most likely pinpointing moments of 
change in style. This practice, which he later decided to stop for obvious complications of 
nomenclature, posed great challenge to future generations of his cataloguers. 
5	  Clube Beethoven was a concert association in existence from 1882 to 1889, 
founded by Robert Jope Kinsman Benjamin (1853–1927), composer, violinist, conductor, 
critic, and professor of music. 
6	  Manuscript located at the Fundacão Biblioteca Nacional, Rio de Janeiro. 
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7	  Cf. endnote 1,	  Corrêa,	  pp. 29 and 49. 
8	  Alexandre Levy’s appreciation as a composer remains undisputed to this day in 
Brazil. To my knowledge, several projects to record his works in Brazil in currently in 
process. 
9	  Cf. endnote 1, Corrêa, p. 51. 
	  
10	  Cf. chapter 2, endnote 26. 
	  
11	  Cf. chapter 2, endnote 47. 
	  
12	  Cf. chapter 2, endnote 53. Madame Gemma Luziani Nervi was a piano teacher 
at the Instituto Nacional de Música.  
	  
13	  Cf. chapter 2, endnote 19. 
	  
14 No information could be obtained about Alfredo Bastos. 
 
15	  No information could be obtained about Mathilde da Costa Ferreira.	  
16	  Cf. chapter 2, endnote 14.	  
17	  Brazilian pianist Renato Figueiredo, in his master thesis “O Piano de Miguez” 
(2003), studied the manuscript of Conte Romanesque at the Biblioteca Alberto 
Nepomuceno of the the Escola de Música da Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, 
between January 15th and 16th 2003. In analyzing the manuscript he concluded that it had 
been originally dedicated to Alberto Nepomuceno with the wording “A mon ami Alberto 
Nepomuceno”. However, Miguéz, upon sending the manuscript to Leipzig to be 
published by Rieter & Biedermann, the wording of the dedication had been changed to 
“A mon ami Arthur Napoleao”.  
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Figueiredo, Renato. “O Piano de Leopoldo Miguez”. Master thesis. Universidade 
de São Paulo, 2003, p. 484. 
	  
18	  Frederico Nascimento was a cello and theory professor at Instituto Nacional de 
Música during Miguéz’s tenure there as a director.	  
19	  Corrêa stated the date of composition of Scènes Intimes op. 24 as 1894. 	  
20	  Cf. chapter 1, Corrêa, endnote 16.  
21	  Norwegian composer Edvard Grieg (1847–1907) is the name that immediately 
comes to mind, the composer of ten volumes containing a total of 66 lyric pieces. He 
explored this format during most of his life as composer, from 1867 to 1901. Brazilian 
romantic composers such as Miguéz, Henrique Oswald (1852–1931), and Alexandre 
Levy (1864–1892), composed few sets utilizing such style and conception. 
22	  No information could be obtained about Leopold Hoch or his publishing firm. 
The Hoch family immigrated to the south of Brazil from Germany in 1824, in the state of 
Rio Grande do Sul, more than a thousand miles away from Rio de Janeiro. It is possible, 
however, that descendants of the family gradually spread through Brazil, and that 
Leopold was one of them. In conversation with a family member through the family’s 
facebook page on August 23rd 2014, I was informed that the Leopold Hoch was unknown 
to them and that if any information should surface they would notify me. Web. Aug 23 
2014. http://www.familiahoch.com.br/integrantes.php  
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23	  J. Rieter & Biedermann listed Nocturno op. 10 and Scènes Intimes op. 24 in 
their 1896 catalog of works. Later, in 1899, an updated catalogue included a new piece, 
the Morceaux Lyriques op. 34.  
Katalog des Musikalien-Verlages von J. Rieter-Biedermann. Leipzig, 1909, pp. 
112–113. 	  
24	  No details could be found regarding the French firm G. Voiry. Google online 
research indicated that many books were published by this firm in the late 19th century 
and that they were specialized in caricature-like front covers as the search results can 
readily verify. The address where it was supposedly located, Rue de Richelieu, 81, in 
Paris, nowadays has no association with this firm. G. Voiry published Souvenirs op. 20 in 
1895. Scores are located at Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Catalogue Général, entry 
FRBNF43156487. Web. 9 Aug. 2014, 4:34pm 
http://catalogue.bnf.fr/servlet/biblio?idNoeud=1&ID=43156487&SN1=0&SN2=0&host=
catalogue   
25	  The editors Casa E. Bevilacqua, Casa Arthur Napoleão, and Casa Sampaio & 
Araújo had much in common because within their period of existence they built 
partnerships among themselves, directly and indirectly. The oldest publishing business, 
Bevilacqua, was founded in the 1850s by Italian immigrant Isidoro Bevilacqua in 
partnership with his employee Narciso José Pinto Braga. The firm passed on to family 
members, including Isidoro’s youngest son Eugenio Bevilacqua, who published Miguéz’s 
piano music. The firm was bought in 1924 by J. Carvalho & Cia. and in 1941 became the 
property of Irmãos Vitale. Narciso had left Bevilacqua 1865 and later established 
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partnership with Napoleao, founding Narciso & A. Napoleão in 1869, which eventually 
included Miguéz himself as a partner between 1878 and 1882. Throughout the years the 
Casa A. Napoleão merged with other business partners, including Sampaio & Araújo. 
The firm was later bought by Helio Mota in 1950, and in 1968 the Editora Fermata 
bought the entire catalogue of works owned thus far by Napoleão. The Editora Fermata 
now is the sole distributor of Napoleão editions.  
26	  Enciclopédia da Musica Brasileira. São Paulo: Art Editora LTDA, 1977, A–N, 
pp. 355–357. 	  
27	  Joaquim Torres Delgado de Carvalho (1872–1921) was a Brazilian composer 
who lived in Rio de Janeiro, where he studied with Cuban violinist José White and with 
Rudolph Eichbaum. His most known work at the time was the opera Moema, with 
libretto by Coelho Neto. In 1901 he tried to join the composition faculty at the Instituto 
Nacional de Música, but the director at the time, Alberto Nepomuceno, vetoed his 
employment, assigning him to be a librarian of the Instituto, a position that he held until 
1907.  
Enciclopédia da Música Brasileira. São Paulo: Art Editora LTDA, 1977, A–N, p. 
163. 
28	  Note to the preface in the first edition of 12 Peças Características, published by 
E. Bevilacqua in 1906, Rio de Janeiro.	  	  
29	  João Nunes was an important pianist, composer, critic, and professor of music at 
the Instituto Nacional de Música. Like Miguéz, he was also criticized for his European 
influences.  http://www.revista.brasil-europa.eu/110/Joao-Nunes.htm. 
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30	  Recent scholarship has been undertaken for Miguéz’s three symphonic poems, 
Parisina op. 15, Ave Libertas! op. 18, Prometheus op. 21, reissued in 1982 by 
FUNARTE, a foundation for Brazilian national arts, and for his violin sonata Op. 14, 
reedited by Brazilian violinist and conductor Alexander Sascha Mandl in 2002, who 
wrote his doctoral dissertation about the work, published at the University of Wisconsin. 
31	  Cf. endnote 1, Corrêa, p. 73. 
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CHAPTER 4  
The first published piano work  
 
 
Pressentiment - Romance sans paroles 
 
This is the first officially published work by Miguéz, written c. 1871–77, when he 
was in his early to mid-20s. Pressentiment is a moderately fast work, marked agitato, 
suggesting not only an apprehensive mood but also a sense of flowing speed. Set as a 
rondo form in A minor with a 6/8 meter, the work has a haunting and undulating melody 
within standard harmonic progressions, accompanied by constant syncopated figures in 
the left hand that makes the texture slightly thick. Such accompaniment remains constant 
throughout the presentation of the main theme. The entire first part remains within soft to 
medium dynamic range. Contrasting sections present new themes set in major mode, 
alternating between A major and C major, and containing the loudest passages of the 
piece. Each restatement of the main section and its contrasting parts presents rhythmic 
and textural variations. The table below offers basic information about the piece:  
Measures Meter Tempo Key Rondo Form 
135 6/8 Agitato A minor A-B-A’-C-B’-A’’- Coda (B”) 
 
Table 4.1    Information about Pressentiment 
 
 
The rondo form, in which the work is established, has the following divisions:  
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Section A Bridge B A’ C B’ Bridge  A’’ Coda (B’’) 
Bars  1–38 38–42 43–62 63–70 71–86 87–107 108–111 112–127 128–135 
 
Table 4.2    Division of each section in Pressentiment  
 
Presentiment is a state of mind not usually associated with tranquility. It triggers 
the idea of expectation, alertness, anxiety, and sometimes even fear. Here Miguéz 
translated such feeling into the syncopations of the accompaniment underneath the main 
theme, enhancing the Agitato mood.1 The accompaniment setting in this first section of 
the piece supports a melody with dolce expression. Additionally, the articulation is yet 
another interesting aspect: melody is to be played legato while accompaniment has a two-
part voicing in which the lower voice has short durations, silenced by rests, and the upper 
voice is made of repeated figures that can hardly sound legato, except by keeping the 
fingers in close contact with the keys with a portato quality of touch, barely lifting the 
hand from the keyboard. Hence, here we have an opening texture that requires the study 
of different articulations in each of the three voices involved, a small glimpse of 
counterpoint approach in Miguéz. The performance of such texture, which lasts during 
the thirty-eight initial measures, requires accurate balance of accompaniment figures as to 
not overpower the melody.    
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Fig. 4.1    Pressentiment, beginning, mm. 1–4 
 
The anacrusis of the opening statement carries a solitary melodic note that is also 
syncopated, tied over to the first measure, a delicate drop of restlessness. The beginning 
syncopated note not only helps set the tone of the piece but also functions structurally, for 
the later contrasting sections have themes starting with up-beat gestures as well. The 
entire presentation, which runs from mm. 1 through 38, remains within a generally quiet 
dynamic range throughout, the loudest areas being mezzo forte.  
One motivic element is projected on the surface of the theme. The second 
measure delineates the pitches F and E, as can be observed in figure 4.1 above. In the 
next mm., 3 and 4, the bass line presents this downward motion from F to E, at a slower 
pace. This F-E motive participates in the development of embellishment figures later in 
the piece.  
The phrase structure of the opening theme, from mm. 1 through 16, follows a 
well-balanced 4+4+8 bars pattern. The initial harmonic treatment is also balanced, with 
no deviations too far away from the tonic. One small detail in this picture points to a 
common practice in Miguéz’s piano music. The Ger+6 chord at measure 3 does not 
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resolve into I6/4, but straight to the dominant at measure 4. We shall see in his other 
works that Miguéz tends to use augmented 6th chords in this manner.  
As mentioned above, the harmonic design of the first 16 bars is quite stable and 
allows for the melody to be ever songful, although constricted to the unfailing rhythmic 
accompaniment. Another song-like component is the tessitura of melody, not wider than 
a tenth, which emphasizes the romance sans parole conception of the work.  
Other subtleties are the modulations by neighboring steps and by common tones. 
For instance, the G♯ in the bass line at m.6 moves unexpectedly a half step down, 
suddenly inviting a modulation by chromatic third relation to the relative major. At m. 
10, the G dominant 6/5 chord can easily accommodate a shift to an E dominant 4/3 chord 
by using common tones, initiating a return to the tonic by way of another chromatic third 
relation.  
The ending of section A and beginning of section B are elided (mm. 37–38). The 
bass E, held over the bar in anticipation for the melody, gives the effect of a prolonged 
version of the beginning note of the piece. Throughout the developmental area of 
Pressentiment, each new section borrows elements from previous sections, as we shall 
soon verify.  
A move to the new key area of E major fragments the rhythmic figurations from 
the previous section, giving rise to a unison in forte, the first loud dynamic of the piece, 
as can be observed below:   
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Fig. 4.2    Pressentiment, transition to new section, mm. 37–42  
 
Absent the frenetic accompaniment, the melody in the beginning of section B is 
allowed to act with more space and inflection within a more sparse texture. In this section 
(mm. 37–62) the sense of key is more unstable, fluctuating between E major, E minor, F
♯minor, and finally C major, which leads us back to A minor and the main theme of the 
rondo. A sequence of syncopated melodic entrances creates a process of intensification, 
while the accompaniment becomes more active (mm. 47–56), all the way to the first 
climax of the piece (m. 57). This outburst brings back not only the main theme from 
section A, delineated by the left hand, but also the rhythmic pattern of section B, 
displayed by the exuberant accompaniment of chords in the right hand.  
 
Fig. 4.3    Pressentiment, first climax of the piece using the main theme, mm. 57–58 
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It is an exciting conjunction of elements that must be played with much gusto, as 
the left hand theme from section A claims back its territory.   
Section A’ brings the F-E motive, delicately grinning in the left hand from mm. 
62 to 65. The new rhythmic pattern, using sixteenth notes, infiltrates the accompaniment, 
underlining the melody and becoming the new obsessive material that replaces the 
syncopations used earlier. The texture here is a difficult four-part counterpoint, requiring 
great dexterity in differentiating the voices.  
 
Fig. 4.4    Pressentiment, F-E motive and four-part texture, mm. 62–65 
 
Section A’ soon gives way to section C, bringing a new theme (m. 71) in A major 
of lyrical, pastoral quality. The rhythmic profile of the theme is a familiar one combining 
homophonic textures with brief commentaries in the accompaniment provided by the 
sixteenth-note pattern inherited from the previous section. The rhythmic commentaries 
can act either as a graceful complement to the new theme, or as an intrusive element 
mocking its lyricism and nobility.  
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Fig. 4.5    Pressentiment, pastoral theme in A major, mm. 71–72 
 
A homophonic texture prevails for three measures (mm. 75–77) and gradually 
changes the hue of the sixteenth-note commentaries. The generally tranquil atmosphere is 
embellished by ornamentation developed from the sixteenth-note rhythmic material and 
the motive F-E from previous sections. The performer must be careful in producing an 
effortless display of the sixteenth notes without disrupting the melodic line. The great 
challenge for the hands is the moment when they change roles, from embellishment to 
melody and vice versa. Each function must be studied separately using both hands, first 
just melody, then embellishments, then combining the two.   
 
 
Fig. 4.6    Pressentiment, variation of pastoral theme, mm. 79–81 
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As if from afar, distant chords smoothly announce the return of section B’. 
Miguéz once more combines a new section with rhythmic elements from the previous 
section. Robust chords in fortissimo dynamic from section B’ are outlined by the 
sixteenth-note figurations from section C. This time, however, a bravura character 
prevails (mm. 91–97).   
The transition at mm. 108–111 that prepares the return of the main theme is 
sparse in texture but retains an atmosphere of anticipation. Within the 4-bar phrase, the 
sustained chords are meant to delay the return to the tonic, and for that end the inner-
voice pitches slowly descend by semitone, passing by a Fr+6 at measure 109, and finally 
introducing the leading tone G♯ at m.111. Meanwhile, the low bass outlines syncopated 
appearances of E, which not only invokes the beginning of the piece but also instigates 
the return of the F-E motive.
 
Fig. 4.7    Pressentiment, transition brings back F-E motive, mm. 108–111 
 
The last section, A”, is built in four-part texture, a tour-de-force for the left hand. 
The individual study of each voice as well as of each hand is imperative to the success of 
the performance here. The left hand has an extra task to acclimate to the large intervallic 
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distances. The coda, from m. 128, combines the chordal melody of section B with the 
sixteenth-note figurations of section C. Pressentiment ends quietly and delicately.      
 
 
A technical issue 
 
Pianistically, the writing in Pressentiment has one particular technical aspect that 
poses challenges for the performer in coordinating voicing, balance, and continuity: the 
wide span of notes within reach of the hand. One may forgive such shortcomings in 
Miguéz, who was not actually a pianist.   The technical issue manifests in different ways 
throughout the piece. The right hand faces it, for instance, between mm. 64 and 65:  
 
Fig. 4.8    Pressentiment, wide span of notes in both hands, mm. 64–65 
 
The left hand encounters such difficult skips horizontally as well as vertically. 
The minimum time to spare in getting from one note to another requires proper technical 
adjustments according to one’s hand. It can be observed between mm. 66 through 68:  
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Fig. 4.9    Pressentiment, wide span in the left hand, mm. 66–68 
 
The most challenging passage is from measures 112 through 123, requiring 
excellent control of skips and reflexes in the left hand. The thumb and second fingers 
always have the same vertical interval of a third and can easily lock in to that pattern. The 
thumb must also get accustomed to finding the correct range of the interval when 
jumping from a lower register, for the second finger will likely follow the thumb’s lead. 
The third, fourth, and fifth fingers execute the melodic counterpart in synchrony with 
right hand but against the off-beat thirds of thumb and second fingers. The other aspect of 
the passage is that the wide distances may delay the musical flow, and while it would be 
acceptable if it does, it should not get to the point of completely altering the tempo.  
 
Fig. 4.10    Pressentiment, difficult accompaniment passage in left hand, mm. 118–119 
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Added to the challenge is the fact that such technical intricacies observed above 
happen within soft dynamic ranges, making technical control all the more desirable in 
order to avoid heaviness in the accompaniment.   
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1	  A later work by Miguéz, Allegro Appassionato Opus 11, also in A minor, 
utilizes syncopation with a similar purpose, to create an agitato atmosphere.	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CHAPTER 5 
Two important works written before 1890  
 
 
Nocturno Opus 10 
 
This is, in my opinion, the greatest piano work by Leopoldo Miguéz, written c. 
1883–4. It is concise, imbued with heightened lyricism and contemplative mood. An 
affinity to the nocturnes of Chopin immediately comes to mind, with a harmonic palette 
akin to late Romanticism and intimations of the sound worlds of Liszt, Brahms, and the 
early stages of Fauré and Richard Strauss. Below is a table with basic information about 
the work:  
 
 
Measures Meter Tempo Key Form  
90 4/4 Andante Sostenuto F♯ major 
A-B-A’-coda 
  
 
Table 5.1    Nocturno op. 10 
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Below is a table with basic information about each section of the piece.  
 
Section A B A’ Coda 
Measures 1–26 26–60 61–83 84–90 
Key F♯ major 
F♯ major 
+ 
E minor 
+ 
A major  
F♯ major 
Character  
Contemplative 
+ 
Passionate  
 
Table 5.2    Nocturno op. 10, information about each section 
 
 
Section A (mm. 1–26) 
 
The left hand starts the piece with a gentle syncopation delineating the interval of 
a fifth, F♯ to C♯ (mm. 1–2).  The syncopation pervades the entire piece, not only in the 
accompaniment part, as one can notice it between mm. 3–6, 11–14, and 22–25, but also 
in the melodic line, whose gestures often begin on an upbeat or have an emphasis on the 
second or fourth beats of the measures. As common as it seems, this rhythmic element 
does play a role in developing the work, as further references to its use will show.  
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Fig. 5.1    Nocturno op. 10, beginning, mm. 1–5 
 
In section A, the melody and multi-part accompaniment create a rich sounding 
texture. Furthermore, the melody has an economical tessitura, encompassing only a ninth  
(F♯4 to G♯5), except for an isolated D♯6 at m. 19 that `is rather the result of 
prolongation and repetition of a chord than a melodic pitch. Harmony in section A is 
diatonic in F♯ major through m. 14, followed by two brief tonicizations of G major (mm. 
15–16) and E major (mm. 17–18).  In this chromatic passage the accompaniment, which 
had been thus far in counterpoint with the melody, now acts in parallel motion with the 
right hand.  
Fig. 5.2    Nocturno op. 10, tonicizations, mm. 15–18 
 
This new element of texture culminates at m. 19 with a strong arrival at G♯ 
minor, first through an intensifying series of first inversion chords, the last of which is 
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syncopated, enhanced by indications of rinforzando and sforzato, signalizing the peak in 
tension of section A. 
 
Fig. 5.3    Nocturno op. 10, arrival on G♯ minor, mm. 18–20 
 
A conclusive arrival on G♯ minor, although much softer, is reached at the end of 
m. 20 from a syncopated passing chord. In the larger scope of section A, this G♯ minor 
chord functions as a pre-dominant which soon will lead us back to tonic. The ensuing 
melody (m. 21) has a shape reminiscent of the opening measures, again in syncopated 
manner and with syncopated accompaniment. The declamatory contour laid out in this 
soft passage will be later used as the climax of the piece in its recapitulation (m. 79).  
 
 
Fig. 5.4    Nocturno op. 10, concluding section A, mm. 21–22 
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Rhythmically, section A has a consistent pace of quarter notes and occasional 
eighth notes. Triplets come only at the end, at m. 25, working not only as connectors 
between sections A and B, but also as the main propulsive rhythm of the incoming 
section.  
 
A motivic consideration 
Throughout section A the top line of the right hand melody presents a constant 
oscillation between the pitches A♯ and G♯, forming the interval of a major second.  
These pitches initiate the line in mm. 2– 3, and as the melody unfolds, it is constantly 
hovering around them, meaning that until m. 26 all the ends of phrases are either on G♯ 
or A♯. M.20 presents them together as a suspension of A♯ over the G♯ minor 
resolution, with A♯ concluding the section at m. 26.  
The major second relationship established in this first part defines a structural 
motive for the entire piece. Other references to this intervallic combination in section A 
are in the accompaniment of left hand from mm. 10 through 14, between D♯ and C♯, 
and at the beginnings of the right hand phrases at mm. 15–16 (E and D), and mm. 17–18 
(C♯ and B), as shown in figures 5.5 through 5.9 below. Further instances throughout the 
other sections will be observed as well.  
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Fig. 5.5    Nocturno op. 10, R.H., mm.3–4              Fig. 5.9    Nocturno op. 10, L.H., m. 
10  
        
Fig. 5.6    Nocturno op. 10, top line in G major, mm. 15–16  
 
Fig. 5.7    Nocturno op. 10, top line in A major, mm. 17–18 
 
Fig. 5.8    Nocturno op. 10, top line, m. 22 
 
 
Section B (mm. 26–60) 
While the previous section contained steady quarter notes and a narrow melodic 
range, the B section has triplets spearheading a gradual, more active, and wider scope of 
registers and dynamics. It starts with simple, harp-like, ascending arpeggios, with each 
rising movement answered by syncopated chords emphasizing the second beat of the 
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following measures. The ebb-and-flow motion is aided by indications to play the 
arpeggios a tempo, and the syncopations as sostenuto, dolce tranquillo, or ritenuto. 
Although the mood is rather dreamy, such repetitive sequences produce a gradual 
augmentation of dynamics, speed, and texture.  
 
Fig. 5.10    Nocturno op. 10, beginning of section B, mm. 26–27 
 
Between mm. 26 through 34, as the pitches E♯, A♯, and C♯ are gradually 
lowered to E♮, A♮, and C♮ a new key area of E minor appears. This area, starting from m. 
35, is a very distant world from F♯ major, featuring a regular alternation between 
fortissimo E minor triads and E diminished 7th chords.  This new realm of sound makes 
its first appearance in a dramatic manner, marked appassionato, in a first-inversion 
combination of vulnerability, tension, and dramatic appeal. The intensity of this passage 
is again enhanced not only by syncopated rhythms in the top line, accompanied by the 
triplets thus far fueling this section, but also by the descending major second  interval that 
initiates the top line gestures, first from octaves F♯ to E (mm. 35 and 37), then from 
octaves A to G (mm. 39 and 41).  
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Fig. 5.11    Nocturno op. 10, dramatic use of syncopation in section B, mm. 35–36 
 
 
Fig. 5.12    Nocturno op. 10, moment of dramatic peak in section B, mm. 41–42 
 
The root E in the bass line is powerfully summoned at mm. 39 and 41 with an 
indication of sforzato, accent, and staccato, emphasizing the widest registral span of the 
piece. The initial right hand octaves in mm. 39 and 41 are cut short by an eighth rest, an 
extra punch on the downbeat that further enriches the subsequent syncopation. This 
passage, from mm. 35–46, clearly requires a different performance approach from the 
subdued dreamy landscape of the section A. It now conveys a rather robust and eloquent 
demeanor, as the number of accents and tenuto markings on both hands attests.    
A dissipation of vigor starts from mm. 43– 46, with new melodic material accompanied 
by triplets, each measure descending a step further from the heights of the upper register 
in the piano though a variety of chord types in inversion, passing by B minor, A major,  
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G♯ diminished 7th, and F♯ minor,. The right hand retains rhythmic similarities with the 
previous melodic lines, while the bass line describes a complete stepwise octave descent, 
from the E♮3 of m. 42 to the E♮2 at m. 47. This descending bass line, in augmentation, 
bears a resemblance to the shape of the descending top line in the previous dramatic 
passages, between mm. 35–42.  
 
 
 
Fig. 5.13    Nocturno op. 10, gradual descending bass line, mm. 43–46 
 
Mm. 50 through 55 initiate a change leading to the transition back to the main 
Nocturno melody, marked un poco animato. The melodic line here, changing its course 
from descending to ascending, adopts a more rhythmic profile, searching for the path 
back to the tonic. The triplet figurations in the right hand are accelerated into sixteenth-
note triplets, reaching to higher registers. Certain features in this passage depict a very 
fragrant atmosphere: soft dynamic, repetitiveness of the rhythm, unresolved harmonies 
(always with insistent sevenths and subtle chromatic alterations), a scarcity of root 
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positions on downbeats, and hesitations caused by indications of ritard. 
 
Fig. 5.14    Nocturno op. 10, beginning of transition to section A, mm. 50–51 
 
The harmonic search reaches the root position dominant 7th at m. 53, now free of 
all uncertainty, spiraling upward toward a bright fortissimo. This colorful manifestation 
in the upper register distinctively asserts two pitches, D♯ and C♯, another prominent 
instance of the motivic major second relationship.  
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.15    Nocturno op. 10, D♯-C♯ motive, m. 55 
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As the energy dissipates, a quarter rest at m. 57 brings back the syncopated C♯’s 
that initiated the piece, although without the supporting F♯. A delicate cascading line in 
the right hand not only recalls the descending lines of the dramatic passages of section B 
but also gently infuses the syncopated C♯’s instead with an F♯ major fragrance until the 
main melody finally returns on the tonic at m. 61.     
      
Fig.5.16    Nocturno op. 10, syncopation announces the return of the main melody, mm.                                                       
57–60 
 
 
 
 
 
The A’ section (mm. 61–90) 
 
Once the main melody of the Nocturno returns, it is exchanged between hands, 
requiring a good “thumb” technique as well as a studied voicing of melodic versus 
accompaniment figurations in both hands, a skill characteristic of 19th century piano 
music, giving the impression that the pianist has three hands. Schumann’s Romance, op. 
28 no. 2, coincidentally in the same key of F♯ major, is a remarkable example. 
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Fig. 5.17    Nocturno op. 10, melody interchanged between hands, mm. 61–62 
 
 Here the melodic material is laid out as in the previous section A, except that it 
now incorporates a thicker texture and the triplet accompaniment inherited from section 
B. A gradual dynamic increase prepares the way for the final two climaxes before the 
end, both of which culminate with the major second motive, the first at m. 79, the second 
at m. 82.  
 
 
Fig. 5.18    Nocturno op. 10, arrival at climax of section A’, mm. 78–79 
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In the coda (mm. 84–90), the top line oscillates between A♯ and G♯, not only 
again presenting the major second motive, but also a reminiscence of the oscillation that 
pervaded all of section A. The Nocturno achieves repose on blissful F♯ major arpeggios.    
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Allegro Appassionato Opus 11 
 
The Allegro Appassionato op. 11 was likely composed sometime between 
Miguéz’s brief period of studies in Europe, from the end of 1882 to mid-1883, and 1885, 
when it was premiered on July 12th by Arthur Napoleão at the 71st concert at Clube 
Beethoven in Rio de Janeiro. As pointed out in chapter 3, the Allegro Appassionato was 
published only after Miguéz’s death, by Sampaio Araújo & Cia, a publishing business 
then managed by Casa Napoleão. The piece displays influences from Schumann, 
Mendelssohn, Chopin, and Liszt.   
Moving at a fast pace, this dramatic piece is one of the few works by Miguéz that 
requires virtuoso and bravura techniques in impassioned passages, which contrast with 
lyrical and calm sections throughout. Repetitive patterns and fragmented motives are the 
core of the piece, with Schumann’s Aufschwung from Fantasiestücke op. 12 coming to 
mind as a work relatively similar in its conception.    
Below is a table with basic information about the piece:  
 
Measures Meter Tempo Key Form   
174 6/8 (9/8 at m. 120) 
Allegro 
Appassionato  A minor Sonata  
 
Table 5.3    Allegro Appassionato op. 11 
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The table below offers details about each section:  
Section Exposition  Development  Recapitulation  Coda  
Measures  
 
1–37 
(First 
thematic 
group) 
 
37–65 
(Second 
thematic 
group) 
66–87 
(Variation of 
motive I) 
 
88–148 
 
149–174 
Key  
A minor 
(motives I, 
II, and III) 
 
 
F major 
+ 
A major 
(motive IV) 
 
 
Unstable: 
 E♭ minor, 
A minor, B♭ 
minor, and  
A♭ minor  
 
A minor 
(motives I, II, 
III) 
 
 
Brief passage 
in B minor 
(mm. 162–
164) 
concluding 
in A minor 
Unstable: 
D diminished  
+ 
A diminished  
(motive V) 
A major 
+ 
C♯  major 
(motive IV) 
 
Character 
 
Restless 
 
Lyrical 
 (motive IV) 
+ 
Tempestuous 
(Motive V) 
Restless 
+ 
Wandering 
+ 
Tempestuous 
 
Restless 
+ 
Lyrical 
(motive IV) 
 
Restless 
+ 
Tempestuous 
 
Table 5.4    Allegro Appassionato op. 11, details of each section 
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The exposition (mm. 1–65) 
 
A first thematic group presents three distinct motives: motive I (mm. 1–4), motive 
II (mm. 5–12), and motive III (mm. 13–33), all in the key of A minor, with repetitive 
patterns governed by dotted-rhythm figures, which unite them all. Motives I and II are of 
restless, impulsive nature, supported – or driven – by unstable harmonies. The opening 12 
measures, combining motives I and II, follow a steady 4-bar phrase structure, traveling 
through the keyboard and covering a wide range of registers and dynamics.  
One added ingredient in this initial design is the subtle tritone relationships in 
mm. 1, 2, and 4. The D♯ of the Ger+6 chord in m. 1 forms a tritone with the A in the 
right hand, while m. 2 presents the tritone on the downbeat (D-G♯) and doubly in the 
diminished seventh chord on the last beat (left hand G-C♯, and right hand E-B♭). The 
fourth measure has it as A-D♯ (between right and left hands) and B-F (left hand). This 
tritone sonority in various harmonic contexts is another recurring motivic tool that not 
only aids the build-up of tension, but also unifies the piece. Further instances will be 
observed later in the piece.  
 
 
Fig. 5.19    Allegro op. 11, motive I, mm. 1–2  
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Fig. 5.20    Allegro op. 11, motive II, m. 5 
 
The presentation of motives I and II may create the impression that the opening is 
an introduction that arrives to motive III, a more “melodic” tune, with a rather centered 
and compact tessitura. This third motive, although continuing the dotted-eighth rhythmic 
aspect of the previous ones, is of a more melancholic and lyric manner, with longer 
phrasing (20 measures) and more stable harmonic support, starting in A minor and 
modulating to C major by the end. The harmonic stability and softer dynamics of motive 
III not only create a sense of temporary ease but also a sense that the piece has found its 
real “beginning”, reinforcing the impression that the previous music up to m. 12 
functioned as an introduction. This could be a reasonable conclusion were the music of 
the first twelve measures not repeated afterwards in the recapitulation.   
 
Fig. 5.21    Allegro op. 11, motive III, mm. 13–14 
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As can be observed above in figure 5.21, the presentation of motive III includes 
eighth-rests that act as expressive upbeats to the next melodic statement that not only 
fragment the melody but also give it a vulnerable quality that allows it to wander. The 
accompaniment is now regular, predictable, with ascending sixteenth notes in arpeggios, 
providing an undulating texture for the melody, with the bass line inheriting a pedal tone 
on A that originated in the end of motive II.  
The second thematic group has two distinct motives: motive IV (mm. 37–53), 
lyrical, more melodic than motivic, in F major, characterized by duplets in the top line in 
four-note groups within the continuous sixteenth-note figurations, supported by chords in 
the left hand. While the omnipresent dotted rhythms of the first thematic group are absent 
at the start, they return at m. 49 with motive V (mm. 53–65), with frantic ascending 
arpeggiations and declamatory octaves in the right hand leading up to a climax at m. 60 
before fading into the development section.    
 
Fig. 5.22    Allegro op. 11, motive IV, mm. 37–39 
 
After a chromatic excursion in the first eight bars, Motive IV returns to tonic F 
major, now repeated with ascending arpeggios in the left hand, each preceded by a 
sixteenth rest, an inheritance from the rests that helped shape motive III and will help to 
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shape the development section. A further variation brings back the dotted rhythm pattern, 
but this time in a playful manner, in A major, the parallel key of the tonic, which 
becomes the dominant of D minor. 
 
  Fig. 5.23    Allegro op.11, variation of motive IV, mm. 49–51 
 
The playfulness is suddenly cut short by a burst of drama, in forte dynamic, as 
arpeggios in the right hand emerge with great impetus announcing the fifth and last 
motive of the exposition. Motive V claims back the restless and tempestuous mood of the 
beginning, with both hands acting with great Aufschwung.  
 
 
Fig. 5.24    Allegro op. 11, Aufschwung motive V, mm. 53–54 
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As can be observed in the figure 5.24 above, the start of this last motive is 
underlined by a bass line of A and D (mm. 53–54), a unifying factor in this section. For 
instance, the principal harmonic motion of motive I was from A minor to D minor (mm. 1 
and 3), while motive III had a long pedal tone on A that later shifted to D (mm. 13–19). 
The rhythmic variation of motive IV utilized the pedal fixed on A before falling on the D 
that announced motive V (mm. 49–53).  
The rhetorical motive V evolves in octaves with continuous use of diminished 
chords, creating harmonic ambiguity rather than a clear sectional cadence. The dramatic 
output of motive V dissipates into a diminished seventh chord on D that ushers in the 
start of the development (mm. 65–66).  
 
 
The development (mm. 66–87) 
 
The development initiates a new pattern, a variation of motive I, ascending 
sixteenth notes in the right hand spread through two initial measures. The beginning of 
the pattern is a sixteenth rest, which is derived from the accompaniment figure of the left 
hand mentioned in the previous section. A swift, soft, and alert touch is required to play 
this difficult passage.  
The left hand accompaniment for this sinuous line is sparse, precise, punctuating 
the strong beats of each measure. The densely chromatic undulation of the pattern 
precludes any strong harmonic definition, creating a harmonic flux that starts in E♭ 
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minor (m. 66) but quickly passes through brief glimpses of A minor (m. 68), then B♭ 
minor (m. 70), finding no clear goal until an A♭ minor 6/4 in m. 75.  
 
Fig. 5.25    Allegro op. 11, contour of motive I, development, mm. 66–67 
 
Measure 75 has a false recapitulation, with motive I delineating its line in A♭ 
minor, but sustaining the dense chromaticism, quickly entering into an intensifying 
passage over a G♯ pedal point (mm. 78–84, initially A♭), which generates the climax of 
the development by mm. 84–87, with both hands sweeping through a G♯ diminished 
seventh chord and conquering the entire upper register of the piano, then descending all 
the way to the low E3 in the right hand that initiates the recapitulation.  
 
 
Fig. 5.26    Allegro op. 11, culmination of G♯ pedal point, mm. 84–85 
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The recapitulation (mm. 88–148) 
The recapitulation brings back motives I, II, and III in tonic A minor. Motive IV 
returns in the parallel A major (m. 120) with its rhythmic variation modulated to its 
mediant C♯ major (m. 132), and the ensuing Aufschwung motive V in F♯ minor (mm. 
137–148), again dissipating into a diminished seventh chord, this time on D♯.  
 
The coda (149–161) 
Having reached moments of big sound and energy, the expression softens and 
gives rise to an impassioned coda utilizing motive II (m. 149), in a slightly faster pace, 
Un poco più animato. The pedal this time is fixed on the dominant, E, building tension as 
the octave unison line ascends in register and culminates in another strong arrival (m. 
153), bringing down a massive diminished seventh chord on G♯ with alternating octaves, 
while the pace is further quickened.  
 
 
Fig. 5.27    Allegro op. 11, pedal point at beginning of coda, mm. 149–150 
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The coda is further extended with a dramatic digression to B minor. During this 
turn of events, which may sound as if the piece is heading towards a new development, 
motive III makes its final statement, as the bass line ascends chromatically to a decisive 
cadential 6/4 in tonic A minor at m. 165.   
The ending measures of the piece bring back a bass line that oscillates between A-
D and A-D♯ (mm. 167–168), a reference to the interval relationships observed in 
previous sections throughout the piece. The Ger+6 chord F-A-D♯ makes a final 
appearance before the end (m. 170). Earlier, in mm. 1–2, the bass F did not move resolve 
downward to the expected E. In the coda, however, it fully achieves the A minor 6/4 
implied by bare E octaves in both hands at the extremes of the keyboard (m. 173), 
conquering the outermost registers before summoning the concluding cadence. The 
downward motion happening only at the end demonstrates Miguez’s control of musical 
structure.   
 
Fig. 5.28    Allegro op. 11, final statement, mm. 171–174	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CHAPTER 6 
Two collections of short pieces written in the early 1890s 
 
 
Souvenirs Opus 20 
 
Souvenirs op. 20, composed c. 1892–4, is a set of four pieces that are musically 
unrelated. They were first published individually, as previously discussed in chapter 3, 
and then as a set. The fact that the pieces were published separately indicates that they 
were probably performed as such.1  
 The order and titles of the pieces in Souvenirs are:  
I. Nocturno 
II. Mazurka 
III. Scherzetto 
IV. Lamento 
  
Nocturno, Opus 20, No. 1 
Set in G♭ major, the Nocturno is a slow and lyrical piece, uniting languid and 
pensive moods with moments of vigorous expression. The texture is set as melody with 
accompaniment, and rich harmonies resonate. The middle section, un poco agitato, uses 
constant sixteenth notes and dotted rhythms to propel its faster pace. It initiates with a B
♭ natural minor scale in unison evoking a sound world reminiscent of Fauré, and soon 
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develops into large fortissimo sections. The clamor eventually fades away and is left 
inconclusive, as the first slow part comes back. 
Coincidentally, Miguéz’s previous Nocturno op. 10 in F♯ major is not only 
enharmonically equivalent to Nocturno op. 20, no. 1, but also contains the same amount 
of measures, 90. Thus, as far as the nocturne form is concerned, Miguéz may have had a 
predilection for the colors and sounds of F♯ /G♭ major. In both works his treatment of 
sound is also similar.  
The table below offers the layout of the piece:  
Measures Meter Tempo Key Ternary form 
90 3/4 
 
 
Andante 
 
 
G♭ major A-B-A’ 
 
Table 6.1    Nocturno op. 20, no. 1 
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The following table provides basic information about each section:  
Section Introduction Andante  
A 
Tranquillo 
Cantabile  
B 
Un poco 
agitato 
A’ 
Tranquillo 
(Tempo I) 
Measures  1–8  9–31 32–61 62–90 
Key  
 
G♭ major  
 
G♭ major 
B♭ 
minor 
+ 
E♭ 
minor 
G♭ major  
Texture 
Four-part 
imitation  
 
Melody  
+ 
Accompaniment 
(triplets)  
Unison 
+ 
Octaves 
+ 
Chords  
 
Melody  
(octave) 
+ 
Accompaniment  
(sixteenth note) 
Character  Contemplative 
Contemplative  
+ 
Appassionato 
Restless  
Contemplative 
+ 
Appassionato  
 
Table 6.2    Nocturno op. 20, no. 1, details about each section 
 
The introduction, in four-part imitation, lays out the descending-scale melodic 
contour that constructs sections A, A’, and, indirectly, B. The melody starts alone in the 
right hand; gradually the other parts appear, forming chords as they expand through the 
texture, slowly creating harmony, a reverie-like atmosphere with unhurried motion of the 
four voices.  
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Fig. 6.1    Op. 20, no. 1, initial descending line, mm. 1–4 
 
 
 After the introduction (mm. 1–7), the melody, tranquillo and cantabile, is 
accompanied by triplets in the left hand. Such accompaniment, while fluid, is anchored 
on pedal points of G♭ while within the tonic area (mm. 9–12), and B♭ when moving to 
the mediant minor and major (mm. 13–20). Such pedal points help create a diffuse 
harmonic background, and in turn a somewhat impressionistic soundscape. A modal shift 
to a major mediant, B♭ major (mm. 17–20), within a G♭ major realm also creates an 
ethereal sound quality. Overall, the type of sound to be created within soft dynamics in 
this section is placid and with abundance of pedal to create a long and connected line. 
Left hand here, though, must be utterly delicate and mindful of the main melodic line, not 
too lush, especially during the moments of pianissimo quality.  
A subito forte (m. 21) transforms the quality of sound from vague to defined, 
leading the melodic line to a peak in fortissimo with melody in octaves reaching for the 
highest note of the section thus far (D♭6) , with chordal accompaniment. Overall, texture 
in section A grows from a soft single line in the beginning to a major climax that utilizes 
thick texture and forceful dynamics.  
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Fig. 6.2    Op. 20, no. 1, climax of section A, mm. 25–26 
 
 The B♭4 in the top line that ends section A initiates section B (mm. 32–61), in 
unison, utilizing a natural B♭ minor scale in a sinuous melodic contour. The three-part 
texture moves in parallel motion creating a type of sound akin to Fauré’s treatment of 
timbre, as can be heard at the opening of his Piano Quartet in C minor, Opus 15. This 
unison passage requires a softening of the middle voice depicting the sixteenth notes, and 
a studied balance between top and bottom unison lines. The bass line, for instance, while 
literally doubling the melody, need not be mere accompaniment, as it can be played as an 
independent entity with its own color, albeit not overpowering the top line.  
It is interesting to note that the melodic range of opening top line in section A, 
from E♭5 to E♭4, mm. 1–4, spanning an octave, is equivalent to the melodic range of 
section B, mm. 32–34, G♭5 to G♭4.  
 
Fig. 6.3    Op. 20, no. 1, melodic range at beginning of section A, mm. 1–4 
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Fig. 6.4    Op. 20, no. 1, melodic range at beginning of section B, mm. 32–34 
The rhythmic activity in section B is heightened by sixteenth notes in the middle 
voice, a constant feature throughout the section, fueling the increase in dynamic and 
texture. The unison of the opening is transferred to the right hand octaves, while the left 
hand produces chordal support. In the first half of the section, harmony progresses 
through a sequence arpeggiating the local tonic triad: B♭ minor, D♭ major, and F major, 
peaking in fortissimo within the dominant (mm. 41–45) before returning to B♭ minor, 
gradually entering a quieter mode. The second half of section B moves away to E♭ 
minor, from which a descending scalar bass line and quicker melodic descents lead a 
diminuendo through chromatic territory (mm. 57–61) preparing the way for the return of 
the main theme. The agitated melodic descents delineate a motion very similar to the 
melodic line of the beginning, albeit rhythmically and harmonically altered. 
 
Fig. 6.5    Op. 20 no. 1, similar descending line of beginning, mm. 53–54  
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 At the end of the descent (mm. 60–61), a Ger+6 chord on A♭ is used to make a 
transition between sections B and A’, dissolving directly into tonic G♭ major. The effect 
is as if the principal melody suddenly returns without a typical modulatory process that 
prepares the ears and the expectation of the listener. The sixteenth-note figures from 
section B now infuse the accompaniment in section A’. The main melody now is placed 
in a higher register (m. 62), while the bass line emanates from low octaves, creating a 
very spacious soundscape. Again the chromatic mediant B♭ major brings a special, 
ethereal, and impressionistic quality to the sound (m. 70–73). The melody remains in 
octaves until the climax in fortissimo, accompanied by robust chords. 
 The Nocturno closes with the material from the introduction (m. 83–90).    
 
Mazurka, Opus 20, No. 2 
The Mazurka has a lilting, charming, graceful, and delicate pace, with dynamic 
range on the soft side with a few moments of more expansive but non-forceful loud 
dynamics. Section A, which is repeated, presents contrasts between melancholic and 
decisive rhythmic gestures. The middle section B is lively, dance-like, with its main 
rhythmic and motivic material derived from the first section. Section A returns at the end, 
an exact replica of the beginning, except for the last two bars. Below is a table with 
information about the piece:  
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Measures Meter Tempo Key Ternary form 
83 3/4 
Allegretto  
Grazioso 
♩ = 176 
F minor A-B-A’ 
 
Table 6.3    Mazurka op. 20, no. 2 
 
The following table provides basic information about each section:  
Section 
A 
Allegretto  
Grazioso 
(sostenuto) 
B 
Same tempo 
A’ 
Same tempo 
Measures  1–21 22–61 62–83 
Key  
 
F minor 
 
A♭ major F minor  
Texture 
 
Three - part  
 
Melody  
+ 
Accompaniment 
(Chords)  
 
Three - part 
 
Character  
Melancholic 
+ 
Decisive  
(rhythmic) 
Graceful 
+ 
Dance-like 
Melancholic 
+ 
Decisive  
(rhythmic) 
 
Table 6.4    Mazurka op. 20, no. 2, details of each section 
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The beginning melody of the Mazurka gears more towards a melancholic Waltz 
than to a decisive Mazurka. Harmony is indefinite, beginning on an A♭ major 6/3 chord, 
with both outer voices moving chromatically by steps and neighboring notes (mm. 1–7). 
At m. 8 a C dominant 6/5 announces the coming of tonic F minor which, however, 
appears only in first inversion, perpetuating the sense of instability. The lyrical and 
melancholic aspect of the melody gradually dissipates as the tempo speeds up towards 
più vivo (m. 13), introducing the first strong Mazurka rhythm at m. 14. Cascading unison 
lines in hemiola drive toward the end of the section, finally reaching a stable perfect 
authentic cadence.  
 
Fig. 6.6    Op. 20, no. 2, beginning of section A, mm. 1–4 
Section B evolves rhythmically and motivically from section A. Observe, for 
instance, the way section A is shaped at the end, between mm. 13 and 16, an ascending 
line of six eighth notes followed by two chords, one short, staccato, the other long, 
tenuto, emphasizing the second beat of the measure. Section B is generated from this 
material, in reversed order: the two-chord gesture comes first, followed by the ascending 
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line. The two-chord gesture offers the decisive rhythmic impetus that creates the aspect of 
dance-like pulse, setting the lively mood of section B.  
 
Fig. 6.7    Op. 20, no. 2, Mazurka-like gesture, section A, mm. 13–14 
 
Fig. 6.8    Op. 20, no. 2, section B, inverted pattern from section A, mm. 22–23 
Another element is the neighboring thirty-second notes at m. 20, which represent 
a diminution of similar figures in the first measure. This figure is present as an 
embellishment in section B. Furthermore, the hemiola that helps to conclude section A 
(mm. 17–18) is present between mm. 28 and 29, and later on in similar passages.  
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Fig. 6.9    Op. 20, no. 2, hemiolas in section A, mm. 17–18
 
Fig. 6.10    Op. 20, no. 2, neighboring thirty-second figuration in section A, mm. 19–20 
 
Fig. 6.11    Op. 20, no. 2, hemiolas, neighboring thirty-second in section B, mm. 28–29 
In terms of texture, the Mazurka grows from a compact three parts in the first 
eight measures to octaves and chords in the following passage. Section B further expands 
the texture to a higher register.  
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While section A starts tonally unclear, section B in contrast has mostly diatonic 
content, freeing the melody from stepwise chromaticism and allowing it to range more 
widely over the keyboard. The phrase structure in section B alternates sequentially-
related 8-bar phrases in A♭ major and B♭ minor, with irregular internal structures of 
2+4+2 measures, the last two in hemiola. After a final cadence in A♭ major in section A’, 
the opening Waltz returns, so that we now hear the initial A♭ major 6/3 chord in a 
different context.  
   
Scherzetto, Opus 20, No. 3 
Dedicated to Mme. Gemma Luziani Nervi2, a prominent piano student of Alfredo 
Bevilacqua (1846–1927)3, the Scherzetto in F♯ minor is a playful work resembling 
Mendelssohn’s scherzo from A Midsummer Night’s Dream, with passages in clear 
reference to Liszt’s Mephisto Waltz. Liszt’s Gnomenreigen is also another example of the 
lively mood utilized by Miguéz. Agility and dexterity are required in performing this 
work which, together with Allegro Appassionato Opus 11, features as an example of 
virtuoso writing by Miguéz.  
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Measures Meter Tempo Key 
Alternating 
form  
232 ¾ 
 
Con spirito 
♪ = 184 
 
F♯ minor A-B-A’- B’-A” –coda 
 
Table 6.5    Scherzetto op. 20, no. 3 
 
The following table provides basic information about each section:  
Section 
 
A 
+ 
(Bridge) 
 
B 
+ 
(Bridge) 
 
A’ 
 
 
B’ 
 
A’’ Coda 
Measures  
1–52 
+ 
(53–57) 
58–113 
+ 
(114–129) 
130–181 182–207 208–219 220–232 
Key  
 
F♯ 
minor 
 
A major 
 
F♯ 
minor 
 
 
F♯ major 
 
 
F♯ 
minor 
 
F♯ 
minor 
+ 
F♯ major 
 
Character  
Rhythmic 
+ 
Energetic 
Lyrical 
Rhythmic 
+ 
Energetic 
Lyrical 
+ 
Dramatic 
Rhythmic 
+ 
Energetic 
Rhythmic 
+ 
Energetic 
 
Table 6.6    Scherzetto op. 20, no.3, details about each section 
 
The work has two alternating main sections, A and B, each with its own thematic 
material. In between the two distinct sections are transitions (bridges). Each time a 
section comes back the material is varied, resembling a double variation form.  
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Section A begins with a four-bar theme containing two distinct rhythmic motives, 
a quick dotted rhythm and a syncopated eighth-quarter gesture. These two motives are 
recombined and developed in two subsequent thematic continuations, the first 
characterized by downward scalar motion and the second by quick arpeggiations, 
followed by a short transition. The thematic statements operate within a narrow range 
between hands, a compact three-part texture in the middle register of the keyboard. 
Overall the music is rhythmically energetic and the character animated.  
 Harmony in this section is diatonic. A neighboring Ger+6 chord in the second 
measure, as observed in figure 6.12 below, stands out, colors the theme. The emphasis on 
the second beat of this measure is structural, since the subsequent two themes also 
contain emphasis on the second beat. The very rhythmic nature of the opening requires a 
soft dynamic range with a mysterious character. The opening section is repeated without 
the transition in mm. 17–28. This is followed by the start of another repetition, initially 
expanded texturally to chords and a slightly wider tessitura (mm. 29–30), proceeding to a 
variation of the downward scalar theme with a descending chromatic bass line.  
 
Fig. 6.12    Op. 20, no. 3, Ger+6 chord and emphasis on second beat, mm. 1–2 
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Fig. 6.13    Op. 20, no. 3, rhythmic motive I, mm. 5–8 
 
 
Fig. 6.14    Op. 20, no. 3, rhythmic motive II, mm. 9–10 
 
From measure 37 until 52 the chromatic bass continues in left hand octaves, 
trombone-like, in the first fortissimo of the piece. The right hand is now the 
accompaniment, using sixteenth-note triplets inherited from the arpeggiated figures of the 
beginning, and introducing some virtuoso passagework. This area has a chromatic profile 
and could be considered as a transition, leading away from F♯ minor for the first time, 
meandering through E minor (m. 41), D major (m.45), and A♭ major (m. 49). Up until 
now, texture has continually expanded from the middle to low and to high registers. A 
more definitive transition (mm. 53–57) to section B slows down the bass motion and 
increases the emphasis on the second beat present in the opening thematic material. There 
is no harmonic arrival or closure. 
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Fig. 6.15    Op. 20, no. 3, “trombone-like” passage, mm. 37–38 
Section B is developmental throughout, based almost entirely on a single two-
measure chordal-rhythmic motive characterized by both syncopation and hemiola. In the 
first part (mm. 58–73), the motive initially appears in the left-hand “trombone” timbre of 
the piano. The texture alternates motivic chords in one hand and passagework in the 
other, first in two-measure groups, then in single measures, prolonging a single 
diminished seventh chord on D♯ throughout, until it freezes in the original configuration 
in m. 74. After a brief transition (m. 74–81), during which Miguéz modulates by a 
descending semitone, the motive reappears in the left hand in a more lyrical context, now 
presenting a less fraught dominant sonority on E resolving to an A major 6/4. This is the 
first contrasting character of the piece (mm. 82–97). The motive repeats, descending 
through similar progressions on E♭, C, and B, then returning to E at m. 98. Here the 
texture inverts again, with the chordal motive transferred back up to the right hand. The 
texture expands with the melodic voice and bass mostly expanding outward in stepwise 
contrary motion through m. 113, gradually increasing dynamically and implementing a 
more appassionato quality. While section A has a rhythmic texture that invites a sparse 
and well-articulated pedal, this new lyrical material requires a more generous amount of 
pedal to create its proper resonance.    
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Fig. 6.16    Op. 20, no. 3, lyrical motive, mm. 82–83 
 
 
Fig. 6.17    Op. 20, no. 3, variation of lyrical motive, mm. 98–99 
 
The transition back to section A presents a new rhythmic element (m. 114), a sort 
of a “devil’s tremolo” consisting of an E♯ diminished seventh chord with neighbor 
motion in the upper voice that very much resembles the tremolo figurations in Liszt’s 
first Mephisto Waltz, alternating with elements of a V7-I cadential progression to tonic F
♯ minor. In this transition it is interesting to note that Miguéz reaches F♯ minor at m. 
126, but not immediately the main theme. The real thematic recapitulation occurs later at 
m. 130, with varied texture and rhythmic profile, requiring proficient overlap of hands as 
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well as correct voicing, since the theme in the right hand is transferred back and forth to 
the left.  
 
 
Fig. 6. 18    Op. 20, no. 3, “devil’s tremolo”, m. 114 
 
 
Fig. 6.19    Op. 20 no. 3, recapitulation of main theme, mm. 130–131 
 
The entire thematic material of section A returns with varied designs, including 
the addition of the devil’s tremolo which enriches the mischievous and scherzo-like 
character. Before the coda, the lyrical version of the section B motive reappears in a 
dramatic outburst from mm. 182 until 205, over an extended dominant pedal with upper 
neighbor.  
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Fig. 6.20    Op. 20, no. 3, dramatic outburst variation of lyrical motive, mm. 182–183  
The section A theme returns once more with grand proportions (m. 208), 
introducing a codetta utilizing the devil’s tremolo but now containing a rather triumphant 
neighboring D major 6/3 leading to a shimmering Picardy-third major tonic. Both E. 
Bevilacqua and A. Napoleão editions recommend a more pianistic approach to the 
tremolo by using chords in both hands, instead of realizing the tremolo in each hand.  
 
Fig. 6.21    Op. 20, no. 3, tremolo as written by the composer, m. 220 
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Fig. 6.22    Op. 20, no. 3, tremolo as recommended by editors, m. 220 
 
Fig. 6.23    Op. 20, no. 3, instance of polytonality, m. 228 
 
Lamento, Opus 20, No. 4 
Dedicated to the memory of Brazilian composer Alexandre Levy (1864–1892)4, 
who died prematurely at age 28 in 1892, this is a slow and somber piece with only one 
governing section divided into smaller subsections. The first version of the piece, the 
Lamento op. 18, is constructed in the same way, except that it is repeated in its entirety 
with melody in octaves, instead of single lines. The mood of melancholy and difficult 
resignation remains constant throughout the piece. Below are the tables with basic 
information about the piece:  
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Measures Meter Tempo Key Form 
34 
6/8 alternating 
with 9/8 and 
12/8 
 
Andante Flebile   
 
F♯ minor Single section 
 
Table 6.7    Lamento op. 20, no. 4 
 
Section A 
Subsection A1 
 
 
A2 
 
 
 
A3 
 
A2’ A3’ 
Measures 1–16 16–18 19–22 22–24 25–34 
Texture Four-part, melody and accompaniment  
Key F♯ minor 
Character  Melancholic and pensive throughout  
 
Table 6.8    Lamento op. 20, no. 3, details of each subsection 
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The tempo indication, Andante Flebile, tearful, is a vivid description of the 
prevailing disposition of the piece. A single C♯ unison octave held under a fermata 
introduces the narrative and also sets the pensive tone. The use of fermata after each 
phrase of the first half, and later to separate subsections, enhances the reflective 
character. The harmonic treatment avoids chords in root position, creating a sense of 
displacement and desolation. At the ends of phrases, slightly delayed resolutions of 
suspensions and neighbor motions convey a sense of inconclusive musical thought as 
well as fragility of harmonic support.  
 
Fig. 6.24    Op. 20, no. 4, initial fermata that punctuates each subsection, mm. 1–2 
 
 
Fig. 6.25    Op. 20, no. 4, initial melodic pattern, subsection A1, mm. 2–6 
Overall the musical discourse of Lamento, with few exceptions, avoids cadences 
on tonic F♯ minor, enhancing the aspect of inconclusiveness throughout the piece. Half 
cadences on C♯  dominant seventh chords as well as the constant use of subdominant and 
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submediant chords can only suggest the key area, since brief instances of F♯ minor 
happen only as passing chords in first and second inversion. The only harmonic 
resolution on tonic in root position happens at the end, in the second to the last bar (m. 
33). Such resolution, however, is delayed by a deceptive cadence in the measure before, 
as the dominant seventh chord falls into a submediant 6/3 (m. 32) prior to arriving on 
tonic.  
After the resolution on tonic, the haunting unison octave C♯  comes back in the 
last measure, extraordinarily quiet (ppp dynamic), ending the piece in an enigmatic 
suspended state. The octave unison of the end, after the entire piece had been unfolded 
and presented in its harmonic background, is heard in a different way from the beginning 
octave. Starting and ending with such open interval creates a psychological frame for the 
piece, indicating that perhaps the musical discourse within the margins not only did not 
change the mournful character but also did not offer a resolution of affairs in the piece, 
remaining “open” in psychological time for listener and performer. 
The way in which the first line is designed (see fig. 6.25) establishes the rhythmic 
pattern that pervades all other subsections. This rhythmic profile remains constant 
throughout Lamento, every line starting with an eighth note upbeat. As opposed to the 
previous piece, Scherzetto, which grows in texture and tessitura, the melodic line of 
Lamento operates within the narrow scope of an octave (F♯4 to F♯5).  
The melodic lines in subsection A1 (mm. 1–16) have a wandering shape, utilizing 
neighboring steps to produce utterances that are not necessarily “melodious” per se, but 
have rather a parlando quality. This first subsection remains generally quiet, reserved, 
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but also disturbed by indications of agitato followed by rallentando or molto ritenuto 
(mm. 9–10, 12–13), like sudden emotional vigor quickly silenced by uncertainty. 
Subsection A2 presents the first clear melody, poured out with forte dynamic and 
dolente expression (m. 16), breaking from a pattern of inward mutterings of the previous 
subsection. The interval of a fourth initiating the outcry as well as indications of tenuto 
on the subsequent three notes gives this line a more tuneful quality. Tempo here is also 
slower (lento), which intensifies the new emotional content. Whereas each of the melodic 
lines in subsection A1 and the subsequent A3 rely on repetition, albeit with altered 
harmonic background, the melody of the shorter subsection A2 stands on its own, and the 
slower tempo ensures its imposing manner.  
  
 
Fig. 6.26    Op. 20, no. 4, subsection A2, mm. 16–18 
 
Subsection A3 is inflicted by a sudden più mosso tempo change, indicating that 
the emotional content has been altered again. The performer must bring out such change 
without trying to make it smooth or imperceptible.  
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Fig. 6.27    Op. 20, no. 4, subsection A3 (più mosso) 
 
The last measures of the piece feature a written-out ritardando (mm. 30–33), 
constructed upon slower note values, quarter and dotted quarters. Such note values, as 
well as the contour of the closing phrase, are an augmentation of the rhythmic profile 
pervading the entire piece.   
 
Fig. 6.28    Op. 20, no. 4, written-out ritardando, mm. 29–34 
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Scènes Intimes Opus 24 
Scènes Intimes, op. 24 (c. 1894) is another collection of musically unrelated 
pieces in the same format as the previous Souvenirs op. 20, containing four short lyrical 
pieces in the following order:  
I.  Berceuse 
II. Chanson d’une jeune fille 
III. Conte Romanesque 
IV. Bavardage 
 
 
 
Berceuse, Opus 24, No. 1 
 Set in D major, this lullaby has a calm pace, placid character, and gentle dynamic 
level throughout, with few louder moments, but not beyond forte. Below is a table with 
basic information about the piece:  
 
Measures Meter Tempo Key Form 
77 6/8 
Allegretto 
Tranquillo 
♩ = 56 
D major A-B-A’-B-A’ Codetta  
 
Table 6.9    Berceuse op. 24, no. 1 
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Section A B A’ B A’ Codetta Più Lento  
Measures 1–16 17–26 27–43 44–53 54–68 70–77 
Key 
 
D major 
 
E minor D major E minor D major D major 
Texture 
 
Two-part 
 
Two-part 
+ 
Octaves 
+ 
Chords 
 
Two-part 
+ 
Octaves 
 
Two-part 
+ 
Octaves 
+ 
Chords 
 
Two-part 
+ 
Octaves 
 
Two-part 
+ 
Chords 
Character Tranquil and affectionate throughout 
 
Table 6.10     Berceuse op. 24, no. 1, details of each section 
 
 Set in 6/8, the Berceuse has a natural ease and rocking quality, akin to Chopin’s 
Berceuse opus 57 and Fauré’s Berceuse for violin and piano opus 16, which is also set in 
D major. The initial melody of section A, in pianissimo semplice with una corda pedal, is 
accompanied by a thin layer of eighth notes underneath in close range (mm.1–8). In this 
atmospheric setting the tonal areas of D major and F♯	  minor are suggested by the chords 
formed throughout the measures, but the lack of roots in the bass line generates a floating 
background, creating a gentle, half-awake atmosphere. The range of melody is very 
compact, encompassing a major sixth (A4 to F♯5).  
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Fig. 6.29    Op. 24, no. 1, beginning, mm. 1–4 
 
The second statement of the melody utilizes a lower range accompaniment and 
root position harmony, with a slightly louder dynamic (piano) without una corda, thus 
creating the feeling of the real “start” of the piece. Harmonically, this second statement 
contains an unexpected alteration of iii, F♯ minor (m. 12), to F♯ major (m. 13), creating 
a colorful mode mixture sustained through m. 15.  The F♯ sonority is transformed again 
to suggest the dominant of B minor at m. 16, but there is no resolution, and the following 
section begins immediately in E minor (m. 17).  
The second section initiates new material, with sixteenth-note figurations derived 
from the end of section A. This new section, in contrast to the opening, has a distinctly 
expressive character and rapid dynamic swells. The accompaniment                                                                                                               
remains syncopated throughout this section. Scalar ascents and descents in the melody 
convey a more declamatory character, as opposed to the placid mood of section A. 
Approaching the peak of the phrase at m. 20, forte dynamic and chromatic semitones in 
the melody help to provide heightened expression. 
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Fig. 6.30    Op. 24 no. 1, transition to E minor without cadence, mm. 14–18 
 
After achieving the highest note of the piece thus far (C♯6, m. 20), the melody, 
supported by half diminished and fully diminished chords, begins a gradual stepwise 
descent toward E5, where it began, and leading to D5 at m. 27 to recapitulate the 
Berceuse melody of section A. The final two measures of this passage (mm. 25–26) 
reduce the texture to unison octaves, which are transferred to the melody in the following 
section.  
 
 
Fig. 6.31    Op. 24 no. 1, transition back to main theme, mm. 25–26 
 
The return, section A’, not only has the melody in octaves, but also introduces a 
varied accompaniment with sixteenth note figurations inherited from the previous section 
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B. While texture is varied from the opening section, harmony remains essentially the 
same.   
 
Fig. 6.32     Op. 24, no. 1, variation of main theme, mm. 35–36 
 
The form of this Berceuse, as observed in the table 6.10 above, alternates two 
contrasting sections, A and B. The varied return of Section A at mm. 27–43 is repeated 
literally (mm. 54–68), while section B is repeated once (mm. 44–53), also literally. A 
brief pause (m. 68) introduces the coda, in più lento tempo, exploring the softest 
dynamics in the piece.  
 
 
Chanson d’une jeune fille, Opus 24, No. 2  
 Chanson d’une jeune fille (song of a young girl) was dedicated to Miguéz’s 
student Mathilde da Costa Ferreira5, probably the jeune fille of the title. Chanson has a 
balanced 4+4 bar phrases throughout the entire piece as well as the usage of a chorale 
texture in the beginning, which creates a formal and reserved character. Below is a table 
with basic information about the piece:  
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 Measures Meter Tempo Key Form 
41 4/4 Andante semplice  A minor  AA’ 
 
Table 6.11    Chanson d’une jeune fille op. 24, no. 2 
 
 
 The table below presents detailed information about each section of the piece:  
 
Section A A’ 
Measures 
 
1–8 
(A1) 
 
9–20 
(A2) 
 
21–29 
(A’1) 
 
 
30–41 
(A’2) 
 
Texture  
Four-part chorale  
+ 
Contrapuntal  
Melody/  
Accompaniment (triplets) 
+ 
Contrapuntal 
Character  Stern and formal throughout  
Key  A minor  
 
Table 6.12    Chanson d’une jeune fille op. 24, no. 2, details about each section 
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 Both sections A and A’ have identical harmonic and melodic layouts, except that 
the former begins in four-part chorale texture, becoming more contrapuntal within a four-
voice framework, while the latter begins with melody with accompaniment and that 
eventually alternates with the more contrapuntal texture. Each section can be subdivided 
into two parts: section A into A1 (mm. 1–8) and A2 (mm. 9–20), and section A’ into A’1 
(mm. 21–29) and A’2 (mm. 30–41).  
The phrases in subsection A1 unfold within a choral four-part texture, while 
subsection A2 is set with two voices in unison and the other voices in chordal support. 
Rhythmic elements in the construction of phrases remain constant. For instance, every 
phrase in Chanson starts with a quarter note upbeat, and most of such phrases have a 
recurring motion of two passing eighth notes, frequently chromatic, at times in the upper 
voice and at times in middle and lower voices. The use of chromatic passing tones and 
neighbor notes at both the eight-note and quarter-note levels remains present throughout 
the piece.  
 
Fig. 6.33    Op. 24, no. 2, beginning, mm. 2–4  
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 The upbeat element observed in the figure 6.33 above is fully developed in more 
expressive and commanding gestures such as in the following sequences of mm. 4 
through 7, which are aided by forte-piano indications, as seen in the figure 6.34 below:   
 
Fig. 6.34    Op. 24, no. 2, emphasis on fourth beat, repetitive rhythmic pattern, mm. 4–5 
 
 The downward leap of a fifth in the melody, along with the leap from A minor 6/3 
to a Ger+6 chord enhances the dramatic aspect of the passage. Further use of unstable 
chords such as the passing It+6 in m. 7, following a downward melodic leap of a seventh, 
add intensity to what is essentially a repeated melodic-rhythmic gesture.  
The eighth-note motives are fully developed into extended motion at the 
beginning of subsection A2, which begins with a dramatic moment of unison and chords, 
as seen below:  
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Fig. 6.35    Op. 24 no. 2, extended eighth-note pattern, mm. 8–10 
 
This passage represents a moment of great cantabile expression, reaching the 
highest note in the piece.  
Despite the widespread surface chromaticism, section A remains solidly in the 
tonic key throughout, with some local emphasis on dominant and subdominant harmonies. 
This includes a brief, dramatic trajectory at the end toward subdominant D minor, which 
is set with great expression leading to a diminished seventh chord at m.18. This is the 
section’s climactic moment, further contrasted by the immediate pianissimo response and 
plagal resolution of the concluding mm. 19–20.  
As discussed above, section A’ is a reprise of section A in its exact harmonic 
structure and phrasing. Only the texture is modified, as the four-part choral texture is 
substituted by a melody accompanied by triplets.  
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Fig. 6.36    Op. 24, no. 2, variation of main theme, mm. 21–22 
 
 Figure 6.36 above shows the left-hand triplets recalling the chromatic eighth-note 
motion from section A. The triplets later on move upwards, alternating between the 
hands, ornamenting the right-hand melodic line. This figuration  inhabits the melody to 
its end, at the last measure, when Miguéz finally grants a major-mode cadence to this 
otherwise serious and stern piece, as can be observed in figure 6.37 below:  
 
 
Fig. 6.37    Op. 24 no. 2,  m.41 
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Conte Romanesque, Opus 24, No. 3 
 
 Conte Romanesque, op. 24, no. 3 was dedicated to the prominent Portuguese 
pianist Arthur Napoleão (1843–1925)6, with whom Miguéz had established a music shop 
between 1878 and 1882. The piece has more robust writing compared to the previous 
Chanson d’une jeune fille, and it is one of the few pieces requiring bravura technique, 
like the previous Allegro Appassionato and Scherzetto. It is also the only piece in the set 
of Scènes Intimes to require a wide range of registers and dynamics. Conte Romanesque 
is divided into two distinct sections: the first, section A, slow and lyrical, in D♭ major, 
repeated later on as section A’; the second, section B, fast, agitato, dramatic, in C♯	  
minor, requiring bravura technique, repeated later on as section B’.  Below is the table 
with basic information about the piece:  
 
Measures Meter Tempo Key Form  
101 4/4 Andante  D♭ major A-B-A’-B’ Codetta  
 
Table 6.13    Conte Romanesque op. 24, no. 3 
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And below is the table with information about each section:  
Section A Andante  
B 
Agitato  
A’ 
Tempo I  
B’ 
Agitato  
Codetta  
A” + B”  
Tempo I – Presto 
Measures 1–20 21–44, 45 (bridge) 46–64 
 
65–88 
 
89 (bridge) 
90–101 
 
Key D♭ major  C♯	  minor D♭ major C♯	  minor D♭ major 
Character  
Lyrical 
+ 
Languid   
Dramatic 
+ 
Energetic  
Lyrical 
+ 
Languid    
Dramatic 
+ 
Energetic 
Lyrical  
+  
Energetic  
 
Table 6.14    Conte Romanesque op. 24, no. 3, details of each section 
 
 The first section A of Conte romanesque (mm. 1–20), is set within harp-like 
arpeggios in a slow harmonic rhythm, delineating diatonic chords surrounding tonic D♭ 
major. Melody grows out of the initial syncopated notes of A♭4 at mm. 1 and 2.  
 
Fig. 6.38    Op. 24, no. 3, beginning, mm. 1–2 
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It gradually constitutes further melodic fragments, but by the end of the first half 
of this section (mm. 1–8),  now on F minor, the music still does not yet express a full-
flegded melody, only brief utterances submerged into the rippling effects of the 
arpeggios. Such fragments are further weakened by their rhythmic placement within the 
measures, always syncopated, sigh-like, and hesitant. The very transition to the second 
half in this section is presented within a bare texture, a single voice, detached from what 
goes before and after, also depicted within a syncopated pattern and still without strong 
melodic inclination.  
 
Fig. 6.39    Op. 24, no.3, extended melodic fragment (top line), mm. 4–5 
 
 
Fig. 6.40    Op. 24, no.3, recurring rhtyhmic pattern utilized as transition, m. 8 
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In the second half (mm. 9–20), starting in E♭ minor, the fragmented material is 
extended and acquires longer trajectories, carried through the measures by eighth notes. 
The first such extended melody is in A♭ major, in octaves, with the first mezzo-forte in 
the piece, soon silenced by a fermata (mm. 12–13); the second, in E♭ minor, descends 
from a higher register, now forte, enriched by syncopated chords in the accompaniment, 
instead of arpeggios (mm. 15–16); the third and last, in G♭ major, reaches the climax of 
section A, in fortissimo, presenting a heightened descending declamatory line (mm.17–
18). These last two descending gestures provide a dramatic contrast to the initial material 
of the piece, which was always attempting to ascend in small increments. It is interesting 
to note that despite their dramatic appeal, such melodic declamations are brief, and the 
last one is quickly subdued by diminuendo, poco ritenuto, and a fermata on the last chord. 
In a way, such utterances retain the fragmented quality that pervades section A.   
 
Fig. 6.41    Op. 24, no. 3, extension/ expansion of melodic fragment, mm. 17–18  
 
Section A ends in the exact manner it begun (mm. 19–20). The repeated 
syncopated A♭4 in the right hand serves as a common tone for the new incoming key of  
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C♯ minor (A♭=G♯). The chord formed on the last beat of section A, the distinctive A♭ 
dominant 4/2 first heard in the first measure, now serves as a pivot chord to the incoming 
key. 
Whereas the previous section was governed by fluid arpeggios and ephemeral 
melodic lines, section B (mm. 21–44) is rigid, restricted by vertical chordal 
accompaniment, and a clear melodic line. With a faster pace and unquiet mood, agitato, 
the element of syncopation from section A pervades the entirety of section B.    
 
Fig. 6.42    Op. 24 no. 3, pivot chord (A♭7 = G♯7), beginning of section B, mm. 20–22 
  
 One of the contrasts between section A and B, apart from the parallel keys, is that 
the former had flimsy melodic utterances, while in the present section Miguéz requires la 
melodia molto tenuta (m. 21). After the initial two phrases, a series of diatonic and 
chromatic common tone progressions move by thirds from C♯ minor to E major, E 
minor, C major, and A♭ major, leading to a G♯ dominant seventh and tonic C♯ minor 
(m. 33).  
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Fig. 6.43    Op. 24, no. 3, further common tone modulations, mm. 29–30 
 
The G♯ reinitiates the main theme of section B, but fortified by octaves, in 
fortissimo dynamic, utilizing extensive range of keyboard register and wide skips for both 
hands, a passage that requires bravura technique. Further sixteenth-note figurations are 
added to the melodic line to enhance texture and dynamics (mm. 41–44). Section B ends 
with great impact and energy, with a final tonic chord on the third beat of the measure. 
Such an ending on a relatively weak beat, together with the overall syncopated nature of 
the melodic line and its demanding chordal technique, remits us to the piano writing of 
Brahms in some of his Klavierstücke.  
 
Fig. 6.44    Op. 24, no. 3, energetic ending of section B, mm. 43–44 
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 Another short bridge between sections utilizes the pivot chord  A♭7 and sections 
A and B follow.  
 
Fig. 6.45    Op. 24, no. 3, pivot chord as transition again, m. 45 
 
Both section A’ and B’ retain the exact harmonic and melodic procedures of the 
their first instances, but while section A’ has but slight variations of ornaments and use of 
registration, section B’ offers greater contrast to its counterpart. Section B’ (mm. 65–88) 
requires an alternated play of short sixteenth-note figurations in each hand, delineating 
the melodic pattern of the earlier section B. The minimal figurations between hands is in 
synchrony with the idea of fragment presented at the beginning of the piece. Whereas the 
former had a rather pesante quality, the present section B’ is set with a leggiero character. 
The entire passage demands a light but precise touch as well as coordination between 
hands as they cross over and under each other. Further in the development of section B’ 
dynamics and texture increase, requiring muscular endurance for the fast chordal 
passages. The ending of section B’is again in pesante mode (m. 88).    
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Fig. 6.46    Op. 24, no. 3, variation of section B, mm. 65–66 
 
 The codetta of Conte romanesque (mm. 89–101) utilizes for one last time the 
common tone connector A♭4 at m.89 and combines fragments of section A, the opening 
two measures, and section B’(now in D♭ major), the fast sixteenth-note figurations to 
create a vivid and enthusiastic ending.  
 
Fig. 6.47    Op. 24, no. 3, codetta, mm. 92–93 
 
Bavardage, Opus 24, No. 4 
 
 Dedicated to Frederico do Nascimento7, a professor of cello and harmony  at 
Instituto Nacional de Música during Miguéz’s tenure as a director, Bavardage, French 
word for chit-chat or gossip, features a constant eighth-note spinning in the right hand 
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with quarter-note accompaniment in the left hand. The piece evolves from within this 
lively and energetic texture, in which both hands have no rest until the end. Below is a 
table with basic information about the piece:  
 
Measures Meter Tempo Key Form 
141 3/4 Con moto A♭ major ABA’B’A” 
 
Table 6.15    Bavardage op. 24, no. 4 
  
The table below contains information about each section:  
Section A Con moto  
B 
Più moto  
A’ 
Tempo I 
B’ 
Più moto  
A”  
Tempo I 
Measures 1–32 33–70 70–86 
 
87–124 
 
124–141 
Key A♭ major 
Character  Playful and lyrical  
 
Table 6.16    Bavardage op. 24, no. 4, details of each section 
 
 Bavardage has a continuous rhythmic profile. The right hand’s  eighth notes are  
superimposed over  quarter and dotted quarter notes, exposing the melodic line.  
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Fig. 6.48     Op. 24, no. 4, beginning, mm. 1–2 
 Such rhythmic dislocation turns the 3/4 meter into 6/8, although the left hand 
remains firm in 3/4. The rhythmic interplay between hands generates the underlying 
energy of the piece, creating its lively quality. Both harmonic and melodic structure of 
the piece are based on repetition, a somewhat romantic version of a baroque toccata. 
Section A presents two regular 8-bar phrases with the same harmonic and melodic 
progressions. Tonic A♭ major is suggested by chords in first inversion throughout the 
process, but a cadence to root position is not reached until the end of the section, at m. 32.  
The texture includes four parts, two of which are controlled by the right hand, 
which must perform not only the role of melody but also of its own accompaniment, as in 
an étude. At times the performer must judge what notes to emphasize in the right hand, 
given that some of the supposedly accompaniment figures may as well sound as melodic 
inflections despite the careful notation. For instance, the beginning two measures of the 
piece, shown in figure 6.48 above, may be played as follows: 
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Fig. 6.49    Op. 24, no. 4, option of right hand voicing of melody  
Or as follows:  
 
Fig. 6.50    Op. 24, no. 4, another option of right hand voicing of melody  
 
 And:  
 
Fig. 6.51    Op. 24, no. 4, further option of right hand voicing of melody  
  
The ambiguity of the melodic line proposed by the right hand may be akin to the 
“talkative” idea suggested by the title of the piece, in which simulatenous conversations 
may take place. The performance tempo is flexible, although con moto, due to constant 
indications to pull back (slentando, poco ritenuto, rinforzando) and to push forward 
(poco stretto), providing several different nuances and inflections to the melodic line. 
Consequently, the line produced in the right hand becomes not necessarily a songful 
melody of steady character, but rather a “spoken”, more whimsical melody.  
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 Harmony in section A is restricted to chords closely related to the tonic. Once 
reaching the highest note of the section (m. 13), the bass line initiates a chromatic descent 
that results in more interesting augmented sixth and half-dinished seventh chords, all of 
which adding expressivity to the descending melodic line above.   
 Section B embraces the concept of repetition as a means to build excitement, 
presenting a recurring motivic line in the right hand that remains rhythmically unchanged 
almost throughout, as shown below:  
 
Fig. 6.52    Op. 24, no. 4, change of rhythmic pattern, mm. 33–36 
 In the only passage not containing the motive (mm. 41–48), an alternating A♭ 
and G neighbor pair in the bass together with frenzied arpeggiated figures in the right 
hand build up enthusiasm towards a forte reinstatement of the motive (m. 49).  
 
 
Fig 6.53    Op. 24, no. 4, furhter change in rhythmic pattern, mm. 41–42 
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An unexpected turn into G♭ major (mm. 57–60) decelerates the excitement of the 
top line, initiating a gradual descent incorporating harmonically unstable chromatic 
chords in mm. 61–62. This passage (mm. 57–70) invokes the most remote-sounding 
chords of the piece,somewhat dissipating the built-up energy.  
 
 
Fig. 6.54    Op. 24, no. 4, remote chords, mm. 59–62 
 
While section A’ (mm. 70–86) has slight variations in the melodic line, section B’ 
is an exact replicae of its former counterpart.  The piece ends without a coda, with 
simplicity, just at the end of section A”. 
 
Fig. 6.55    Op. 24, no. 4, ending, mm. 140–141 
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ENDNOTES 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 As previously discussed in chapter 3, the concept of grouping short pieces into a 
2 Cf. chapter 2, endnote 53. There is very little information regarding Mrs. 
Gemma Luziani Nervi. She was a prominent pianist student of Alfredo Bevilacqua at the 
Instituto Nacional de Música, where she eventually became a piano teacher. The 
newspaper Gazeta de Petropólis on December 2nd, 1896 published a brief advertisement 
of private piano lessons by a piano teacher named Francisca P. Barroso. In the short note 
Mrs. Barroso stated that she had been a former private piano student of Mrs. Nervi at the 
Instituto Nacional de Música. Gazeta de Petropólis, Wednesday December 2nd 1896, no. 
97, year 5. Web. Aug. 11 2014. 
http://memoria.bn.br/docreader/DocReader.aspx?bib=304808&pagfis=1983&pesq=&esrc
=s 
3 Cf. chapter 1, endnote 26. 
 
4 Cf. chapter 2, endnote 19. 
	  
5	  No information could be obtained about Mathilde da Costa Ferreira. 
	  
6	  Cf. chapter 2, endnote 14. 
	  
7	  Cf. chapter 2, endnote 53. 	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CHAPTER 7 
 
Two short works and three albums for the young  
 
 
 
Faceira (Coquette) – Impromptu Valse Opus 28 
 
 
 
 Faceira Opus 28 (c. 1896–7) was dedicated to Esther da Costa Ferreira, a teaching 
assistant and accompanist at the Instituto Nacional de Música1. The piece has a lively 
tempo and unexpected use of key areas, at times utilizing chromatic harmonies, creating 
an overall sense of “free” improvisation. The basic information about the piece can be 
observed in the table below:  
 
Measures Meter Tempo Key Rondo form 
187 3/4 
 
Grazioso 
 
F major A-B-C-A’-coda 
 
Table 7.1    Faceira op. 28  
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The table below offers information about each section of the piece:  
 
Section A B C B’ A’ 
 
 
Coda  
Measures 1–34 35–56 57–98 99–123 124–169 
 
 
169–187 
Key F major 
B♭ 
major/ 
minor  
G♭ 
major 
B♭ 
major/ 
minor 
F major 
 
 
F major  
Character  
Gracious 
+ 
Charming 
 
In the manner of Mazurka 
 
Gracious 
+ 
Charming  
 
Energetic 
(animato)  
+ 
Gracious   
 
Table 7.2    Faceira op. 28, details of each section 
 
  
Overall, although subtitled as Valse, Faceira is rather inclined to a less formal 
approach to the style, something more akin to Schumann’s Coquette from his Carnaval 
Opus 9. Rare are the cases in which the left hand has waltz-like accompaniment with 
unambiguous stress on the first beat only, for it is primarily unpredictable.  
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Fig. 7.1    Faceira op. 28, beginning, mm. 1–4 
The first part, section A, unfolds avoiding any strong arrival to tonic F major, 
instead prolonging the dominant seventh chord through various predominant harmonies 
between mm. 1–8.  During mm. 9 through 17, a chromatic sequence by rising minor third 
reaches A♭ major, after which a chromatic bass descent reaches D♭, supporting an It+6 
that leads back to V, all conveying the sense of an active melodic line strolling somewhat 
aimlessly through the shifting harmonies, exploring the keyboard with relative freedom 
of contour. Indications of slentando and stretto, along with frequent dynamic swells, 
further contribute to an impression of free ebb and flow.  
 
Fig. 7.2    Op. 28, chromaticism, mm. 9–12 
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Fig. 7.3    Op. 28, arriving at a half cadence, mm. 13–14 
 
 
While the first half of section A ends on a half cadence, Miguéz adjusts the 
chromatic portion of the second half (mm. 18–34) so that it finally ends on the tonic, 
similarly through the direct resolution of an It+6 chord.  
Section B (mm. 35–56) initiates a more Mazurka-like character, with emphasis on 
the first beat in the left hand and prominent second-beat stresses in the right. The 
accompaniment is steadier and more organized, while the mood is a mixture of 
melancholy with playfulness. Harmony remains unstable, centered now on the dominant 
seventh of B♭ major rather than the F major of section A,  and including two 
appearances of another rising chromatic sequence by minor third that arpeggiates the 
upper three notes of the dominant seventh - A, C, and E♭.  
 
 
Fig. 7.4    Op. 28, section B, Mazurka-like character, mm. 35–38 
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The improvisatory manner and the influence of Schumann’s Coquette can be 
readily observed in the use of scherzo-like dotted rhythms as well as the rapid changes of 
mood, key, and harmony in this section. All of section B ought to be played with a 
capriccioso sense. For instance, following the first rising sequence at mm. 39–41, there is 
an arrival at E♭ minor arpeggiated figures (m. 42), a culminating gesture that could not 
have been foreseen based on the previous texture. Such an element of surprise invites the 
performer to approach the music with rhythmic freedom. There is also an unexpected 
conclusion in B♭ minor, instead of B♭ major (m. 56). 
 
Fig. 7.5    Op. 28, rising unison sequence, mm. 39–41 
 
 
Fig. 7.6    Op. 28, improvisatory manner, mm. 42–43 
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Fig. 7.7    Op. 28, capricious passage, rhythmic inflection, mm. 47–52 
  
 Section C introduces a more waltz-like rhythmic profile, with a recurring 
emphasis on the first and third beats.  
 
Fig. 7.8    Op. 28, beginning of section C, Waltz-like, mm. 57–59 
  
  As observed in the figure 7.8 above, the use of steady quarter notes in the 
melodic line produces also a more grounded dance setting. Section C is rather stable 
harmonically, with a strong center on G♭ major. The initial theme is repeated with 
variations while keeping harmony constant, as the left hand carries the tune accompanied 
by flowing passagework, mostly in the right hand, that enhances the section’s waltz-like 
quality. It is yet another improvisation-like moment. 
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Fig. 7.9    Op. 28, variation of the waltz-like tune mm. 78–79 
 
 The fast pace promoted by the triplets reaches forte peaks, requiring proficient 
technique to create bright colors in the upper register within the prevailing character. 
Section B’ then returns with quiet tenderness and melancholy (m. 99), a rather lethargic 
mood, later reinforced by octaves in the right hand (m. 109) in a moment of noble 
expression, with rhythm akin to Schumann’s Valse Noble (Carnaval). The ending of 
section B’ introduces wandering eighth notes that create a transition into the F major of 
section A’.  
 Presented in the same manner as its counterpart, section A’ towards an exciting 
ending, with rapid eighth-note figurations reminiscent of the ending of Chopin’s Grande 
Valse Brillante, op. 18 (mm. 158–180).  
 
Fig. 7.10    Op. 28, virtuoso passage reminiscent of Chopin’s Waltz op. 18, mm. 165–170 
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Fig. 7.11    Op. 28, virtuoso and graceful passage, mm. 177–180 
  
The coda ends quietly and graciously, with delicate tonic chords.  
 
Fig. 7.12    Op. 28, final statement, mm. 181–187 
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Serenata Opus 33 
Serenata, op. 33 (c. 1899) was dedicated to the prominent pianist Elvira Bello 
Lobo2, a piano professor at the Instituto Nacional de Musica during Miguéz’s tenure as 
director. Ms. Lobo had previously premiered some of Miguéz’s piano pieces in 1897, and 
it is likely that his music was frequently performed by her.   
The piece has a quick pace and a waltz-like character. Emphasis on the first beat, 
produced by two eighth notes followed by quarter or dotted quarter notes, is the principal 
melodic motive. The mood remains overall optimistic and animated.   
The table below indicates basic information about the piece:  
 
Measures Meter Tempo Key 
Rounded binary 
Form  
94 3/4 
Allegretto 
grazioso 
♩ = 120 
D major A-B-A’ 
 
Table 7.3    Serenata op. 33 
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The following table provides information about each section of the piece:   
 
Section 
A  
(internal rounded 
binary)  
B A’ 
Measures 
A1: 1–16 
A2: 17–32 
A1’: 33–40  
41–68 69–94 
Key 
 
D major (A1) 
+ 
A major (A2) 
 
G major D major 
Texture Melody and accompaniment  
Character  Dance-like + Gracious + Vigorous  
 
Table 7.4    Serenata op. 33, details of each section 
 
The resolute and graceful manner of the opening 4-bar phrase, whose melody 
descends gradually through over an octave, is answered by the consequent phrase of 
contrasting quality (mm. 5–8), rendered rather tender and lyrical by the substitution of an 
expressive legato line in the first measure where there had previously been a series of 
lively repeated notes, albeit still graceful, with the contrasting character further 
highlighted by a poco slentando indication (m. 7). While the opening 8 measures close on 
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a half cadence (m. 8), the following 8 measures conclude the entire thought on tonic (m. 
16), forming an antecedent-consequent pair.  
 
Fig. 7.13    Op. 33, beginning, mm. 1–4 
 
Fig. 7.14    Op. 33, subsequent contrasting phrase, mm. 12–16 
  
Secondary material follows, labeled A2 (see table 7.4), that further contrasts with 
the opening, taking place in A major, the key of the dominant. The music becomes more 
songful, with the homophonic accompaniment assuming a more varied and contrapuntal 
texture, and the melody describing longer lines, while still utilizing the two eighth-note 
dance motive on both upbeats and downbeats and preserving the descending-scale outline 
for individual gestures. 
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Fig. 7.15    Op. 33, second key area, part-writing, mm. 17–20    
Harmonically, while A1 had simple harmonic progressions, A2 is slightly more 
inclined to unexpected use of harmony for expressive purposes, such as the minor 
subdominant in m. 22.  
 
 
Fig. 7.16    Op. 33, part-writing and unexpected harmonic turns, mm. 21–24  
 
A half cadence at m. 32 brings back a shortened A1, 8 measures long, in a forte 
and risoluto manner. This completes the presentation of an internal rounded binary form 
that mirrors the form of the piece as a whole.  
Section B, in the subdominant key of G major, is set in a mostly homophonic 
melody-and-accompaniment texture and continues to utilize the two eighth-note dance 
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motive, a unifying element within the different sections of the piece. This time, however, 
there is a frequent emphasis on both the first and third beats of the measure, as can be 
observed in figure 7.17 below: 
 
Fig. 7.17    Op. 33, recurrence of two eighth-note dance rhythm, mm. 43–44 
 
 Like the previous portion A2, section B offers a slightly broader harmonic range, 
therefore producing more expressivity in comparison with the opening phrases of 
Serenata. This section also approaches the highest note of the piece, a B5, in moments of 
melodic climax. Observe for instance, the following progression:  
 
Fig. 7.18    Op. 33, broader harmonic range, mm. 47–51 
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Section B does not conclude on a perfect cadence in G major. Rather, it prepares 
for the return of section A, with suggestive rhythmic elements similar to the opening 
measures of the piece. 
The last few measures of Serenata further develop the two eighth-note motive into 
an extended version produced by hemiolas between mm. 89 and 91. The upbeat to the 
last bar introduces a final cadence that ends the piece with the dance motive in a rapid 
and humorous fashion. 
 
Fig. 7.19    Op. 33, coda, mm. 89–93  
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Bluettes (Album de Jeunesse) Opp. 31 and 32  
Before the turn of the 19th century Miguéz had become interested in writing 
pieces devoted to young performers. Bluettes opp. 31 and 32 are collections of ten pieces 
in each set, with direct influences from Schumann’s Album for the Young op. 68, and 
they were possibly meant for students at the Instituto Nacional de Musica. The titles of 
each piece are in Portuguese, not often a common trait in Miguéz’s piano music, and 
several of such titles are clear references to those utilized by Schumann in his op. 68. For 
instance, Pequena Marcha Militar op. 31, no. 2 (Little Military March), Lamentação da 
Orphãsinha op. 31, no. 4, (Lamentations of the Little Orphan), Côro op. 31, no. 5 
(Choral), Canção do Caçador op. 32, no. 2 (Hunter’s Song), Estudo op. 32, no. 7 (Étude), 
Canção do Marujo op. 32, no. 9 (Sailor’s Song). The complete listing is as follows:  
Bluettes op. 31 
1 – Ingenua – Melodia (Naïve-Melody) 
2 – Pequena Marcha Militar (Little Military March) 
3 – Saltitante (Bouncy) 
4 – Lamentação da Orphãsinha (Lamentation of the Little Orphan) 
5 – Côro (Choral) 
6 – Passeio (Promenade) 
7 – Teteia – Valsa (Teteia-Waltz) 
8 – Carinho (Tenderness) 
9 – Bôa Acolhida (Good Welcome)  
10 – Marcha Grave (Grave March) 
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Bluettes op. 32 
1– A Ronda Infantil (Children’s Dance) 
2 – Canção do Caçador (Hunter’s Song) 
3 – Canção Arabe (Arabian Song) 
4 – Legenda (Legend) 
5 – Queixume (Grievance) 
6 – Dansa (Dance) 
7 – Estudo (Étude) 
8 – Descanço (Rest) 
9 – Canção do Marujo (Sailor’s Song) 
10 – Preludio (Prelude) 
 
Both sets were published posthumously by Casa Bevilacqua. Casa Napoleão 
published only the op. 31, for unknown reasons. Bluettes op. 31 is slightly easier than op. 
32, and both sets present a varied range of challenges pertaining technique and expression 
that are appropriate for a young child or a teenage performer.  
The op. 31 contains pieces that are as simple as the first one, Ingenua-Melodia 
(Naïve-Melody), a two-part melody with accompaniment as shown in the figure below:  
 
 
Fig. 7.20    Ingenua, op. 31, no. 1, mm. 1–4 
  
Some other pieces offer examples of agile rhythmic activity, such as Pequena 
Marcha Militar no. 2 and Saltitante no. 3 (Bouncy), as shown below:  
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Fig. 7.21    Saltitante, op. 31, no. 3, mm. 1–6 
 
 Pieces of serious character are a great tool in teaching expression of somberness, 
sadness and grief, for instance Marcha Grave no. 10 (Grave March) and Lamentação da 
Orphãsinha no. 4, a similar counterpart to Schumann’s Armes Waisenkind op. 68 no.6, 
not only in conception of imagery and mood, but also in choice of key, A minor.   
Fig. 7.22    Orphãsinha, op. 31, no. 4, mm. 1–5  
 
 
Fig. 7.23    Marcha Grave, op. 31, no. 10, mm. 1–5 
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 Slightly more advanced expression that requires rather mature musicality and 
rhythmic nuances can be found in pieces such as Teteia-Valsa no. 7 (Teteia-Waltz), 
which Miguéz transcribed for orchestra as op. 38 no. 4 (manuscript only).   
  Fig. 7.24    Teteia, op. 31, no.7, mm. 1–6 
 
 Bluettes op. 32 presents slightly longer pieces and, as stated above, slightly more 
difficult in terms of technical and expressive approach. The second piece, for instance, 
Canção do Caçador no. 2 requires a proficient control of balance of chords and voicing in 
order to support the top line melody accordingly, as shown below:  
 
Fig. 7.25    Canção do Caçador, op. 31, no. 2, mm. 1–5 
 
 The fourth piece, Legenda (Legend), is not a difficulty work but requires sensitive 
musicality and rhythmic subtlety akin to Teteia op. 31 no. 7. Its homophonic layout in 
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beginning is later utilized in a slower middle section. Again, proper voicing of chords as 
well as continuity of legato when playing chordal passages are extremely important.  
 
Fig. 7.26    Legenda, op. 32, no. 4, mm. 1–4 
 
 
 
Fig. 7.27    Legenda, op. 32, no. 4, middle section, mm. 25–29 
 
 Further examples of technical prowess is found in the Estudo no. 7, a similar 
counterpart to Schumann’s Kleine Studie op. 68 no. 14 in terms of design, an uniform 
rhythmic patter alternated between the two hands in constant and uninterrupted flow, as 
shown in the example below:  
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Fig. 7.28    Estudo, op. 32, no.7, mm. 1–2 
 
Another such piece with an Etude-like characteristic is the final piece, Preludio 
no. 10, which has a consistent pattern of sixteenth note arpeggios in the right hand 
accompanied by chords in the left hand. It is not a difficult piece but it does sound 
impressive and engaging for the young performer.  
 
Fig. 7.29    Preludio, op. 32, no. 10, mm. 1–4 
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Doze Peças Características  
(Twelve Characteristic Pieces) 
 
Doze Peças Características (Twelve Characteristic Pieces) is the only set without 
an opus number. As pointed out in chapter 3, after Miguéz’s death  his wife Dona Alice 
Dantas Miguéz donated his manuscripts to the Instituto Nacional de Musica, and 
composer Delgado de Carvalho3 started to organize them, eventually leading to the 
publication of unknown works. No historical background information could be found 
pertaining the Doze Peças Características, except that they were the first piano piece by 
Miguéz to be posthumously published in 1906, thanks to the work of Mr. Carvalho and 
also of Casa Bevilacqua. As opposed to Souvenirs op. 20, Scènes Intimes op. 24, and a 
later set entitled Morceaux Lyrique op. 34, which were occasionally published separately, 
the Doze Peças Características were published and sold as a complete set. All titles are in 
Portuguese, except no. 8, which has no title:  
1– Carrilhão (Chimes) 
2 – Historieta (Little Story) 
3 – Travessura (Mischievous) 
4 – A Avosinha (The Little Grandmother) 
5 – Manhas e Reproches (Complaints and Reproaches) 
6 – Devaneio (Reverie) 
7 – Pierrot  
8 – ** 
9 – Pezar (Sorrow) 
10 – Cumprimentos (Compliments) 
11 – À Tardinha (Evening) 
12 – Folguedo (Festivity) 
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Like Bluettes opp. 31 and 32, the set is not technically challenging, very much 
appropriate for young performers. Brazilian pianist Arnaldo Cohen recorded numbers 3 
and 8 in 2000 together with several other works by Brazilian composers. Cohen’s 
recording of these two pieces was perhaps the first in history, but the complete set is yet 
to be recorded.4  
Simplicity and economy are the governing elements in the set. The pieces are 
generally in two-part texture, such as the first one, Carrilhão, and rhythmically active 
such as number three, Travessura:   
 
 
Fig. 7.30    Carrilhão, mm. 1–4 
 
 
Fig. 7.31    Travessura, mm. 1–8 
 
 Expressive pieces are also present and require delicate and sensitive approach, 
such as Manhas e Reproches. Tender, serene, and lyrical characters can be found in 
pieces such as number 8, of extremely simple conception, as well as heightened 
expression of sorrow observed in Pezar no. 9:  
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Fig. 7.32    Manhas e Reproches, mm. 1–6 
 
 
Fig. 7.33    Number 8, without title, mm. 1–5  
 
 
 
Fig. 7.34    Pezar, mm. 1–5 
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ENDNOTES  
 
	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Cf. chapter 2, endnote 53.  
 
2	  Cf. chapter 2, endnote 53. 
	  
3	  Cf. chapter 3, endnote 27.	  	  
	  
4	  Cf. chapter 3, p. 116.	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CHAPTER 8 
The last collection of short pieces 
 
Morceaux Lyriques op. 34 
 
Morceaux Lyriques op. 341 (1899) is a collection of five musical miniatures that 
stand on their own, without musical relationship with each other, allowing for the pianist 
to perform them separately or together. Schumann’s and Mendelssohn’s short piano 
pieces would seem to be a direct influence on this set. The titles and order of pieces are as 
follows:  
I. L’Improvisateur - Étude Poétique 
II. Saudades - Tendre Regret: Chanson sans Paroles 
III. Pologne - Mazurka 
IV. La Mendiante - Romance sans Paroles 
V. Plaisanterie – Humoresque 
 
The first and last pieces, L’Improvisateur (The Improviser) and Plaisanterie 
(Gaiety), are fast and playful, with slower middle sections of lyrical quality. The second 
and fourth pieces, Saudades (Longing) and La Mendiante (The Beggar), are slow, 
pensive, and melancholic in nature. The middle piece, Pologne, is the only piece inspired 
by dance rhythms derived from polonaise and mazurka genres.  
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L’Improvisateur2 - Étude Poétique Opus 34, No. 1 
The opening section of L’improvisateur is a fast, constant swirling of sixteenth 
notes outlining arpeggios in the right hand, accompanied by left-hand quarter notes that 
provide a steady pulse and complete the harmony implied by the upper line. The opening 
texture derives from a typical keyboard harmony sequence and develops from there. 
The whole context operates as a moto perpetuo within a tessitura between G5 and 
E♭3. Tempo is relatively quick. The dynamic range is limited, while the harmonic layout 
is simple and can be divided into two main portions, representing the main divisions of 
the first section: one is from the beginning through m. 19; the second is from mm. 19 
through 38. The two portions are elided and similar in harmonic content.   
The following table, figure 8.1, provides basic information about the piece:  
 
Measures Meter Tempo Key Form  
113 2/4 
 
Allegro assai   
♩ = 132 
 
E♭ major A-B-A’-codetta 
 
Table 8.1    L’Improvisateur op. 34, no. 1 
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The following table, figure 8.2, provides basic information about each section:  
Section 
A 
Allegro assai 
♩ = 132 
B 
più lento 
♩ = 80 
Bridge, 
returning to 
tempo I 
A’ 
tempo I: 
Allegro assai  
Coda 
 
più lento 
Measures  1–38  39–70 70–72 72–106 107–113 
Key  E♭ major  A♭ major Modulation E♭ major  E♭ major  
Character  
 
Cheerful 
Étude-like 
 
Lyrical  Transition 
 
Cheerful 
Étude-like 
 
Lyrical 
 
Table 8.2    L’Improvisateur op. 34, no. 1, details of each section 
 
The piece starts with a full descending circle of fifths, from E♭ to E♭, arranged 
as a tonicizing sequence and, beginning through m. 4, comprising all the chords to be 
encountered during the course of section A. The subsequent progressions, also sequences, 
oscillate around the tonic and supertonic. The longest chord duration, a dominant 7th held 
between mm.17 through 19, is the turning point that delays the conclusion of the first 
portion. 
The second portion reinitiates the circle of fifths (mm. 19–23) followed again by 
simple sequences that now oscillate only around the tonic. The dominant 7th chord held 
between mm. 33–34 again delays the arrival on tonic but also gathers excitement for a 
conclusion. The melody in section A is delineated in the right hand, expressed in 
fragmented contours surfacing on the upper portion of the sixteenth-note figurations. For 
instance, the opening measures have the following design:  
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Fig. 8.1    Op. 34, no. 1, beginning, mm. 1–4 
 
If we extract just the melodic notes, we have the following sequential contour:  
 
          
Fig. 8.2    Op. 34, no. 1, melodic contour 
 
Both portions of section A have the same melodic structure, except that the 
second instance has a slight variation, moving the dissonant passing tone to the 
downbeat: 
 
 
Fig. 8.3    Op. 34, no. 1, variation of the main tune, mm. 20–23 
 
One aspect of construction evident in figures 8.1 and 8.3 is that the melody’s 
stepwise motion is reflected in the left hand, which moves at a slower pace with quarter 
notes. Moreover, the syncopation created by the rhythmic subtlety of the top line does not 
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yet incorporate strong Brazilian rhythmic patterns, but its usage would later become one 
of the distinguishing features of Brazilian dance rhythms utilized in classical and popular 
music in the 20th century. Observe, for instance, a slightly modified use of such 
syncopation in the famous tune Tico-Tico no Fubá, by Brazilian composer Zequinha de 
Abreu (1880–1935)3, written in 1917:  
 
Fig. 8.4    Tico-Tico no Fubá 
 
The melodic nuances are the charm and delight of section A, colored by the 
constant filigree of the sixteenth notes. The simple harmonic layout, as previously 
discussed, provides a background devoid of instability. It creates a naïve atmosphere 
much suitable to the spirit of improvisation in the piece. The agility required to play this 
section is what perhaps Miguéz had in mind when inscribing the genre étude in the 
subtitle. Finally, section A follows an irregular phrasing pattern which, given its fast 
speed, can be divided into a large 19+19 bar-phrase, with irregular subcomponents of 
4+7+8 and 4+4+11.    
 
Section B, più lento, is the poétique half of the piece, set in subdominant A♭ 
major, starting at m.39. As opposed to the first section, it follows a steady 4+4 bar-phrase 
structure. Once we hear the start of the section, the preceding four measures in E♭ major 
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could perhaps be considered as a pivot area, a tonic turned into dominant of the new key 
A♭ major, since no formal modulation introduces the new key. Here we have a clear 
melodic line of lyrical and melancholic qualities, Miguéz’s indication of cantabile 
emphasizing such attributes. Chopin’s and Schumann’s treatment of melodies in their 
short piano pieces is an evident influence. The texture remains as melody with 
accompaniment, while harmony, in contrast to section A, is more sensitive and elaborate.  
 
Fig. 8.5    Op. 34 no.1, section B, mm. 39–42 
 
The melodic shape is constructed by stepwise scalar motion, from mm. 39–42, a 
contour similar to section A. The bass line follows suit and delineates a similar stepwise 
shape between mm. 43–46, as can be observed below: 
 
Fig. 8.6    Op. 34, no. 1, bass line melodic contour, mm. 43–46  
  
Another particularity, while appearing ordinary, shows Miguéz’s sensitivity for 
musical structure. The first phrase in section B (mm. 39–42) descends to E♭4, while the 
second phrase (mm. 43–46) uses the same set of notes except that the last two are 
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transferred to a higher octave, F5 and E♭5. While the ending of the first phrase offers 
repose (m. 42), the second phrase implies continuity, with a bass line moving away from 
root position (m. 46). Moreover, the interval relationship in the second phrase, a major 
6th, requires more intensity than the first phrase. Such design is replicated in the 
subsequent phrases, in the new key of C minor (mm. 47–54), a minor third above and 
with additional increase in dynamic to mezzo forte (m. 47). After the descent of the first 
phrase in C minor (m. 50), the following phrase is all the more expansive by increasing 
the distance from major 6th to a minor 7th when reaching for the high B♭5 at m. 53, the 
highest melodic pitch of the piece. The moment is enriched by doubling the high notes 
with an octave underneath, as can be observed below: 
 
 
Fig. 8.7    Op. 34 no.1, peak of melodic note, mm. 51–53 
 
In the return of the first phrase in A♭ major (mm. 63–66) the melody retains 
reminiscences of the chordal quality developed during the previous C minor section. 
From mm. 70 through 72 there is a short bridge mixing triplets and sixteenth note 
rhythms upon returning to tempo I, eliding section B with section A’.  
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Fig. 8.8    Op. 34, no. 1, elision of section B and A’, mm. 70–72 
 
Section A’ has the structure of the former section A, but is invigorated by louder 
dynamics and octaves stating the final cycle of fifths with great energy and vigor (mm. 
91–95). The codetta moderates the excitement by bringing back the melody from section 
B, now in a rather serene manner (mm. 107–113, più lento). Concluding with the middle 
section, or rather with reminiscences of it, is a familiar technique, used for example by 
Beethoven in his 7th Symphony op. 92, 3rd movement, Scherzo-Presto, as well as Chopin 
in his Fantasie-Impromptu op. posth. 66. In the case of Miguéz, it is a gentle way to close 
this little musical jewel.  
 
 
Fig. 8.9    Op. 34, no. 1, coda, theme from section B, mm. 107–113 
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Saudade - Tendre Regret: Chanson sans paroles Opus 34, No. 2 
 
The second piece of the set has a Portuguese title, Saudade, which is very difficult 
to translate into English, as no foreign word can perfectly communicate its meaning. It is 
the feeling of an individual’s longing for a place, a person, or anything familiar which is 
absent for the individual at the moment. Longing and nostalgia are the closest words in 
English, although neither is exactly accurate.4 Below is a table with basic information 
about the work: 
 
 
Measures Meter Tempo Key Form  
76 4/4 
Andante malinconio 
♩ = 69 A minor  
A-B-A’-B’-
codetta 
 
Table 8.3    Saudade op. 34, no. 2 
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The following table presents basic information about each section of the work: 
Section 
A 
Andante 
malinconio5  
♩ = 69  
4/4 
B 
Allegretto  
♩ = 104 
 
2/4 
A’ 
 
Tempo I  
 
 
4/4 
B’ 
 
Allegretto 
 
 
2/4 
Codetta 
 
Tempo I  
 
 
4/4 
Measures 1–18 19–36 37–52 53–72 73–76 
Key  A minor  A major  A minor  A major  A minor  
Texture  Four-part  Chorale  
Melody  
+  
Homophonic 
Four-part 
Chorale  
Melody 
+ 
 
Homophonic 
Two-part 
+ 
Four-part  
Character  Solemn Contented  Solemn  Contented  Solemn  
Phrase 
structure  8+8 8+8 8+8 8+8 4 
 
Table 8.4    Saudade op. 34, no. 2, details of each section 
 
 
Saudade starts with open fifths (A-E) in ascending motion, creating an 
atmospheric quality: 
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Fig. 8.10    Op. 34 no. 2, beginning open fifths, mm. 1–2 
 
The narrative that follows the opening is set in a four-part chorale texture, a 
solemn procession in which the bass line holds firm on the note A3 until the start of m. 7. 
This creates slight dissonances with the moving notes in the upper voice between mm. 3–
6, with harmonic progression occurring at a slow pace. Once the dominant is reached 
(mm. 7–8), a double-octave unison closes the first phrase (mm. 9–10).  
The rhythmic pattern in this first phrase, mm. 3–10, underlines all of section A: 
one measure of quarter notes followed by four eighth notes, a dotted quarter, and another 
eighth, as observed below:  
 
Fig. 8.11    Op. 34 no. 2, rhythmic pattern of melody in section A, mm. 1–6 
The second statement acquires a more declamatory character when the soprano 
line begins to move in semitones, infusing the melody with chromaticism, stimulating 
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more activity from the alto and tenor lines, a process that culminates in a sforzando at m. 
12. Here the next statement reaches higher registers, transposed up a fourth from the 
previous one, reinforced by the thickest texture and loudest dynamic of the entire section 
(m. 14). The climax of the phrase gradually dissipates, and a last deferential unison ends 
the section.          
Section B is a simple, quiet pastoral tune in A major.6 It is set in a new meter, 2/4, 
and a simpler melody with accompaniment texture. The left hand reprises the open fifths 
(A-E) from section A, now acting as drones for the melody. This accompaniment 
produces a folk-like mood, further emphasized by a lowered 7th (G♮) in the melody at 
mm. 23 and 25, a V7/V chord which gives a momentary feeling of the mixolydian mode. 
The overall result is a musette-like character. 
The apparent simplicity of the music can be misleading, as the right hand may 
struggle to perform a melody that cuts across upper and middle registers, demanding 
rapid and smooth change of hand position in the keyboard without aural consequences. 
The thumb and second finger must operate with tight collaboration and proximity to 
guarantee a smooth legato in the lower notes.  
 
Fig. 8.12    Op. 34, no. 2, pastoral tune of section B, mm. 19–26 
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The open fifths not only pervade the accompaniment but also close the section by 
changing registers, as at the beginning of the piece, except that now the intervals move 
downwards (mm. 34–36). This interval not only relates the two different sections of the 
piece, but becomes a neutral agent within the dichotomy of musical images presented in 
the piece.  
Both sections A’ and B’ have fuller textures and more ornaments. Section B’ in 
particular develops the drones, distributing them through different registers that exploit 
the resonance of the piano (mm. 62–69). Some of the open fifths are also syncopated, 
promoting a more dance-like mood as well.  
 
Fig. 8.13    Op. 34, no. 2, dance-like mood, mm. 62–64   
 
After section B’ concludes we are brought back to the bare open fifths (mm. 69–
71), this time reaching the highest register of the keyboard. The codetta is reminiscent of 
the initial melody, now thinner in texture (mm. 73–74). The piece evaporates into a wispy 
ppp dynamic.  
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Fig. 8.14    Op. 34, no.2, coda, mm. 73–76 
 
Pologne – Mazurka Opus 34, No. 3 
 
Miguéz’s Pologne pays respect to the old dance form used in the Baroque period, 
while its subtitle Mazurka looks to the 19th century elaborations on the dance form, and 
more specifically to Chopin. One may readily observe that the harmonic treatment of the 
Polonaise-like passages is more simplistic than that of the Mazurka-like passages. The 
following table provides basic information about Pologne, which functions as a minuet-
trio-minuet da capo form:   
 
Measures Meter Tempo Key Form  
116 3/4 
 
Allegretto  
♩ = 144 
D minor  ABA-CDC-AB’A’ 
 
Table 8.5    Pologne op. 34 no. 3 
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Each section is a ternary form in itself: 
 
 
Table 8.6    Pologne op. 34, no. 3, “minuet” 
 
Section 
 
C 
 
D C 
Measures 33–48 49–64 65–80 
Key D major B minor D major 
Phrase structure  4+4 8+8 4+4 
Texture  Homophonic Two-part Homophonic  
 
Table 8.7    Pologne op. 34, no. 3, “trio” 
 
 
 
 
 
Section 
 
A 
 
||:  B        |         A’  :|| 
Measures 1–16 ||:  17–24    |     25–32  :|| 
Key  D minor A major/D minor  |    D minor 
Phrase structure 8+8 4+4+8 
Texture  Four-part  Two-part (unison)    |      Four-part  
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Table 8.8    Pologne op. 34, no. 3, “minuet da capo” 
 
 
The initial layout of the opening phrase (mm. 1–8) utilizes a reference to the 
harmonic progression of La Folia: i - V - i - ♭VII - ♭III - ♭VII - i - V, etc. Miguéz, 
however, uses it in a slightly modified version: i - V - i - ♭VII - III - V - i - V. Emphasis 
on the second beat is apparent in the opening measures, with a robust and rhythmically 
strict character. As the piece unfolds, the emphasis is also transferred to the third beats, 
creating syncopations.  
 
Fig. 8.15    Op. 34, no. 3, beginning, mm. 1–4 
Section A B’ (prolonged) A’ 
Measures 81–96 97–108 109–116 
Key D minor A major/D minor  D minor  
Phrase structure  8+8 4+4+4 8 
Texture  Four-part Two-part Four-part 
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Section B presents the Mazurka-like style, with a strong tonicization of the 
dominant chord leading back to tonic D minor, with a prominent alternation between G# 
in m. 18 and G♮ in m. 19 that is underscored when the phrase repeats in the next four 
bars. A single dotted rhythm provides a link to the previous section. 
 
Fig. 8.16    Op. 34, no. 3, section B, mm. 17–20 
 
Section C is a jovial peasant dance, utilizing open-fifth drones reminiscent of 
Saudade as accompaniment (mm. 33–48), and using the melodic D and F♯ as common 
tones to alternate between D major and B minor chords. The robust rhythmic pattern 
emphasizes both first and third beats. An echo of the initial eight measures of this section 
is produced with pianissimo dynamic and graceful embellishments.  
 
Fig. 8.17    Op. 34, no. 3, peasant dance of section C, mm. 33–36 
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Fig. 8.18    Op. 34, no. 3, soft variation of peasant dance, mm. 41–42 
 
Section D, like section B, is designed with a Mazurka rhythmic profile, but this 
time against a less stable harmonic background. The section is marked capriccioso, with 
further indications of sostenuto and amoroso (loving, in Italian), adding rhythmic 
inflection in contrast to the strict rhythmic patterns of previous sections. In the passage 
between mm. 49–63, which begins on the dominant of B minor, harmonic uncertainty 
continually delays arrival to the tonic, which eventually occurs only at m. 64. The entire 
passage is to be played with flexibility and sensibility to harmonic changes in order to 
produce a capricious and whimsical effect.  
 
Fig. 8.19    Op. 34, no. 3, section D, mm. 51–56 
Sections C, A, and B then return in their original format, and the Pologne closes 
in a quiet and elegant manner.  
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La Mendiante - Romance sans Paroles Opus 34, No. 47 
 
La Mendiante is slow, with a simple, modest, yet refined approach to register and 
dynamics. Below is a table with basic information about the work:  
 
Measures Meter Tempo Key Form  
35 3/4 
 
Adagio   
♩ = 60 
E minor A-B-codetta 
 
Table 8.9    La Mendiante op. 34, no. 4 
 
Each section is divided as shown below:  
 
Table 8.10    La Mendiante op. 34, no. 4, details of each section 
 
Musically, both sections A and B are bound by a sorrowful mood, very much 
emphasized by a two-note legato gesture that leans on the downbeat of nearly every 
measure. Whether upward or downward, the gesture defines a motive that unifies the 
Section A B Codetta 
Measures  1–16 17–32 32–35 
Key E minor (piano) 
G major (mezzo forte) 
+ 
E minor (piano) 
E minor 
(piano-pp) 
Phrase structure  4+4 4+4 4 
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melodic utterances of the piece. Structurally, sections A and B are also bound by similar 
melodic contour and rhythmic profile, although operating in different keys: first section 
in E minor (mm. 1–16) and second section in the relative key G major as well as in E 
minor (mm. 17–32).  
 
Fig. 8.20    Op. 34, no. 4, beginning, mm. 1–4 
 
 
Fig. 8.21    Op. 34, no. 4, section B, mm. 17–20 
 
One technical challenge observed in the figures 8.20 and 8.21 above is the 
management of distances between melodic notes and chords on a passage such as mm. 1–
2 and mm. 17–18. The skip from high E5 at the end of m. 17 to G4 at beginning of m. 18 
may result in an undesired accent if the pianist is not careful with the shift of hand 
position. 
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The phrases in La Mendiante have no embellishments and preserve a consistent 
four-bar pattern throughout the piece. The choice of four-part texture pervading all 
sections reveals Miguéz’s predilection for part-writing and chorale-style counterpoint. 
The top line’s melodic discourse happens within a compact range, the highest note being 
E5 and the lowest D♯4, while the accompaniment utilizes the lower register of the 
keyboard only sporadically, for instance, at mm. 14, 34, and 35.  
La Mendiante requires also a particular legato technique well known to organists, 
which is the crossing of fingers, other than the thumb, above each other, and finger 
substitution on a same note. Such techniques combined ensure that one hand alone can 
produce legato within two-part or three part textures without almost no help from the 
right pedal. Observe, for instance, how even a small phrase requires finger crossing and 
finger substitution: 
 
Fig. 8.22    Op. 34, no. 4, finger substitution, mm. 2–4 
 
In figure 8.22 above we see a very challenging legato passage in which either the 
composer or the editor recommends that the right hand third finger goes above the fourth 
finger, between mm. 2 and 3. And in the second beat of m. 3, both hands must do a swift 
finger substitution on the same note B in order to sustain a legato. Another example of 
this technique is shown in figure 8.23 below, between mm. 10 and 12:  
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Fig. 8.23    Op. 34, no. 4, finger substitution, mm. 10–12 
In the overall scheme of La Mendiante, the somber key of E minor prevails. The 
brief moments of warm and tender G major are placed in isolated compartments of the 
piece, but soon overshadowed by E minor. The G major moments happen twice as a soft 
arrival, in mm. 12 and 16 during section A, and twice with a rather outspoken mezzo forte 
carried throughout a four-bar phrase, between mm. 17–20 and 25–28 during section B. 
Section B presents a delicate extension of the sixteenth-note rhythm from section A into a 
four-note group, as can be observed in mm. 21, 22, 29, and 30. The codetta’s moving 
notes are reminiscent of the rhythmic profile of the piece (mm. 32–33), but are soon 
subdued by three steady and unyielding E minor chords (mm. 34–35).  
 
Fig. 8.24    Op. 34, no. 4, coda, mm. 32–35 
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Plaisanterie – Humoresque Opus 34, No. 5 
  
Plaisanterie is a piece with two distinct sections: the first is fast, witty, light, and 
playful (section A, mm.1–24), the second is lyrical and poetic (section B, mm. 25–48). 
The subtitle, Humoresque, emphasizes the lively character of the piece as well as 
Miguéz’s possible models, not only Schumann’s Humoresque op. 20, but also Dvorak’s 
Eight Humoresques op. 101, Poulenc’s Humoresque FP 72, and Balakirev’s Humoresque. 
Below is a table with basic information about the piece:  
 
Measures Meter Tempo Key Form  
78 2/4 
 
Presto   
♩ = 144 
E♭ major  A-B-A’- codetta 
 
Table 8.11    Plaisanterie op. 34, no. 4 
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The following table illustrates information for each section, Table 8.12: 
Section 
A 
Presto  
♩ = 144 
B 
Affetuoso 
♩ = 120  
A’ 
Tempo I 
 
2/4 
 
Codetta 
Tempo I 
 
 
 
Measures 1–24 25–48 49–69 69–78 
Key  E♭  major B♭  major E♭ major E♭  major 
Texture  Chordal  Three-part Chordal Two-part 
Character  Playful, witty Lyrical, poetic  Playful, witty  Playful, witty 
Phrase structure  4+4 12+12 4+4 8+2 
 
Table 8.12    Plaisanterie op. 34, no. 4, details of each section 
 
The section A of Plaisanterie has a continuous motion of sixteenth notes played 
alternately between hands, in which the left hand is always on the strong beats. The 
expressive indication at m.1, scherzando, leaves no doubt regarding the attitude of the 
opening. Furthermore, the indication senza pedale adds a filigree-like quality to the 
figurations.  
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Fig. 8.25    Op. 34, no. 5, beginning, mm. 1–4 
 
 As can be seen above in figure 8.25, the pattern between hands is altered at the 
end of the first phrase, a change that happens in every subsequent four-bar phrase of the 
first section, adding rhythmic variety to the texture as well as a witty quality.  
The rapid activity occurs within an overall soft dynamic, with only two instances 
of crescendo to forte, which immediately revert to piano afterwards, another humorous 
trait (mm. 15–16 and 23–24). The harmonic layout is standard, with the initial eight 
measures proceeding to dominant then back to tonic. The subsequent phrase, however, 
begins in the chromatically third-related key of G♭ major, unannounced and without 
preparation, adding to the wit and un-predictableness of this section. This intermediary 
thought in G♭ major (mm. 9–16) ends with a fermata on a sixteenth rest, adding a slight 
pause and a humorous, perhaps comical, realization that the key had been “wrong” since 
the start of m. 9. The piece then discreetly resumes in E♭ major. Control of dynamics, 
lightness of touch, and rhythmic precision are imperative for a successful performance of 
this section.  
Section B (mm. 25–48), in B♭ major, introduces the lyrical characteristic of the 
piece. Three distinct voices create a long melodic line that paces through more elaborate 
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harmonies. The treatment of melody and accompaniment is in the typical style of the 
Romantic character piece. The repeated rhythmic motive of two half notes followed by a 
whole note, colored by moving eighth notes in the left hand, creates a contemplative 
mood as the music wanders, goalless, through chromatic territory. Remote harmonies are 
approached effortlessly and given tempo flexibility to shade the melody, as can be 
observed by indications of slentando (m. 30), poco ritenuto (m. 32), calmo and 
ritardando (mm. 33–36). This phrase eventually arrives at a dominant seventh chord, 
which is shaped only at the very end of m. 36, another indication of the melody’s 
hesitation to find conclusive goals. 
The bass line in this section moves in thirds when the harmonies are more 
defined, for instance from mm. 25 through 26. On the other hand it moves by steps, 
increasing the harmonic rhythm, when creating remote harmonies, such as the fully 
diminished chord and the A♭ minor chords between mm. 29 and 30.  
 
 
 
Fig. 8.26    Op. 34, no. 5, section B, mm. 25–28 
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Fig. 8.27    Op. 34, no. 5, remote harmonies, mm. 29–30 
 
The second phrase, mm. 37–48, is written in the same manner, except that 
stronger dynamics take place when melody reaches a peak between mm. 41 and 42. 
Similarly, the second phrase appears to find the dominant seventh chord only at the very 
end, at m. 48.  
 
Fig. 8.28     Op. 34, no. 5, climax of section B, mm. 41–44 
Section A’ returns to the humorous character (mm. 49–78), but it does not contain 
the chromatic digression of the beginning section. This time it travels only to A♭ major 
(mm. 57–63), and approaches brief instances of diminished chords inherited from section 
B. The coda increases the speed, dynamic, and excitement, but it concludes the piece with 
very soft and short chords, in a similar manner of the ending of Schumann’s Traumes 
Wirren, the seventh piece from Fantasiestücke, op. 12.   
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Fig. 8.29     Op. 34, no.5, coda, mm. 74–78 
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ENDNOTES 
	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  Few works by Miguéz were featured in the 1896 catalogue of copyrighted works 
by Rieter-Biedermann, including the Nocturno op. 10, his three symphonic poems, 
Parisina op. 15, Ave Libertas op. 18, Prometheus op. 21, his Violin Sonata op. 14, and the 
complete set of Scènes Intimes op. 24. Morceaux Lyriques op. 34 appeared in a later 
catalogue, having been published in 1899 by J. Rieter & Biedermann, and circa 1916 by 
Casa Bevilacqua.  
2	  The title L’improvisateur is not very often encountered in compositions. In fact, 
to my knowledge it was used only once before, by Jules Massenet (1842-1912) in a song 
for voice and piano entitled L’Improvisateur: Souvenir du Transtevère, written in 1864, 
supposedly based on a text by Romain Bussine (1830-1899).   
3	  Zequinha de Abreu (José Gomes de Abreu, 1880-1935) was a Brazilian 
composer born in Santa Rita do Passa Quatro, São Paulo. He composed several songs and 
waltzes of great popular appeal in his time. The chôro Tico-Tico no Fubá, composed in 
1917, is one of Brazil’s most famous tunes, and it has been arranged for innumerable 
ensembles.	  	  
Enciclopédia da Música Brasileira. São Paulo: ART Editora LTDA, 1977, A-N, 
pp. 5-6. 
4	  Curiously, the word Saudade has little connection with the French subtitle that 
follows it, Tendre Regret (tender regret), unless the word Regret in French signified 
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something else at that time. I am not certain whether the subtitle was meant to be a 
translation or an added emotion to the title. The fourth piece of Souvenirs op. 20, 
Lamento, has a similar circumstance in which Miguéz assigns to it other subtitles such as 
Devaneio (Reverie). 
5	  The tempo indication Andante malinconio (melancholic), with variations of the 
word being malinconico or malincolico, is not used often in music. One of the best 
known examples is Beethoven’s string quartet op.18 no. 6, in which the fourth movement 
opens with an Adagio subtitled La Malinconia. The third movement of Carl Nielsen’s 
second symphony op. 16, “The Four Temperaments”, also has a tempo indication of 
Andante malinconio. Most recently, pianist and composer Stephen Hough used the term 
as a tempo indication for his piano piece entitled Prelude d’après Mompou.  
6	  The choice of parallel modes, minor for winter and major for spring, represents 
this coexistence of images akin to mid-19th century lieder and short piano pieces. In a 
simplistic and romantic way, section A could be played as “present time”, while section 
B could be played as “psychological time”, and vice-versa.  
7	  Miguéz’s first published piano work was the Pressentiment - Romance Sans 
Paroles, composed c. 1871-1877. Now, over 20 years later, in 1899, he returns to this 
format with La Mendiante (The Beggar). Another piece in the op. 34 set, Saudade, also 
received a similar subtitle, Chanson sans Paroles. Once again, as noted in chapter 3, 
Miguéz at the dawn of the 20th century still maintained a conservative, 19th century 
approach to his piano music.	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